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A Qualitative Evaluation of an Online Intervention Designed for Exercise Instructors to Adopt a 

More Motivationally-Adaptive Communication Style 

Abstract 

Drawing from Self-Determination Theory (SDT; Deci & Ryan, 2002), the present study 

designed and evaluated need supportive components of an online intervention to train 

exercise instructors to adopt a more motivationally-adaptive communication style when 

interacting with their exercisers. The intervention utilised various behaviour change 

techniques (Michie et al., 2011), amongst different learning strategies (a webinar series, 

an online handbook and a social media platform). The intervention was reported in detail 

in a separate document (Appendix 1), in line with the current guidelines surrounding 

adequate implementation and fidelity procedures (Borelli et al., 2005; Hoffmann et al., 

2014). The study adopted a pragmatic design, evaluating the intervention using 

qualitative methods. This was achieved by taking guidance from the RE-AIM framework 

and SDT to understand if the intervention was worthwhile and what modifications should 

be made to the intervention to be scalable for a future pilot trial (Glasgow & Estabrooks, 

2018; Holtrop et al., 2018). Eight exercise instructors participated in semi-structured 

interviews surrounding the interventions essential need-supportive components. 

Interviews were tailored to each participants experience using self-reflection diary data 

collected at various points throughout the intervention. Deductive thematic content 

analysis was used at the semantic level to code and cluster the data into different 

themes, based on what emerged from the interviews. Barriers and facilitators to 

successful intervention engagement and strategy implementation were discussed in 

relation to the intervention components that facilitated or thwarted instructors’ 

perceptions of interpersonal involvement, structure and autonomy support. Findings are 

discussed in relation to their theoretical, practical and research implications, including the 

limitations and proposed adaptations to the present intervention, contributions towards 

the future design of a pilot trial and contributions to improve the design and training 

content of other SDT-based training programmes across the exercise and healthcare 

domains, in general. Limitations of the present research are discussed in terms of the 

design and implementation of the intervention; the data collection and analysis 

procedure; the evaluation of the intervention.  
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1. Literature Review 

1.1.  Rationale 

 Many nations encourage and prioritise healthier lifestyles using exercise (I.e., Moreno et 

al., 2008). Health campaigns and exercise programmes are being developed to assist 

continuous physical activity and benefit exercisers, both physically and psychologically 

(Rhodes et al., 2017; WHO, 2004). Even though, the UK offers the second most fitness classes 

in Europe (6.7 thousand), with approximately 9.7 million members and 62 thousand 

instructors (Lange, 2019), In England alone, around 20 million adults in the UK are 

insufficiently active, whilst in Wales 42% of the adult population (over 1million people) are 

physically inactive (British Heart Foundation, 2017).  

 Physical inactivity and sedentary lifestyle weigh heavily on UK healthcare, estimated to 

cost as much as £1.2 billion a year (British Heart Foundation, 2017). This is important to 

acknowledge, as early mortality and disease that are related to lifestyle factors can be 

combatted by meeting physical activity and exercise recommendations (Petersen et al., 2015; 

Reiner, Niermann, Jekauc & Woll, 2013). In addition, physical inactivity, worldwide, has shown 

to be the fourth leading risk of mortality (WHO, 2008), with 60% of adults in the UK reporting 

they were unaware of the Government’s physical activity guidelines (British Heart Foundation, 

2017).  

 Research has cited that the exercise class context has struggled to engage exercisers in 

the long term due to the multiple barriers they encounter (e.g., Trost, Owen, Bauman, Sallis & 

Brown, 2002), as turnover in attendees is high (Berger et al., 2002) and many exercisers 

experience a lifetime cycle of relapse from an active to inactive lifestyle (Sallis et al., 1990). 

This can be observed by the 63% of new members who abandon an exercise class before the 

third month and less than 4% will remain for more than 12 months of continuous activity 

(Annesi, 2003; Berger, Pargman & Weinberg, 2002; Middelkamp et al., 2017; Sperandei, Vieira 

& Reis, 2016) demonstrating that the motivation that initially influences the intention to 

attend an exercise class, can fade over time (Gjestvang, Stensrud & Haakstad, 2019; Sallis et 

al., 1990).  

 The exercise psychology literature provides recommendations for evidence-based 

developments of training programmes, by drawing from contemporary theories of motivation 

to address the physical inactivity and relapse issue (Cerin & MacKinnon, 2009; Hawkins et al., 
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2010; Middelkamp et al., 2017; Silva, Marques & Teixeira, 2014), with some studies 

developing interventions that focus specifically on the motivating style of exercise class 

leaders (Edmunds, Ntoumanis & Duda, 2008; Ntoumanis, Thøgersen‐Ntoumani, Quested & 

Hancox, 2017). Addressing this issue is important as there is a significant gap between what 

we know within the research literature and what is being delivered in community and practice 

settings (Ntoumanis, Quested, Reeve & Cheon, 2018; Quested, Ntoumanis, Thøgersen-

Ntoumani, Hagger & Hancox, 2017).  

 Previous studies surrounding motivational engagement and exercise maintenance have 

looked to apply the principals of Self-Determination Theory (SDT; Deci & Ryan, 2000, 2004) 

both, directly and indirectly through factors that regulate motivation. SDT has been 

successfully applied to a variety of health contexts over the past three decades, to increase 

positive behavioural engagements with desired outcomes, including: attendance in addiction 

treatment programmes (Ryan, Plant & O’Malley, 1995; Wild, Yuan, Rush & Urbanoski, 2016) 

and participation in weight loss programmes (Gorin, Powers, Koestner & Wing, 2014). 

 One of the primary factors that influence motivation, concerns how significant others 

(i.e., coaches, parents, instructors, etc.) can motivate and how they can learn to be 

significantly more motivationally supportive toward others (e.g., Edmunds et al., 2008). 

Empirical studies have demonstrated this to be true with various populations (Chatzisarantis 

& Hagger, 2009; DeCharms, 1976; Edmunds et al., 2008; Reeve, Cheon & Jang, 2019; 

Ntoumanis et al., 2017). Attempting to train someone to be more motivationally supportive to 

another person is known as a Train-the-Trainer (TTT) approach. A TTT is an indirect 

intervention, this means the end beneficiaries are not in direct receipt of the educational 

intervention, as such, these interventions focus on what one person can say and do to 

enhance another persons’ motivation for a given activity (Yarber, Baker, Brownson & Jacob, 

2015).  

 A TTT approach has demonstrated an ability to reach large audiences by training 

individuals who are central to the community, having a more efficient, vast and continuous 

access to the target, as well as decreasing burden for researchers who would have otherwise 

delivered the intervention (Yarber et al., 2015). Moreover, indirect interventions have the 

potential to build capacity at the local level and can enhance collaboration and networking 

amongst those trained, helping to sustain positive research influences (Orfaly, 2005).  
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 To support the need of more theoretically-based exercise programmes in the exercise 

class context, exercise instructors and personal trainers adopt a “no pain, no gain” mentality, 

which has been cited as abundant in exercise sessions (Ntoumanis et al., 2017), often 

stemming from instructors’ assumptions that a more controlled environment is likely to make 

people work harder, however, it often leads to thwarted motivation (Edmunds et al., 2008; 

Hancox, Quested, Thøgersen-Ntoumani & Ntoumanis, 2015; Ntoumanis et al., 2017). 

Moreover, exercise instructors usually do not receive training in how to foster quality 

motivation in their clients and these thoughts can manifest (Ntoumanis et al., 2017).  

  Since the rise of the internet, online interventions have become increasingly popular, 

being used by institutions in various countries to provide opportunities and meet the learner’s 

needs (Rumble & Latchem, 2004; Lewis, Napolitano, Buman, Williams & Nigg, 2017). 

Technology-based interventions have the potential to be more cost-effective, accessible and 

convenient (Bacigalupo et al., 2013; Khalysis et al., 2010; Thomas, Bond, Phelan, Hill & Wing, 

2014). Teacher education courses have benefited from the availability of technology-enabled 

distance education programmes over the last decade (Robinson & Latchem, 2003) and have 

demonstrated how online training can address temporal and spatial restrictions that come 

with traditional education settings (Bates, 2005; McIsaac & Gunawardena, 1996; Weman-

Josefsson, Johnson & Lindwall, 2018), therefore leading researchers to suggest SDT 

interventions can be appropriately applied in a digital context. In addition, the use of 

technology can assist interventions, facilitating their standardisation and evaluation. 

Technology can provide a more detailed reporting of key components, increasing the 

reliability for intervention replication, transferability and scalability between designs 

(Hoffmann et al., 2014; Michie et al., 2013; Patrick & Canavello, 2011). Which has been raised 

as a concern amongst intervention designers (e.g., Quested et al., 2018). 

 Understanding the most effective active components of interventions is of importance to 

SDT-based intervention research. However, evaluation frameworks that provide full process 

evaluations can be overburdensome, especially at early stages of research and are not always 

possible or appropriate (Estabrooks & Glasgow, 2018; Glasgow, 2013). The use of 

implementation and evaluation frameworks has been suggested to ensure the design of 

robust interventions (Quested et al., 2017). The data shows that more studies are needed that 

use pragmatic varieties or use more qualitative methods in the evaluation of an intervention 

(Glasgow, 2013; Glasgow et al., 2019; Holtrop et al., 2018). Using qualitative methods should 

enhance understanding and lessons learned in the exercise class context, especially regarding 
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the nuances involved with designing and implementing indirect interventions, as this can 

ultimately lead to better dissemination of evidence-based approaches into practice.  

 In the present study, a case is built for Self-Determination Theory's (SDT: Deci & Ryan, 

2000) relevance in the design, delivery and testing of an online intervention to teach exercise 

instructors how to optimally support their clients’ motivation. Primarily focussing on what 

components of the intervention were most useful for the exercise instructors to make the 

most substantial change in their communication style. This was to refine the intervention and 

build towards a full RCT. 

1.2. Self-Determination Theory       

 SDT (Deci & Ryan, 2000) originated from humanistic approaches to psychology and offers 

a multidimensional framework to explain human motivation and personality. Deci and Ryan 

(SDT: 1985, 2000), developed SDT to distinguish between high quality (self-determined or 

autonomous motivation), and low-quality motivation (controlled or amotivation), and 

explains how the context of an activity and an individuals’ motivation towards it can support 

or frustrate optimal psychological growth (Deci & Ryan, 1985, 2002). It also highlights the 

importance of humans evolved inner resources for personality development and behavioural 

self-regulation (Ryan, Kuhl, & Deci, 1997). SDT assumes people are inherently eager to learn 

and succeed because the process itself is satisfying and rewarding, whilst also acknowledging 

people can internalise or be thwarted away from an activity due to the social environment’s 

ability to undermine or foster people’s self-motivation, social functioning and personal well-

being (Deci & Ryan, 2000).  

 Much of the literature surrounding behaviour change has questioned the usefulness of 

traditional theories such as self-efficacy (e.g., Lewis et al., 2017), leading many researchers to 

suggest newer theoretical constructs should be explored (e.g., Rhodes & Kates, 2015). In this 

regard, SDT has received significant empirical research supporting its use in predicting 

physical activity in the context of health behaviour change (e.g., Biddle & Nigg, 2000: Fortier, 

Williams, Sweet & Patrick, 2009; Wilson, Mack & Grattan, 2008), leading many researchers to 

develop physical activity promoting interventions that are based on SDT (see Greaves et al., 

2011; Hagger & Chatzisarantis, 2008; Teixeira, Carraça, Markland, Silva & Ryan 2012, for 

reviews). Specifically, SDT comprises of six mini-theories (Cognitive Evaluation Theory; 

Organismic Integration Theory; Causality Orientations Theory; Basic Psychological Needs 
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Theory; Goal Contents Theory; Relationships Motivation Theory), that can be helpful in 

understanding the psychology, behaviour and performance of exercise class instructors and 

their clients. It is a delimitation of the present study to only includes those sub-theories with 

the strongest theoretical and empirical justification, of which the reader will be made aware 

in the upcoming sections. 

1.2.1. Extrinsic & Intrinsic Motivation  

 Motivation can influence what we do (or learn), how we do it (or learn it), and when we 

choose to do it (or learn it), (Schunk, 1995). Deci and Ryan (2000) developed SDT to suggest 

different types of motivation have different effects on cognitive (i.e., task-engagement), 

affective (i.e., well-being) and behavioural outcomes (i.e., perseverance). This is done by 

understanding Cognitive Evaluation Theory (CET: Deci & Ryan, 1985) and Organismic 

Integration Theory (OIT: Deci & Ryan, 2008). They provide distinctions between the different 

types of motivation individuals might feel and together, represent a basic dimension by which 

people make sense of their own and others’ behaviours (Deci & Ryan, 1985, 2000, 2008). 

People can be motivated towards an activity because they value an activity or because there 

is a strong external influence (Deci & Ryan, 2008), these are the differences between internal 

(intrinsic) motivation, when a person stands behind a behaviour out of their interests and 

values, engaging in a behaviour for its own sake (i.e., for challenge and enjoyment), and 

external (extrinsic) motivation, when people do things for reasons external to the self (i.e., 

due to incentives and punishments).  

 CET is concerned with intrinsic motivation which facilitates human development, 

specifically, growth in competencies, learning and adaptation (Deci & Ryan, 1985). In short, 

the cause of the behaviour must be internal, known as an internal locus of causality, and the 

individual who engages in the behaviour must perceive that the task increases their 

competence (e.g., “I love attending exercise classes because they are so fun,”). On the other 

hand, OIT focusses on extrinsic motivation, which is behaviour that serves an instrumental 

purpose rather than being carried out for its own sake (e.g., “I attend exercise classes because 

people depend on me,”). OIT suggests external purposes underpinning behaviour are less or 

more extrinsically motivating depending on how internalised or integrated they are to the 

individual (Deci & Ryan, 2008). OIT also acknowledges what aspects of the social contexts can 

enhance or thwart internalisation to understand what influences people towards either 

resisting, partially adopting, or deeply internalising values, goals, or belief systems (Deci & 
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Ryan, 2008). A third form of regulation is, amotivation, which represents a lack of motivation 

or intention to act (Deci & Ryan, 2000). This may be because of a feeling of incompetence or 

low self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997), a perception that what they do will not affect the outcome 

(Peterson, Maier & Seligman, 1993), or an attribution of low value to the task being 

undertaken (Brophy, 2008). Thus, the model understands regulation through a continuum 

from amotivation at one end to intrinsic motivation at the other. 

 The different regulations (or types) of extrinsic motivation include, external regulation, 

introjection, identification, and integration (Deci & Ryan, 2000; 2008). Introjected regulation 

is motivation from an internalised, pressuring origin and is exhibited when motivations induce 

guilt, worry or shame (e.g., “I attend exercise classes to lose weight and I enjoy the 

compliments,”). Identified regulation is motivation that understands the importance of the 

behaviour and accepts it as a regulation because it assists them in achieving a goal (e.g., “I 

attend exercise classes because It helps me stay healthy and I like to be healthy,”). Integrated 

regulation is the most self-determined form of external motivation and occurs when a person 

has fully integrated a motivation within their selves by deciding it’s congruent with their 

personal beliefs and values (e.g., “I attend exercise classes because I’m a healthy person,”). 

Together these subtypes of extrinsic motivation fall along a continuum of internalisation as 

people’s extrinsic motives or reasons become more internalised. The more internalised the 

extrinsic motivation, the more self-determined the person will be when enacting the 

behaviours and the more positive outcomes (e.g., enjoyment,) they will experience (Deci & 

Ryan, 2008).  

 Although identified and integrated regulation are types of extrinsic motivation, they are 

considered self-determined because behaviours are internalised (Amoura, Berjot, Caruana & 

Cohen, 2015). More autonomous forms of motivation (i.e., being more self-determined) are 

associated with: increased task performance and effort (Legault & Inzlicht, 2013; Standage, 

Duda & Ntoumanis, 2006); decreased dropout rates (Cheon & Reeve, 2015; Pellier, Fortier, 

Vallerand & Briere, 2001); increased behavioural persistence and healthier psychological 

outcomes (Hagger & Chatzisarantis, 2014; Ng et al., 2012; Ryan & Deci, 2017; Teixeira et al., 

2012). 
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1.2.2. Basic Psychological Needs  

 Basic Psychological Needs Theory (BPNT/BPNs) specifically focuses on the level of 

psychological fulfilment an individual will feel through an activity (Deci & Ryan, 2000). This 

does not only concern the activity, but the context in which it is performed (i.e., motivational 

climate,) can also influence the degree to which the individual’s BPNs are fulfilled (Deci & 

Ryan, 2008, 2017). This means, in order to facilitate internalisation of an activity and become 

more self-determined, an individual must, to some extent, satisfy their BPNs (Deci & Ryan, 

2002, 2017).  

 The three needs that should be satisfied to foster high quality forms of motivation are: 

Autonomy, which reflects the need to engage in behaviours with a sense of choice or personal 

endorsement and is often referred to as the degree of self-determination of one’s behaviour 

(DeCharms, 1968; Deci, 1975; Deci & Ryan, 2000); Competence, which represents the need to 

feel optimally challenged, capable of achieving and how effectively one can navigate their 

environment (Harter, 1978; Deci & Ryan, 2002; White, 1963); Relatedness, which reflects the 

degree to which an individual feels connected to and are understood by others (Baumeister & 

Leary, 1995; Deci & Ryan, 2002). When an individual satisfies their BPNs (feels autonomous, 

competent and related to others) they experience positive physical, psychological and social 

well-being (Deci & Ryan, 2017; Reeve, Jang, Carrell, Jeon & Barch, 2004; Reeve, 2012). 

Satisfaction of the needs has shown to mediate the associations between more self 

determined forms of motivation and behavioural persistence in multiple contexts including 

health behaviour change (see Ng et al., 2012 for a review). As such, researchers have linked 

BPN satisfaction to intrinsic motivation and increased behavioural engagement (Cerasoli, 

Nicklin, & Ford, 2014), more vitality and less ego (Muraven, Gagne, & Rosman, 2008). 

 Vallerand (1997, 2007) proposed a Hierarchical Model of Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation 

(HMIEM), which understands the determinants, mediators and consequences of different 

motivation qualities. It suggested social environments that support individuals' BPNs are 

assumed to foster more autonomous (self-determined) motivational patterns, assisting 

individuals through the internalisation continuum (Deci & Ryan, 2000; 2017; Vallerand, 1997). 

This has been supported in the exercise domain with many studies acknowledging, to foster 

high quality and sustainable motivation, exercisers’ three BPNs should be supported by their 

instructor (see Teixeira, Carraça, Markland, Silva & Ryan, 2012, for an exercise specific 

review). The literature demonstrates that facilitation of the internalisation process can be 
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done by supporting BPNs, which has a reliable and positive influence on adaptive outcomes 

such as behavioural engagement/persistence and well-being (Deci & Ryan, 2002, 2008, 2017). 

1.3. Autonomy Support  

 According to Deci and Ryan (2000, 2017), the communication style a figure of authority 

uses, can either satisfy or undermine the three BPNs for a given activity. Therefore, the 

behaviours displayed, or messages provided by exercise instructors can be supportive or 

thwarting of the psychological needs (Deci & Ryan, 2017). Therefore, if the exercise leaders 

behaviours or messages support the satisfaction of individuals’ psychological needs, 

individuals are likely to experience a more positive motivational climate, leading to more 

autonomous forms of motivation and an increased likelihood of maintained health behaviour 

changes (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Ntoumanis, Quested, Reeve & Cheon, 2018; Ryan & Deci, 2017; 

Teixiera et al., 2019).  

 A need-supportive (autonomy supportive, or adaptive) communication style facilitates the 

satisfaction of the BPNs and is characterised by, an individuals ability to provide meaningful 

choices and rationales to others; the acknowledging negative feelings; offering of constructive 

feedback; taking a genuine interest in their welfare (Ntoumanis et al., 2018). A need thwarting 

(controlling or maladaptive) communication style is characterised by the provision of, 

questioning opinions and feelings; pressuring or guilt-inducing language; prescriptions and 

proscriptions; depriving opportunities to develop potential (Ntoumanis et al., 2018).  

 Typically, communications that support the BPNs are empathic, flexible and patient, 

rather than taking-charge, pressuring and urgent (Ntoumanis et al., 2018). Need-supportive 

communication creates conditions for people to motivate themselves in ways that are rich in 

volition and personal causation, by asking the individual what they want to achieve, 

encouraging questions, providing meaningful and satisfactory answers to questions and 

refraining from judgement or evaluation when obtaining information about past behaviour 

(Ntoumanis et al., 2018; Reeve, 2016). Need-support involves minimal pressure, judgement 

and control (Reeve, 1998; Ryan, 1993; Williams, 2002). A need thwarting communication style 

leads to need frustration, which in turn is associated with negative cognitive, affective and 

behavioural outcomes via controlled motivation and amotivation (Amoura, Berjot, Gillet & 

Caruana, 2015).  
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 Literature reviews have demonstrated moderate effect sizes for studies that have 

implemented a need-supportive intervention, however the variance in the interventions 

design and aims make it difficult to reliably draw conclusions as to why studies are successful 

or not (Su & Reeve, 2011). However, results provide promise as a meta-analysis in the health 

domain reported a positive association (D= 0.632) between instructors’ need-supportive 

communication style and recipients’ reports of psychological need satisfaction and indices of 

mental (e.g., depression, quality of life), and physical health (e.g., exercise, healthy diet; Ng et 

al., 2012). Such articles provide support for Vallerand’s (Vallerand, 2007) integrative model of 

motivation whereby influential agents are proposed to impact the extent to which the 

psychological needs of the individuals they interact with are satisfied (Vallerand, 2007). 

 Autonomy support (an element of need- support), refers to what one person says and 

does to enhance another’s internal perceived locus of causality, volition and perceived choice 

during an activity (Reeve, Nix & Hamm, 2003). Autonomy support refers to the interpersonal 

sentiment and behaviour one person provides to identify, nurture and develop the other’s 

inner motivational resources. These resources include the need for autonomy, intrinsic 

motivation, personal interests, intrinsic goals, curiosity, interest and self-endorsed values 

(Reeve, 2009). Autonomy support promotes individual’s opportunities for choice and 

involvement, encouraging personal responsibility for individuals’ own behaviour (Deci & Ryan, 

1985; Reeve, 1998; Ryan, 1995). According to Reeve (2009), autonomy supportive can be 

implemented through behaviours such as: adopting students’ perspectives; welcoming 

students’ thoughts, feelings and actions; supporting students’ motivational development and 

capacity for autonomous self-regulation (Deci, Eghrari, Patrick & Leone, 1994; Jang, Reeve & 

Deci, 2010; Reeve & Jang, 2006).  

 An individual who perceives that their autonomy is being supported demonstrate 

satisfaction of the three BPN, increased self-regulation and more autonomous forms of 

motivation, and positive cognitive and affective outcomes (Edmunds, Ntoumanis & Duda, 

2006; Wilson & Rodgers, 2004), including persistence and engagement (Williams, Frankel, 

Campbell & Deci, 2000; Williams, Freedman & Deci, 1998). This can be explained in part, due 

to individuals who participate in tasks for internal reasons persist for longer in free-choice 

behaviour than those motivated by extrinsic factors (Deci, Koestner & Ryan, 1999; Deci & 

Ryan, 1985). As such, the interpersonal style of instructors can impact self-determined 

motivation, because the internalisation of behavioural regulations (becoming more self-

determined,) can be fostered by the satisfaction of the BPNs, whilst the interpersonal 
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communication style or strategy (autonomous or controlled,) an individual adopts with 

another, heavily influences the degree an individual perceives their needs are satisfied (Deci & 

Ryan, 1985, 2002, 2017).  

 Despite the potential benefits of a need-supportive communication style, evidence 

suggests that the fitness industry is often dominated by more motivationally maladaptive 

approaches (Hancox et al., 2015). This includes the promotion of a “no-pain, no-gain,” culture 

and the use of extrinsic rewards to encourage retention of gym members (Edmunds et al., 

2008; Hancox et al., 2018a; Ntoumanis et al., 2017). For example, a group exercise instructor 

can be motivationally undermining by not offering choice and task variety to exercisers, or by 

being dismissive of their input and suggestions (Edmunds et al., 2008). In addition, other 

domains have demonstrated similar findings indicating a more controlling style is the 

approach many practitioners have taken with their patients and clients (Beckman & Frankel, 

1984; Kaplan, Greenfield & Ware, 1989; Marvel, Epstein, Flowers & Beckman, 1999). Training 

instructors to motivate their clients in a way that will sustain their exercise engagement, is not 

a core element of most instructor training programmes; therefore, there is a need to develop 

theoretically and empirically rigorous principles of autonomy support and need-supportive 

communication styles within behaviour change interventions to ensure exercise instructors 

are appropriately communicating with their clients (Hancox et al., 2018a; Ntoumanis et al., 

2017).   

1.4. Adaptive & Maladaptive Communication Strategies  

 Many researchers have translated theory into practice by cataloguing the specific 

behaviours and communications that support or thwart individuals BPNs (Reeve, 2011). This 

list has been updated, organised and classified on whether behaviours are autonomy 

supportive or controlling and provide useful guidance in how people can be more need-

supportive (Hancox et al., 2015; Hancox et al., 2018a; Reeve, 2016; Reeve et al., 2014).  

Interpersonal conditions (or motivationally adaptive strategies) have been explored 

throughout the literature, providing a plethora of information regarding the “how’s, why’s 

what’s and when’s” of autonomy-supportive communication (Cheon, Reeve, Yu & Jang, 2014; 

Hancox et al., 2018a; Reeve & Jang, 2006; Reeve, 2009, 2011, 2015, 2016).  

 Well established communication strategies in the literature include, but are not limited 

to:  
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⚫ Providing meaningful rationales (Assor, Kaplan & Roth, 2002), which demonstrate that 

instructors should provide exercisers with a rationale explaining why task engagement is a 

personally beneficial thing to do before requesting them to do the task. A request should be 

made after providing a rationale (Assor et al., 2002; Reeve, Jang, Hardre & Omura, 2002).  

⚫ Acknowledging negative feelings (Assor et al., 2002; Reeve & Jang, 2006; Reeve, 2011) which 

is operationalised by acknowledging, accepting and even welcoming their expressions of 

negative affect (e.g., “this is boring,”) as valid and worthwhile.  

⚫ Using non-controlling language (Reeve & Jang, 2006; Reeve, 2016; Vansteenkiste, Simons, 

Lens, Sheldon & Deci, 2004) which is done by exposing individuals to flexible communications 

(“you may like this…”), avoiding “should’s, must’s, got to’s and have to’s,” whilst utilising 

non-evaluative comments that may belittle, undermine or offend the individual. 

⚫ Offering choices (Assor et al., 2002; Cordova & Lepper, 1996; Perry, 1998), which is when 

instructors provide choices amongst options and invitations to self-direct another individual’s 

own task engagement. 

Another addition to the collection of communication strategies within the SDT literature has 

been to acknowledge the importance of taking the other person’s perspective, as many 

researchers now include “acknowledge negative feelings,” and “perspective taking,” into one 

supportive condition, “acknowledge perspectives and feelings” (e.g., Edmunds et al., 2008; 

Tessier, Sarrazin & Ntoumanis, 2008). Also, Su and Reeve (2011) reviewed the literature and 

found two possible additional autonomy-supportive behaviours that were not included within 

the current literature: providing unconditional positive regard (Assor et al., 2002) and 

displaying patience to allow time for self-paced learning to occur (Reeve, 2009). The general 

conclusion seems to be that an instructor that adopts an autonomy supportive 

communication style can satisfy exercisers BPNs through the implementation of 

motivationally adaptive strategies to consequently promote more self-determined exercise 

engagement (see Teixiera et al., 2012 for an exercise specific review).  

 Alternatively, controlling strategies include, but are not limited to:  

⚫ Empty communication (Reeve, 2006, 2011), which is operationalised by behaviours such as 

imposing goals and rules with no explanations, which are confusing, inappropriate, or 

pressuring and offering no specific feedback or praise, or talking in ways that are not 
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motivationally relevant or are motivationally empty (e.g., “keep going,” & using “no pain, no 

gain,” language, “push hard! C’mon, dig deep!”). 

⚫ Appearing cold (Reeve, 2006, 2011), which is operationalised by demonstrating indifference 

to the client’s positive and negative feelings. Appearing unresponsive to or discouraging your 

participant’s preferences, opinions and feedback.  

⚫ Prioritising your own perspective (Reeve, 2011; Reeve et al., 2004) which is operationalised 

through behaviours such as being inattentive, selfish or stubborn with decisions surrounding 

classes. 

Autonomous and controlling behaviours can be implemented from the same individual, and 

the communication style they adopt should therefore also focus on avoiding the use of 

controlling features (Bartholomew, Ntoumanis & Thøgersen-Ntoumani, 2009). These 

maladaptive or controlling counterparts may appear acceptable in the exercise domain, but if 

they are continuously repeated, an instructor’s style can become counter-motivational and 

therefore ineffective. Interventions aim to educate exercise individuals to recognise the 

motivational strategies they use, primarily in their communication style and optimise them by 

minimising their use of controlling strategies and increase their use of autonomous 

communication strategies (Bartholomew, Ntoumanis, Ryan, Bosch & Thøgersen-Ntoumani, 

2011).  

1.5. Autonomy Supportive Intervention Programmes    

  Studies that aim to develop and test behavioural interventions to promote physical 

activity offer an important step to translate evidence from intervention research to “real-

world,” practice (Quested et al., 2017). More recent attention towards developing theory-

based interventions have led some programmes to effectively promote positive 

communication changes, demonstrating how to alter the interpersonal style an instructor 

uses and also demonstrating the extent of the change to the exerciser’s BPNs satisfaction 

(e.g., Edmunds et al., 2008; Hancox et al., 2015; Ntoumanis et al., 2017). Intervention studies 

that aim to teach motivationally adaptive strategies have found such methods, when applied 

in a need-supportive manor, facilitate the internalisation of behaviour. The literature has 

demonstrated instructors can promote satisfaction of the BPNs leading to more self-

determined forms of motivation by using techniques and behaviours that offer autonomy 

support (supporting the need for autonomy; Black & Deci, 2000; Reeve, 2006), structure 
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(supporting the need for competence; Reeve, 2002; Skinner & Edge, 2002) and interpersonal 

involvement (supporting the need for relatedness; Markland & Tobin, 2010).  

 It is evident that TTT is potentially a valuable tool in public health preparedness, but it 

should be noted that the literature surrounding indirect, or TTT intervention designs in 

exercise, are in their infancy (Pearce et al., 2012). Intervention studies that aim to promote 

autonomous communication styles and reduce controlling ones have demonstrated fairly 

positive results to promote exercise, physical activity and well-being amongst numerous 

populations, across various domains (Cheon, Reeve & Song, 2016; Edmunds et al., 2008; 

Reeve et al., 2004; Reeve, Cheon & Moon, 2012; Tessier et al., 2010). Some of these 

interventions, however, have worked better than have others. This is a potentially important 

observation because differences in how the autonomy supportive interventions are designed 

and implemented, can explain why one intervention programme was more successful than 

another (Quested et al., 2017). If this turns out to be the case, then researchers could learn 

not only more theoretically about autonomy support but, more practically, the optimal 

conditions for successful interventions (Quested et al., 2017). Therefore, it has been 

recommended future research is required to help clarify optimal ways of using a Train-the-

Trainer (TTT) approach to promote optimal health care (Orfaly, 2005).  

 Amongst the intervention studies that have been conducted in the exercise promotion 

realm, only a few (e.g., Edmunds et al., 2008; Ntoumanis et al., 2017) have focused on 

exercise classes targeting typical fitness centre users, rather than clinical or “at risk,” 

populations. This has highlighted issues regarding exercise class participants’ retention rates 

and their habit forming in classes, demonstrating the general population can benefit from 

SDT-based interventions. For example, Edmunds, Ntoumanis, and Duda (2008) tested the 

impact of an SDT-based intervention, aiming to teach instructors to be more need-supportive. 

They compared a teaching style that was "autonomy supportive, well-structured, and 

interpersonally involving," (Edmunds et al., 2008, p. 375) to the instructor’s previously used 

teaching style that was observed in this context. Most of this interventions design and the 

strategies it used were based on Reeve and colleague’s (2004), work on autonomy support.  

 Edmunds and colleagues (2008) provided structure by providing clear expectations, 

optimal challenges and timely and informative feedback (Reeve, 2002; Reeve et al., 2004). 

The use of pressure, demands and extrinsic rewards were also minimised (Black & Deci, 2000; 

Reeve et al., 2004). Edmunds and colleagues (2008) found the experimental condition differed 
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significantly to the control group in autonomy support (B ¼ 1.25, p < .001), structure (B ¼ 

0.56, p < .05), and interpersonal involvement (B ¼ 0.49, p < .05), demonstrating significant 

linear increases over time. Moreover, autonomy support (B ¼ 0.30, p < .05), structure (B ¼ 

0.49, p < .05) and interpersonal involvement (B ¼ 0.36, p < .05), positively predicted 

behavioural intention at baseline, whereas amotivation (B ¼ 1.06, p < .01) was a negative 

predictor. Moreover, the effects of autonomy support on intrinsic motivation and identified 

regulation were positive on all three measurement occasions and increased over time. This 

was a promising study for TTT interventions in the exercise domain, providing a base of which 

to develop and continue to design effective components that can contribute towards 

behaviour change of instructors and in turn, effectively create changes in their BPN fulfilment, 

leading exercisers to a more self-determined form of motivation (Deci & Ryan 2017). 

However, due to a lack of adequate reporting measures, much of the detail of the 

intervention was lost, moreover, the findings can’t be developed in future studies and any 

conclusions become unreliable. 

 In Edmunds and colleagues’ (2008) study, however, all the exercise participants were 

female university students and only one instructor delivered both the intervention and 

control conditions, which is a methodological weakness of the study. In addition, they used 

rudimentary reporting measures, not utilising a separate description document for their 

intervention, as such, a lot of the detail could not be retained, thus halting accurate 

replication and transferability for future developments (Craig et al., 2008). Furthermore, 

Edmunds and colleagues (2008) only measured outcomes at the exerciser level and did not 

consider how participation in an SDT-based intervention may also impact the instructors’ 

motivation, basic need satisfaction and perceptions of his or her own behaviour. This is 

important to acknowledge because if instructors do not interact with the materials in a 

psychologically beneficial manner, a TTT approach could be having detrimental effects on 

instructors’ psychology, suggesting the maintenance of any learned behaviour changes may 

be impeded (Silva et al., 2014).  

 Ntoumanis and colleagues (2017) built on Edmund’s (2008) work by testing the effects of 

a communication training programme designed for cycle class exercise instructors. They 

advanced the literature surrounding indirect SDT interventions to understand methodological 

and conceptual contributions that bridge the gap between theory and practice, advancing our 

understanding of how to effectively support behaviour changes. They measured key variables 

of both the instructor and the exerciser and found that instructors exposed to the 
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intervention reported being less controlling and experienced more need-satisfaction with 

their job over time. Moreover, their exercisers reported increases in psychological need 

satisfaction and intention to continue in their class (Ntoumanis et al., 2017).  

 Due to the geographic isolation of Ntoumanis and colleagues (2017) study, they only 

recruited a relatively small number of instructors, hence the lack of statistical significance of 

the changes. Furthermore, they acknowledged other factors that they didn’t measure (e.g., 

perceived cultural norms associated with what effective instruction is, beliefs about the 

effectiveness of training; Cheon & Reeve, 2014), could be potential explanations for the non-

significant changes. Additionally, they acknowledged they had only implemented self-report 

measures, lacking any objective records of how many times and the extent to which 

instructors engaged with the intervention materials. Finally, they didn’t manage to contact 

instructors who dropped out or refused participation, hence only data from instructors who 

completed the intervention were retained and follow-up measures were lacking. Their 

findings, however limited, contributed empirical evidence towards working with non-clinical 

populations, where the greatest gap in the SDT-based intervention literature previously 

existed (Ntoumanis et al., 2014).  

 Such studies have demonstrated that exercise psychology researchers can develop and 

implement intervention strategies that are assumed to satisfy exercisers needs for autonomy, 

fostering internalisation and positive behaviour change (Silva et al., 2014). This has indirectly 

exposed the lack of consensus surrounding adequate intervention implementation and 

reporting within SDT-based intervention studies. As without consensus, results become 

diluted. For example, interventions that have previously aimed to teach significant others how 

to maintain the motivation of their exercisers have focused on a variety of target populations; 

have different aims (i.e., to increase physical activity; well-being; self determined motivation); 

different designs (i.e., direct/indirect); use different techniques to implement behaviour 

change (i.e., face-to-face, PowerPoint slides, informative DVD, role-play; mobile phone 

applications); use different approaches to interpret behaviour change (i.e., 

instructor/exerciser’s, self-regulation, well-being, attendance) and adopting different data 

methods (i.e., subjective/objective measures).  

 It becomes challenging to compare studies and interventions, whilst the lack of consensus 

surrounding the design of interventions mean quite often studies fail to adequately report 

and assess what the study was aiming to do or whether it was actually done (Borelli et al., 
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2005; Silva et al., 2014; Su & Reeve, 2011). The lack of recognition within the literature 

surrounding what essential components within interventions need addressing to increase the 

effectiveness of generating indirect behaviour change. As Silva, Marques and Teixeira (2014) 

note, “simply claiming that an intervention is theory-based does not necessarily make it so” 

(p. 171). This is important as motivational interventions previously have lacked 

methodological validity in health promotion research, overlooking evaluative mechanisms and 

processes responsible for change (Bellg et al., 2004; Michie & Abraham, 2004; Naylor et al., 

2015). 

 Hancox and colleagues (2018a; 2018b) examined instructors’ experiences of 

operationalising the motivational strategies in their exercise class to understand if instructors 

were operationalising the strategies in a need-supportive way, highlighting which strategies 

worked better than others. They used interview methods and a self-reflection diary 

methodology (Willig, 2013), to understand the subjective experiences of 15 cycle class 

instructors. The data provided challenges to learning and implementing the strategies that 

should be made evident to instructors, including: the structured nature of the exercise class; 

initiating meaningful one-to-one conversation; phrasing instruction in a need-supportive way; 

breaking old habits (Hancox et al., 2018a). Facilitators whilst implementing strategies were, 

establishing a connection with exercisers and maintaining an understanding of SDT (Hancox et 

al., 2018a).  

 Hancox and colleagues (2018a, 2018b) suggest studies should continue to wrestle with 

finding the right balance between both skill-based and knowledge-based learning within 

interventions. They concluded, by recognising the importance of behaviour change 

techniques (BCT: Michie & Abraham, 2008; Michie et al., 2013), such as goal setting, self-

reflection and action planning, demonstrating how appropriate tailoring of strategies when 

combined with BCTs can alter the instructor’s motivation to engage in learning and 

implementing strategies. This allows for a more reliable positive effect on exercisers need-

satisfaction and intentions to continue in the exercise class (Hancox et al., 2018a; Ntoumanis 

et al., 2017). Few interventions are designed using theories that explain how to foster user 

engagement in online interventions. This oversight could explain issues with user 

engagement, such as low use of intervention features, few logins and poor outcomes (e.g., 

Davies et al., 2012; Kelders, Kok, Ossebaard, & Van Gemert-Pijnen, 2012).  
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1.6. Technology-Based Interventions   

 Online interventions are becoming increasingly popular, being used by institutions around 

the world to provide opportunities and meet the needs of learners (Rumble & Latchem, 

2004). Opportunities to use technology as a health promotion tool has significantly advanced 

over the past two decades (Lewis et al., 2017). New and interesting platforms, software and 

devices have emerged that compliment intervention designs because they provide a tool to 

support interventions with online features (Lewis et al., 2017; Weman-Josefsson et al., 2018). 

These are interventions that use computer-based programmes, web interfaces, personal 

digital assistants and more recently, mobile phones, to deliver intervention content or to 

supplement face-to-face intervention interactions (Atkinson & Gold, 2002; Brug, Oenema & 

Campbell, 2003; Kroeze, Werkman & Brug, 2006). The potential of online behaviour change 

interventions for improving public health is also well recognised (i.e., Davies, Spence, 

Vandelanotte, Caperchione & Mummery, 2012; Kuijpers, Groen, Aaronson & Van Harten, 

2013). However, interventions that aim to train exercise instructors to adopt a more 

motivationally adaptive communication through the use of a digital platform and that are 

embedded within a motivationally-based theoretical framework, are currently in need to fill 

this gap in the literature (Edmunds et al., 2008; Hancox et al., 2018a; Hancox et al., 2018b; 

Ntoumanis et al., 2017; Ntoumanis et al., 2018; Silva et al., 2014). 

 In support of using technology and digital platforms, teachers undertaking teacher 

education courses have benefited from the availability of technology-enabled, distance 

education programmes over the last decade (Robinson & Latchem, 2003). Few studies have 

utilised digital tools in the design of their intervention (Chen & Jang, 2010; Hartnett, George & 

Dron, 2011; Hawkins et al., 2010; Hesse, 2008; Ntoumanis et al., 2017; Rovai, 2007; Weman-

Josefsson et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2006). Just over half of those studies demonstrated that 

technology-based interventions were more effective than a comparison group, slightly less 

than half indicated no difference between technology-based interventions (Lewis et al., 2017). 

Lewis and colleagues (2017) have suggested the need for a more in-depth examination of 

technology-based interventions would be useful for researchers to explore as it is a somewhat 

new line of research.  

 Although results are mixed, they provide promise for technology-based interventions to 

perform as well as traditional interventions (Norman et al., 2008). The satisfactory efficacy 

combined with the potential for reaching candidates may result in digital and technology-
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based interventions having a substantial public health impact (Lewis et al., 2017; Silva et al., 

2014). For example, Ntoumanis and colleagues (2017) exposed the exercise instructors they 

recruited to a social media group. It was reported (Hancox et al., 2018a, 2018b), the exercise 

instructors valued and appreciated this as a resource to interact with other instructors, 

facilitating a need- supportive approach of the intervention by offering interpersonal 

involvement (see Cheon & Reeve, 2014; Markland & Tobin, 2010). Seminars were also 

recorded and uploaded to a digital platform so instructors could interact with the materials at 

a later date, supporting structure through allowing participants to effectively navigate an 

environment, satisfying their need for competence (Cheon & Reeve, 2014; Hancox et al., 

2018a, 2018b). 

 Technology can reduce barriers of transport, increase the standardisation of protocols by 

having concrete methods of dissemination and delivery and in the case of smart phone usage, 

having the potential to be portable (Lewis et al., 2017). Previous evaluations of interventions 

have demonstrated that computer-tailored intervention materials are more likely to be read, 

remembered, discussed, and perceived by the reader as interesting compared to non-tailored 

(i.e., generic), intervention materials (Kreuter et al., 2000). 

 Research has demonstrated how online training can also address temporal and spatial 

restrictions that come with traditional education settings (Bates, 2005; McIsaac & 

Gunawardena, 1996) and when compared to face-to-face methods, technology-based 

interventions have the potential to be more cost-effective (Bacigalupo et al., 2013; Khalysis et 

al., 2010). In addition, the use of technology can provide potential to facilitate the 

standardisation and evaluation of interventions and their potential effects, providing a deeper 

understanding of key components reported, increasing the reliability for intervention 

replication, transferability and scalability between designs, as well as being able to test 

theoretical mechanisms of behaviour change (Hoffmann et al., 2014; Lewis et al., 2017; 

Michie et al., 2013; Patrick & Canavello, 2011).  

 If technology can be harnessed in the design of a TTT exercise intervention, it could offer 

a sustainable and cost-effective solution to the poor retention rates currently within exercise 

classes and assist researchers in standardising interventions, increasing the effectiveness of 

essential components of the intervention. As there is need to deepen the understanding of 

the psychological and social processes behind effective intervention design (Baranowski et al., 

1998; Hawkins et al., 2010), and technology-based interventions are in their infancy (Lewis et 
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al., 2017), a digital SDT-based intervention could provide exercise instructors assistance in a 

cost-effective, more time-managed and practical way (Karcher, 2009; 

Watson, Grindley, Blom & Clement, 2009). The use of technology in the design of 

interventions, coupled with a theoretical basis, can have a multitude of benefits when 

compared to a strictly face-to-face approach (Lewis et al., 2017). 

1.7. Intervention Implementation & Fidelity   

 A theoretical underpinning to interventions are frequently advocated as essential in 

health behaviour design, moreover, the complex nature of interventions mean they usually 

offer many interacting components that create challenges regarding replication of research 

and synthesis of literature reviews (Craig et al., 2008; Michie et al., 2013). This has led many 

SDT researchers to question the credibility, applicability and reliability of these interventions. 

Inadequate reporting makes it difficult for researchers to identify the theoretically informed 

intervention components that were used and make it problematic to determine any 

theoretical components responsible for any behaviour changes (Craig et al., 2008; Quested et 

al., 2017; Silva et al., 2014). Without enough use of reporting (implementation) processes, 

identifying effective theory-based components that promote desired behaviours can be 

difficult (Quested et al., 2017).  

 Implementation refers to how well an intervention has been reported and described and 

whether this is sufficient for different deliverers to execute it in an equally effective manner 

(Borelli, 2011; Dusenbury, Brannigan, Falco & Hansen, 2003). Implementation reporting 

involves the continuous evaluation and monitoring of an intervention to identify the content 

delivered, how it is delivered, and the degree to which the content delivery aligned with the 

intended design (fidelity; Borelli et al., 2005, 2011; Dusenbury et al., 2003). This has been 

done by developing rigorous reporting, evaluation and description strategies and methods to 

develop generalisable knowledge (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering & Medicine, 

2016). Accounting for implementation methods can make it possible to determine if an 

intervention is of poor quality or was delivered in a poor or inconsistent manner (Quested et 

al., 2017). Whether an intervention is delivered as it was intended, is an aspect of 

implementation called fidelity (Borelli et al., 2005). Addressing the inadequate reporting of 

interventions could ensure effective interventions are not discontinued due to a poor delivery 

(type 3 error; Dusenbury et al., 2003). Advances in implementation science have led to 
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questions regarding the credibility, applicability, and reliability of SDT-based interventions in 

the exercise domain (Quested et al., 2017). 

 Although treatment fidelity has been acknowledged for more than 30 years, with 

numerous articles published in prominent journals (e.g., Kazdin, 1986; Lichstein et al., 1994; 

Moncher & Prinz, 1991; Yeaton & Sechrest, 1981), there continues to be ongoing 

methodological issues amongst health promotion intervention research in the physical 

activity domain (Bellg et al., 2004; Marcus et al., 2006; Naylor et al., 2015; Quested et al., 

2017). Greaves and colleagues (2011) demonstrated in a systematic review of 30 intervention 

studies designed to promote physical activity, none of them reported to have assessed 

fidelity. Following this, Quested and colleagues (2017) conducted a literature search within 

their review to demonstrate how less than 5% of published intervention studies in the 

physical activity domain provided a mention of implementation and fidelity within their title, 

keywords or abstract. To develop more effective interventions, researchers are focusing on 

replication, implementation, evidence synthesis and identifying active components of 

behaviour change (Michie et al., 2013). It is understood a well-specified intervention is 

essential before effectiveness can be determined, as an underspecified intervention cannot 

be delivered with fidelity and if evaluated, can’t be replicated (Michie et al., 2013; Michie, 

Fixsen, Grimshaw & Eccles, 2009). Taking guidance from appropriate implementation and 

fidelity procedures ensure an intervention is both reliable, acceptable and credible, allowing 

researchers to determine the validity of their findings (Michie et al., 2005).  

 Interventions have previously relied on poor reporting and description methods, 

neglecting to report how they were developed and the rationale that informed important 

decision-making processes (O’Cathain et al., 2015). This prompted a number of evaluation 

frameworks to assess and monitor implementation of interventions that aim to target 

behaviour change and impact public health (e.g., Borelli, 2011; Glasgow, Vogt & Boles, 1999; 

Hoffmann et al., 2014). These are is needed to understand the quality and consistency in the 

training of individuals to adopt motivationally adaptive communication strategies. 

Interventions which are delivered directly by researchers to the end beneficiary, to promote 

positive motivational outcomes are distinctly different to those that aim to intervene on a 

significant others motivational style (teacher, parent, instructor, coach etc.) to the end 

beneficiaries to promote their use of SDT-based communication strategies (“Train-the-

Trainer,” approach: Hancox et al., 2018b; Ntoumanis et al., 2017). The literature has 

highlighted the complexity and variance amongst autonomy supportive interventions in the 
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exercise class context, demonstrating the importance to apply implementation and fidelity 

measures to this line of research (Hancox et al., 2018a; Ntoumanis et al., 2017; Ntoumanis et 

al., 2018; Quested et al., 2017; Silva et al., 2014).  

 The large variances within the design of interventions are not only restricted to a direct or 

indirect approach. For example, interventions differ in their intervention setting (i.e., 

laboratory vs natural setting); types of media used (i.e., handouts, PowerPoint slides, 

webinars); the focus of the training (theory-based or skill-based); the length of sessions and 

the length of the overall intervention (Boreck et al., 2018; Su & Reeve, 2011). Additionally, 

interventions have to also consider tailoring and adaptations, however, poor reporting 

procedures make this difficult to account for (Dane & Schneider, 1998; Michie et al., 2013). 

Certain evaluative frameworks and methods can assist researchers in designing and 

evaluating their interventions more rigorously at multiple stages throughout the research 

program. These methods can allow for increased insight into the active components of 

interventions post program, allowing for more valid and reliable findings and contributions to 

future research (I.e., RE-AIM framework; Glasgow et al., 1999). 

 A major implementation-based consideration for interventions in the physical activity 

domain is whether the target has the physical and psychological capacity to enact the desired 

behaviours, this becomes especially evident in a TTT approach (Michie, Van Stralen & West, 

2011). A promising step forward to combat this issue in intervention research is Michie and 

colleagues’ (2013), article, that examines BCTs and links them to theoretical constructs. To 

date, the majority of studies that have set out to train participants to be more motivationally 

supportive towards others have either neglected to report any BCTs employed, or have used 

vague terminology and/or provided insufficient detail to facilitate replication (Michie et al., 

2011).  

 The application of the BCT taxonomy is important in improving the implementation and 

reporting of BCTs utilised in SDT-based interventions in the exercise domain. This is because it 

covers a variety of techniques (e.g., barrier identification and resolution; promoting self-

monitoring of behaviour and outcomes, Michie et al., 2013; see Appendix 2 for other BCT 

used in the present intervention) that can support researchers in designing interventions with 

effective components, facilitating recall and increasing speed and accuracy (Michie et al., 

2013). BCTs can contribute towards the accuracy of replication; the facilitation of faithful 
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implementation; identification and synthesis of active ingredients; allowing the investigation 

of possible mechanisms of action (Michie et al., 2009; Michie & Johnston, 2012; Pill, 1991).  

 Ntoumanis and colleagues (2017) were the first in the exercise class context to apply and 

recommend the implementation of specific BCTs from the BCT taxonomy (Michie et al., 2013). 

In their pilot study, a focus on BCTs was important when training exercise instructors to be 

more need-supportive, emphasising their usefulness in facilitating behaviour change (Hancox 

et al., 2015). They acknowledged the effectiveness of their intervention could be mediated by 

the instructors not only understanding and endorsing the importance of being need-

supportive, but also having the capacity to change their behaviour and apply the targeted 

motivational strategies effectively, of which BCT can be responsible for (Ntoumanis et al., 

2017).  

 In support of using BCTs, interventions that have used multiple types of media 

demonstrated a higher effect size than those only using one type (i.e., reading materials: 

Cheon & Moon, 2010; PowerPoint slides: Barch, 2006), with electronic media (i.e., a dedicated 

website: Edmunds et al., 2008; a DVD presentation: Weber-Gasparoni, 2003), having the 

largest overall effect on important variables (see Su & Reeve, 2011, for a review). This data 

demonstrates different ways BCTs (Michie & Abraham, 2008; Michie et al., 2013) can be 

applied within learning strategies. This is further supported by Michie and Johnston (2012) 

who recognise BCTs to be an important consideration for intervention studies in the exercise 

and health domains. 

1.8. Intervention Evaluations 

 Complex intervention designs require less complex and more flexible evaluation models 

(Craig & Petticrew, 2013). The RE-AIM (reach, effectiveness, adoption, implementation & 

maintenance) framework has previously been used to determine the acceptability and 

transferability (from the early research stage to fully disseminating the research into public 

practice) of exercise and health-based intervention programmes (see Gaglio, Shoup & 

Glasgow, 2013, for a review). RE-AIM is one way to approach the “ultimate use,” question of: 

what intervention components; conducted under what conditions and in what settings; 

conducted by which agents for which populations (and subgroups) are most effective in 

producing what outcomes; and for what cost and under what circumstances? (Glasgow et al., 

2019).  
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 RE-AIM includes five dimensions (reach, effectiveness, adoption, implementation & 

maintenance) to call attention to the importance of measuring, not only a traditional clinical 

outcome (i.e., effectiveness), but also implementation outcomes that are less frequently 

assessed and are critical to producing a wide-ranging impact (Glasgow et al., 2019).  

⚫ Reach concerns the number, proportion and representativeness of participants compared 

with the intended audience. For example, are exercise instructors currently teaching and 

what proportion are willing to participate in the intervention? 

⚫ Effectiveness (or efficacy, depending on the design), is the degree to which the intervention 

changes important study outcomes. For example, need-support and behaviour change (and 

include reporting unintended or negative results). 

⚫ Adoption is the number and proportion of settings and staff members that agree to initiate 

programme or policy change and how representative they are of the intended audience in 

terms of the setting and the staff.  

⚫ Implementation is the degree to which those settings and staff members deliver a 

programme or apply a policy as intended, the adaptations made and the related costs.  

⚫ Maintenance is sustained effectiveness at the participant level and sustained (or adapted) 

delivery at the setting or staff level (Glasgow et al., 1999). 

 RE-AIM can be consistently implemented at a reasonable cost and be sustained among 

varied settings by staff members with a range of expertise (Glasgow, Klesges, Estabrooks, 

Dzewaltowski & Bull, 2005). Many studies have benefited from evaluating their interventions 

through dimensions of RE-AIM to understand how to best up-scale their study for a public 

dissemination. For example, similar studies have understood the aspects: reach (Hancox et al., 

2018b); effectiveness (Hancox et al., 2018a); adoption (Thøgersen-Ntoumani et al., 2019); 

implementation (Nes et al., 2018); maintenance (Cheon & Reeve, 2014).  

 In summary, the plethora of empirical research supporting the development of 

interventions by isolating successful components, design aspects and facilitators for 

behaviour change provides a useful starting point for researchers to design interventions 

(Hancox et al., 2018a; Ntoumanis et al., 2018; Quested et al., 2017; Silva et al., 2014). It is 

recommended that studies exploring the impact of intervention strategies on determinants of 

user engagement are needed (Crutzen et al., 2014), as the use of persuasive design 

characteristics can help to sustain engagement. Particularly when techniques promote 
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patterns of use that reflect the users’ available resources (in terms of time and internet 

access), meet or exceed the users’ expectations for the program, and create a positive user 

experience (Short et al., 2015, 2018).  

1.9. Aims & Research Questions 

A pragmatic focus towards training significant community members to appropriately foster 

and maintain positive motivational outcomes and behaviours, that focus on how to make the 

most meaningful impact on their communication are in need to sustain positive motivational 

changes in exercisers. interventions rely heavily on face-to-face sessions, limiting the geographical 

reach of the study and drain resources such as time and money. With this in mind, few 

interventions have aimed to test the online method of dissemination of intervention materials 

and its effectiveness at maintaining communication-based behaviour changes. Previous trials have 

lacked the appropriate fidelity reporting measures and guidelines to be replicated or even fully 

understood, with not enough focus given towards delivering practical and domain specific 

implementations of interventions (Quested et al., 2017).  

Few studies have utilised qualitative designs to intervention and implementation research, 

offering little qualitative support for self-determination theory-based interventions (Alcaraz, Pons, 

Angulo-Brunet & Cruz, 2017; Algozzine et al., 2001; Hancox et al., 2018b). Moreover, there is a 

limited number of online and technology-based interventions available in the exercise domain 

(e.g., Weman-Joseffson, Johnson & Lindwall, 2017; Patrick & Canevello, 2011; Fournier, d’Arripe-

Longueville & Radel 2017; Short et al., 2017), especially when concerning indirect interventions. 

Therefore, due to suggestions from the literature, societal developments surrounding technology 

and it’s flexible and practical qualities, an online method of delivery seemed a practical, feasible 

and warranted avenue to explore (Fortier, Duda & Guerin et al., 2012; Hancox et al., 2015; Patrick 

& Canevello, 2011; Ntoumanis et al., 2017; Williams Lynch & Glasgow, 2007). 

Building on the current “state of knowledge,” the present investigation sought to 

understand, if a 9-week indirect online intervention, based on SDT (Deci & Ryan, 2000) is an 

acceptable design for an intervention and if it can subjectively alter the communication style of an 

exercise class instructor to benefit their clients. More specifically, the research looked to 

understand how the participants experienced and assessed the programme (Holtrop et al., 2018). 

Understanding if the future trial can be done, should be done, and, if so, how should it be done 

(For example, what adaptations should be made to enhance the effectiveness of this type of 
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intervention design; Eldridge et al., 2016). Research surrounding exercise, autonomy support and 

its effectiveness in sustaining behaviour change needs effective theory-driven interventions and 

consequently support this line of research (Baranowski et al., 1998; Bowen et al., 2009; Patrick & 

Canavello, 2011; WHO, 2009). 

 The aims of the present study are: 

1. To design and implement a 9-week theory based online intervention for exercise class 

instructors  

2. To appropriately report the intervention using implementation and fidelity guidelines to 

assist in the evaluation of the intervention and future developments. 

3. To qualitatively evaluate the interventions components and characteristics based on the 

subjective experience and perceptions of participation, to understand what barriers and 

facilitators instructors experienced during the intervention. 

4. To propose recommendations and adaptations to the current design and delivery of indirect 

SDT-based intervention programmes and to contribute towards the development of a future 

RCT trial 

 Corresponding research questions include: 

⚫ Can an indirect intervention aiming to target changes in an exercise instructors’ 

communication style be appropriately designed and adapted for online use? 

⚫ Can a theory-driven, indirect, online intervention be appropriately reported using the current 

standards of implementation guidelines and procedures and will this be in sufficient detail to 

aid replication? 

⚫ What aspects of the intervention were perceived as useful and what aspects were not based 

on a pragmatic adoption of evaluation frameworks and the subjective experiences of the 

exercise class leaders? 

⚫ What adaptations, modifications and tailoring can be recommended for indirect SDT-based 

interventions and how can this contribute towards the development of a future RCT trial?  
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2. Methodology 

2.1. Intervention Design & Development  

An online TTT approach (see Pearce, 2012, for a review) aimed to inform instructors how to 

guide, motivate and support their clients in order to become more self-determined with their 

exercise behaviour. This method of intervening is known as an indirect intervention (or a train the 

trainer approach) and focusses on intervening on the authoritarian figure to catalyse changes 

towards their subordinates (see Hancox et al., 2015). Train-the-Trainer approaches offer several 

advantages when compared to direct interventions, including their ability to reach larger 

audiences through subsequent training activities led by those who were trained initially (Yarber et 

al., 2015). Additionally, when compared to a direct intervention delivered by a researcher to the 

end beneficiary, an indirect intervention with exercise leaders may provide more direct access 

and a better understanding of contextual issues affecting application of training, building capacity 

at the local level (Orfaly et al., 2005; Yarber et al., 2015).  

A Review by Su and Reeve (2011), understood theory-based interventions have narrower 

confidence intervals than those that are not based on theory, demonstrating theory 

contextualises the practical skills learned. The intervention was designed and developed based on 

key features of self-determination theory (SDT) and autonomy support. The literature has 

demonstrated this to be a viable conceptual framework to study motivation for health-related 

behaviours (Deci & Ryan 2000; Fortier, Dude, Eva Guerin & Teixeira, 2012; Ntoumanis et al., 2018; 

Reeve, 2009, 2016; Reeve & Su 2011) as Interventions that use theory are more efficacious 

(Baranowski, Anderson & Carmack, 1998; MacKinnon et al., 2007). Michie and colleagues (2005), 

support the use of theory as they suggest theory can underpin possible techniques that could be 

used to change behaviour. Understanding what components of theory and how much exposure 

towards theory instructors actually need, whilst recognising the best way to implement these 

through BCTs, is a necessity for intervention studies. These findings are also supported by Hancox 

and colleagues (2018b), who noted that understanding whether training time was effectively 

spent by teaching instructors the theoretical principles of SDT is a crucial aspect to optimising 

studies internal and external validity and ensuring future intervention designs are efficacious.  

Most of the current intervention-based research focusses on influencing determinants of 

health behaviour change (i.e., autonomy support), however, they fail to address theory-based 

determinants of engagement with the intervention itself (Short et al., 2016). The problem of 
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engagement becomes especially important for intervention studies that aim to utilise an online 

approach because recommendations from the distance learning/technology-based learning 

literature, understands that the intervention materials should be made as concise as possible to 

reduce challenges to engagement (see recommendations from, Atkinson & Gold, 2002; McKenna 

& Bargh, 2000; Winzelberg, 1997).  

Guidance was taken from Su and Reeve’s (2011) review to understand the conditions which 

caused interventions to be more successful than others. Interventions whose content produced 

the greatest effect sizes were structured in a way that trained multiple elements of autonomy 

support, (more interpersonal conditions), were presented in relatively brief sessions that focused 

on skill-based activities and utilised multiple types of media. Skill-based interventions that have 

aimed to train others in how to implement need-supportive strategies within the education 

domain have demonstrated large effect sizes when compared to interventions that provide only 

basic educational information (Reeve & Cheon, 2016). Skill-based interventions aim to focus on 

providing tools that can be implemented in practice, whereas education-based interventions 

focus on imparting a theoretical understanding (Sadideeb & Kneebone, 2012).  

Su & Reeve (2011) also found knowledge-based instruction (i.e., outline of SDT and its 

postulates), opposed to skill-based (i.e., just providing strategies), did not moderate the overall 

main effect size of studies, however, it did show narrower confidence intervals and produced 

more consistent results. The data understood theoretical explanations, combined with practical 

strategies, allowed instructors to understand and internalise the autonomy supportive style 

which, hypothetically, could explain the narrower confidence intervals and more consistent 

results found in studies that included knowledge-based (theory-based), training. Previous 

interventions have demonstrated interesting findings exploring such techniques, for example, 

teachers experience the same boost in their own need satisfaction after they learn how to teach 

in more autonomy-supportive ways (Cheon et al., 2014). Findings such as these can provide a 

guiding lens through which researchers can make decisions. 

 2.1.1.    Need-Supportive Intervention Components  

The intervention specifically aimed to focus on exercise instructor’s use of motivational 

communication strategies, to promote autonomy supportive (adaptive) and minimise autonomy 

thwarting (maladaptive) strategies towards their clients (see Appendix 1; e.g. Hancox et al., 2015; 

Ntoumanis et al., 2017; Reeve 2016). The researcher identified the key components and 
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characteristics of previous successful intervention studies and relevant research in similar 

domains, allowing for a theoretically underpinned and rigorous intervention to be developed and 

advanced to ensure optimal intervention engagement, increasing the likelihood strategies will be 

internalised as personally important. To support the quality of theory-based interventions, key 

components of need-support have been defined, specifically, to support instructors BPNs by the 

provision of autonomy support, structure and interpersonal involvement (Koestner & Losier, 

2002; Reeve, 2002; Reeve, Deci & Ryan, 2004).  

Autonomy support, structure and interpersonal involvement are the three need-supportive 

components used in the present intervention. Autonomy support was provided by the degree of 

independence and personal volition that the intervention provided; interpersonal involvement 

was provided by actions that supported instructor’s need for relatedness; structure was provided 

to facilitate feelings of competence whilst navigating the learning environment. Accounting for 

these components increases the likelihood of instructors internalising the intervention materials 

and becoming more self-determined with their behaviours during the intervention (Hancox et al., 

2018a; Silva et al., 2014). Based on previous research, the attempt to support relatedness and 

autonomy was made by offering deadlines and tasks as optional, stating the webinars were not 

timely, and should be completed as and when instructors could find the time around other 

commitments. The primary researcher created a social media webpage for clients to discuss 

intervention content and experiences, whilst also acting as a way for instructors to contact the 

primary researcher. 

Autonomy and competence were supported by providing structure to instructors in order to 

create optimal engagement (Jang et al. 2010). Instructors understood expectations and 

limitations, facilitating internalisation and acceptance of the learning environment (Curran & 

Standage 2017). Structure therefore, was provided by offering certain boundaries, optimal 

challenges and timely and informative feedback and expectations set upon instructors (Reeve, 

2002; Skinner & Edge, 2002). The use of pressure, demands and extrinsic rewards were also 

minimised throughout the webinar series (Black & Deci, 2000; Reeve et al., 2004). The phrasing of 

materials and content was tailored towards the exercise leader and personal trainer 

demographic, allowing them to more readily internalise the information as personally relevant 

and important (Black & Deci, 2000; Markland & Tobin, 2010). through the use of the handbook 

(e.g., terminology section, self-reflection, goal setting), and webinars (e.g., rich narrative 

descriptions, “how to’s,” and suggested deadlines and tasks), as well as the general linear 
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progression of the intervention materials (it was recommended to instructors they interact with 

webinar 1, then 2, then 3 and so on).  

A level of theory was provided for instructors to internalise why the strategies are important 

and how they can manipulate theoretical components of their clients. These features and 

strategies contributed towards the level of teaching skill (teaching efficacy) the instructor felt 

after the intervention. Research was conducted to determine what communication strategies 

were most relevant to the exercise class context and how to best deliver them online. 

Identification of which motivationally adaptive and maladaptive strategies were most applicable 

to exercise settings and how to optimally operationalise each strategy was included (e.g., Hancox 

et al., 2015; Ntoumanis et al., 2017; Reeve 2016).  

 2.1.2.    Learning Strategies & BCTs 

The intervention content was presented in three learning strategies designed to offer need 

support to instructors (interpersonal involvement, structure, autonomy support), an online 

Facebook group, a webinar series and a handbook with self-reflection and goal setting.  

It’s understood, group-based interventions are generally more successful if members interact 

and identify as a unit and express a degree of cohesiveness towards accomplishing goals 

(Edmunds et al., 2006). It is through the process of sharing information and experiences with the 

group that members learn from each other, and have an opportunity to develop personally and 

professionally (Lave & Wegner, 1991), this emphasises the necessity of learning groups or 

communities of practice, which can exist in physical settings or can be in the shape of a virtual 

community of practice (see Dube, Bourhis & Jacob, 2005). Instructors can collaborate online, such 

as within discussion boards or a mobile community of practice (see Kietzmann et al., 2013). 

Communities of practice align with a need -supportive, theoretically influenced approach 

encapsulated within SDT, which further supports the notion of face-to-face sessions. Therefore, a 

Facebook group was compensated for the distance learning environment. The Facebook group 

was used for: fostering relatedness between instructors; communicating information surrounding 

project dates; uploading links to webinars; posting hyperlinks to additional tasks; promoting 

group discussion and to answer questions. In addition, the Facebook group was designed to 

prompt discussion surrounding implementing strategies and act as a Q&A forum, whilst also 

allowing instructors to quickly and easily contact the primary researcher regarding any questions 

they may have. 
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Each webinar was designed with learning objectives for the session, a recommended by BCTs 

(Michie et al., 2011; 2013). Rich descriptions of theoretical components were provided with a 

focus on providing practical suggestions of motivational strategies to adopt and reduce. The final 

five webinars aimed to specifically teach instructors how to be more motivationally supportive 

using eight adaptive strategies: perspective taking; providing a meaningful rationale; nurture 

inner motivational resources; acknowledge negative feelings; provide unconditional positive 

regard; use non-controlling language; display patience; offer choices, whilst also accounting for 

their maladaptive counterparts (see Hancox et al., 2015; Reeve, 2009, 2016). These strategies 

were chosen, as it is recommended only when multiple strategies are used that subordinates feel 

their autonomy was supported (Deci & Ryan, 1994).  

Rich narrative descriptions of each of the motivationally adaptive and maladaptive strategies 

assisted instructors in understanding: what the strategy is (e.g., displaying patience); why the 

strategy might be considered motivationally adaptive/maladaptive (e.g., demonstrates a 

willingness to allow self-paced learning to occur; Reeve 2009); implications of using these (e.g., 

increased personal volition and cognitive engagement; Reeve 2009); how and when these 

strategies could be operationalised within the exercise class context were discussed throughout 

the webinar series (e.g., during a workout, do not interfere or intrude unless completely 

necessary). Maladaptive corresponding examples were given to demonstrate a controlling or 

maladaptive communication style/strategy. For example, providing a meaningful rationale (Deci 

et al., 1994) was coupled with the strategy asserting power to overcome clients’ complaints and 

expressions of negative affect (Reeve, 2009). 

Webinars were designed for instructors to complete at home, in their own time and at their 

own pace, as to fit around their lifestyles and current commitments. Instructors could engage 

with webinars in the order they preferred, however, a suggested order was offered. Deadlines 

and tasks were also offered as suggestions to assist learning in a way that would support the 

instructors needs in line with the theory surrounding self-determination and autonomous 

communication. This combination of information and intervention techniques were designed to 

most optimally cater a structure learning environment towards instructors in order to assist them 

in internalising the information as personally relevant and important to their professional 

development. Personal relevance has been found to enhance the persuasiveness of messages 

(Dijkstra & Ballast, 2012), and at least partially mediate intervention effects on behaviour (Jensen, 

King, Carcioppolo & Davis, 2012; Oenema, Tan, & Brug, 2005). Other factors that affect how 

information is processed will also be explored is processed elaborately, such as an individual’s 
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resources (e.g., time), tendency and capability to process information have not yet been 

considered. Nor have factors that may influence motivation (e.g., expectations and goals of the 

program), or the role of peripheral cues (e.g., aesthetic appeal), that may help to enhance 

engagement in the initial stages of the intervention (Short et al., 2015; Short et al., 2018).  

The handbook (Supplementary Material 6.1) was designed to corresponded with each 

webinar (Supplementary Material 6.2) offering complimentary information, additional tasks, 

opportunities for self-reflection (Gibbs, 1988) and goal setting (Doran, 1981). The handbook also 

told instructors what they should expect throughout the study and provided a reference point to 

increase perceptions of structure, allowing them to feel comfortable and competent in navigating 

their new environment (Deci & Ryan, 2000). A terminology section was also included in the 

handbook to support competence. This provided a continuous reference point to ensure clarity 

and help fill in any gaps of knowledge when attempting to implement strategies. Instructors were 

asked to use the self-reflection (Gibbs, 1988) and goal setting techniques (Doran, 1981) after 

implementing a strategy.  

Self-reflection and goal setting helped instructors to monitor and direct their learning, 

structuring how they will apply certain strategies in their class, whilst also, allowing them to 

understand how implementing strategies went in terms of encountering any barriers and 

facilitators and understand what they would do different next time. This further facilitates 

instructors to internalise the importance of the required behaviours. The self-reflection section 

not only supported instructors learning throughout the intervention but also allowed the primary 

researcher to semi-structure interviews based around each instructor’s personal experiences of 

being a part of the study. 

Throughout the intervention Behaviour Change Techniques (BCTs) were applied from the 

refined CALO-RE taxonomy (Michie el al., 2013) to guide the educational information (i.e., the 

adaptive communication strategies that underpin an autonomy supportive communication style). 

The BCTs are presented in a detailed overview of the intervention description in a separate 

document (see Appendix 2 for a full list of BCTs used and where they were used within the 

intervention). Only a brief overview of techniques is provided below (Figure 1).   

BCT Where can this BCT be 

found? 

How was this BCT implemented? 

Social support • Facebook group A Facebook group will be used to ensure 

interpersonal involvement with other 
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• Individual 

participant 

correspondence  

participants and instructors. This will provide a 

forum for general discussion and Q&A’s.  

Re attribution  • Webinars (6-10) Suggest why teachers adopt a motivationally 

maladaptive or controlling style and suggest 

ways to be more autonomous with their 

communication style (how to’s). 

Self-monitoring of 

behaviour 

• Handbook 

• Self-reflection 

• Interviews 

Self-reflection based on trying to implement 

each strategy and to complete certain tasks, will 

allow monitoring in terms of performance. 

Information about 

social and 

environmental 

consequences of 

behaviour 

• Webinars (1-10) 

mainly webinars 

(5-10) 

Provide information about how this can affect 

their client's well-being and motivation to attend 

classes. Providing practical initiative to engage 

(to advance their professional development) 

whilst also talking about how being more 

autonomous can benefit the teacher. 

Social comparison • Handbook 

• Homework tasks 

• Video 

demonstrations 

• Webinars (5-10) 

Video demonstrations draw attention to the 

performance of others. Homework tasks and 

videos bring to light autonomous communication 

and motivationally adaptive communication 

techniques in different scenarios and social 

situations that are applicable to exercise 

instructors.  

Figure 1: Examples of BCTs included within the intervention, for a full list, see Appendix 2, BCT (Michie et al., 

2013). 

 2.1.3.    Implementation Measures 

A focal point of the study was to understand whether appropriately using fidelity guidelines 

and implementation frameworks can provide a practical and appropriate level of detail when 

reporting intervention characteristics. Full process evaluations can be overburdensome at early 

stages of research and are not always possible or appropriate (Estabrooks & Glasgow, 2018; 

Glasgow, 2013). For example, CONSORT can provide reporting guidance for intervention designers 

(e.g., Eldridge et al., 2016). The Template for Intervention Description and Replication (TIDieR: 

Hoffmann et al., 2014) is an extension of item 5 of CONSORT, which regards the interventions’ 

sufficiency of detail in reporting characteristics that can assist replication.  

TIDieR reports 12-items that look to understand what intervention materials were provided 

through what procedures, by who, how, where, when and how much, what tailoring and 
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modifications were made and how well they were planned and put in to practice. It is understood, 

the TIDieR checklist is an essential tool for the reporting of intervention studies in the physical 

activity domain, especially when concerning the piloting of their studies, by making it easier for 

authors to structure accounts, for reviewers and editors to assess the descriptions and for readers 

to use the information of interventions (Hoffmann et al., 2014).  

The application of Borelli’s framework has also been suggested for use in physical activity 

behaviour change studies (Quested et al., 2017). These results ensure an appropriate level of 

internal and external validity of the study and reliable intervention results and facilitate a precise 

replication of this intervention concept (Nes, Van Dulmen Brembo & Eide, 2018). Using an 

appropriate level of implementation frameworks and fidelity measures such as Borelli and TIDieR, 

has been suggested to ensure the design of robust interventions (Quested et al., 2017). In line 

with previous recommendations, the intervention provided reports on fidelity to both the 

intervention protocol (what actually happened), and its related theory (the proposed mechanisms 

for action, Nigg & Paxton, 2008). The TIDieR Checklist (see Appendix 3, intervention description; 

Hoffman et al., 2014), and Borelli’s Framework (see Appendix 4, treatment fidelity & integrity; 

Borelli et al., 2005), were used to determine the degree of consistency the intervention was 

implemented as intended. 

Borelli and colleagues (2005) checklist assess fidelity and monitors any tailoring or 

adaptations, in relation to five key aspects: study design; provider training; treatment delivery; 

treatment receipt; treatment enactment. The study design, provider training and treatment 

delivery. Nes and colleagues (2018), retrospectively examined the treatment fidelity of their 

technology-based intervention and found, 4/25 (16%) items of the fidelity checklist were not 

applicable to this study due their chosen design (a single arm pilot study). A total of 20/21 (95%) 

remaining items of the fidelity checklist were identified in their study, leading them to indicate 

their study had a high level of treatment fidelity and to advocate a pragmatic adoption to such 

frameworks. This implementation tool offers researchers a chance to ensure interventions are 

delivered according to theory as intended. Borelli (2011) suggested, methods to enhance the 

fidelity of interventions may require extra staff time and costs, however, the costs of a lack of 

attention to treatment fidelity are far greater than the costs of using treatment fidelity 

implementation methods.  

Frameworks and measures used to improve the fidelity and implementation of the 

intervention included: TIDieR (Hoffman et al., 2014), to ensure appropriate description and 
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reporting of the intervention implementation; Behaviour change techniques from the CALORE 

taxonomy (Michie et al., 2013), to ensure the mechanisms for change were described and 

accounted for; Borrelli's framework (Borrelli et al., 2005), which concerns treatment integrity (the 

degree to which a treatment is implemented as intended); finally, to evaluate the effective and 

ineffective components of the intervention, the RE-AIM framework was used (Glasgow et al., 

1999;) based on qualitative evaluations (see Glasgow et al., 2019; Holtrop et al., 2018). Copies of 

the completed frameworks and guides can be found in the Appendices (Appendix 2, 3, 4 & 5). 

Instructors were informed participating in the study would involve interacting with and 

evaluating an online motivation and communication educational package, designed for instructors 

to bring out the best in their clients. Instructors were made aware of the degree of commitment 

required to sufficiently participate and evaluate the intervention, for example, to learn new 

strategies to try out in their exercise class and participate in an interview. All webinars were 

designed, delivered and recorded by the primary researcher, a postgraduate student, familiar 

with SDT, autonomous communication and adaptive/ maladaptive communication techniques. 

The primary researcher understood the current state of the literature surrounding these topics, 

by studying key review articles and intervention studies that are established within sport, 

exercise, education and the healthcare domains. The primary and secondary supervisors held 

expertise in this area and assisted by contributing towards the concept and design of the project, 

as well as, monitoring any changes towards the delivery and content of the intervention. In 

addition, the primary supervisor also assisted in day-to-day decisions of the study.  

2.2. Participants 

Participants were eight adult exercise class instructors (4 males, 4 females; mean age = 32.9 

years, range = 28 years, from 23-51 years old) purposefully recruited to the nine-week ASIP at one 

individual start date. Instructors were working at a variety of different organisations (6) and had 

been working as exercise class instructors at the time of recruitment, for, on average, 10.7 years 

(SD = 8.0 years, range = 26 years, from 2-28 years). Instructors were geographically situated 

throughout Wales and the West-Midlands. 

 2.2.1.    Recruitment & Eligibility 

Exercise class instructors were purposely recruited by contacting local organisations that, at 

the time, exercise class instructors were working for. Recruitment aimed to cover participants 

with a variety of ages, experience levels and both sexes. Purposive sampling was used in order to 
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target the demographic at interest (exercise class instructors) and is particularly useful for 

acquiring a unique sample (Patton, 2002). Other methods of advertising the study included word 

of mouth and social media. During recruitment, potential participants were contacted to discuss 

eligibility and what participating in the project would involve. This was done via, email, telephone 

and in person. Potential participants were given information sheets (see Appendix 6) and were 

told to contact the primary researcher if they wished to participate. 

Eligibility criteria was based of that used in previous similar studies (Hancox et al., 2015, 

2018a; Ntoumanis et al., 2017) and included: being over 18 years of age; currently an exercise 

class instructor teaching classes with three or more clients; have at least 1-year experience 

teaching; must be able to communicate in English; have a willingness to engage with the 

intervention contents; undertake a project evaluation interview. Instructors agreed to participate 

in the intervention by sending their consent forms via email correspondence, delivering it to the 

research site in person or posting to the primary researcher’s university address. 

2.3. Intervention Delivery 

The intervention was delivered in an autonomy supportive manor in line with principles of 

SDT, by the primary researcher, a master’s research student over the course of 9-weeks. The 

intervention was peer-reviewed by experienced coaches and by professional academics who 

specialise in theories surrounding motivation and emotion. This aided in refining the intervention 

to its perceived most relevant and effective features whilst confirming the materials align with 

theory.  
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Initially, instructors were sent information packs (see Appendix 6, 7 & 8) and a handbook (see 

supplementary material 6.1) in the post or delivered in person (with a return address and 

stamps). The handbook included a copy of the participant information letter (Appendix 6) and an 

introduction letter to the project. Instructors were added to a Facebook group 

(https://www.facebook.com/groups/163995911059216/?ref=group_browse; Appendix 1) by the 

primary researchers personal account. Webinars were released in a staggered through Facebook 

and links were provided with the option to watch the videos on YouTube. Webinars were 

completed at instructors’ home and at their own pace. This gave the instructors the autonomy to 

engage with materials as they wished (see Figure 2 for Facebook & YouTube screenshots).  

Participant information was collected on the participant ID page of the handbook and self-

reflection was also completed in the handbook (Figure 3), this was to be completed after 

attempting each strategy (both the self-reflection and attempting the strategies were tasks for 

the end of each webinar). Following the end of each webinar, instructors were asked to engage 

with tasks that would enhance, and complement learned content (e.g., additional video 

demonstrations and articles explaining benefits of the autonomy supportive style). In total, there 

were ten webinars, ranging from 10-25 minutes long. Primary and secondary researchers contact 

information was provided in the handbook in the unlikely event an instructor would need to 

directly contact a researcher. Instructors were asked to complete the tasks by a set date; 

however, this was changed mid-point in the project to the 30/10/2018, altering the project from a 

6-week intervention to a 9-week intervention. At the end of the programme instructors were 

Figure 2: Screenshots of the Facebook and Youtube website pages whereby instructors accessed webinars 
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asked to return their handbook (containing their self-reflection) to the primary researcher, 

whereby, a debriefing letter was sent to instructors and the Facebook group was deleted. 

Thereafter, final interviews were arranged and completed face-to-face and via telephone. 

Figure 3: The Exercise Motivation Handbook, designed to correspond with webinars providing complimentary 
information to contextualise the strategies as important. Stills include, smarter goals, self-reflection, ID page, 
contextual theory and the condense page. 
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 2.3.1.    Webinar Series 

Instructors were invited to engage with an online webinar series, consisting of 10 webinars, 

lasting roughly between 10-25 minutes. Webinars were uploaded to the Facebook group and to 

YouTube. Following the end of each webinar, instructors were asked to engage with tasks that 

would enhance, and complement learned content. Each webinar followed a similar structure and 

format. Four webinars (2-5) aimed to explain various theoretical principles of self-determination 

theory and motivationally adaptive communication. The final five webinars (6-10) aimed to train 

the exercise instructors in the "how to's" of motivationally adaptive communication and 

autonomy support. They provided rich descriptions and examples of specific strategies that both 

increase motivationally adaptive communication techniques and reduce the use of motivationally 

maladaptive communication techniques.  

The first webinar was released on 31/07/2018 and was 20-minutes long. The webinar 

explained the logistics of the study, each major time point, returning the handbooks and how to 

practically interact with the handbook and webinars together. Learning objectives were 

introduced to the exercise instructors and so was aspect of optional engagement with the 

intervention content. The process of joining the Facebook group and accessing videos via 

YouTube and Facebook were also explained. Sections of the handbook were covered, such as 

using guided goal setting and how to optimally self-reflect after attempting strategies. At the end 

of the webinar instructors were asked to fill out their unique participant ID code, giving them 

Figure 4: Screenshots of slides from the first webinar 
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anonymity throughout the study. Contact information for the research team was provided in case 

there were any issues or questions from the instructors.  

The second webinar was released on the 31/07/2018 and was 22 minutes long. The learning 

objectives for this webinar were to know what the major components and assumptions of SDT are 

and to understand the concept of motivation quality. This webinar defined terms around 

motivation quality, including, barriers and facilitators affecting intrinsic engagement. A brief 

introduction to SDT was provided, using research demonstrating the ‘real-world’ application of 

the theory for instructors. The webinar finished by explaining the difference between the innate 

three BPNs and provided examples of how they can be manipulated in the real world. The 

optional task for this webinar was to engage with at least one of three videos that demonstrate 

how basic need satisfaction can lead to internalisation and increased psychological well-being. 

Figure 5: Screenshots from the second webinar 
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The third webinar was released on the 31/07/2018 and lasted 11 minutes long. The learning 

objectives for this webinar were to differentiate between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation and to 

understand what each of the three BPNs and how the process of internalization relates to the 

BPNs. This webinar, therefore, provided more in-depth information around the three BPNs 

(autonomy, competence and relatedness), with a focus on understanding how they are 

important, regarding, motivation and well-being, providing domain specific examples throughout. 

This included, how they may be manipulated in the real world. Also covered was the differing 

degrees of motivational regulation (I.e., amotivation, external, introjected, etc). A focus on how 

someone can travel through the continuum from one to another, via the process of 

internalisation or regression was discussed. The optional task for this webinar was to watch a 

video that summarised the key principles of SDT. 

The fourth webinar was released on the 31/07/2018 and lasted 21 minutes long. The learning 

objectives for this webinar were to understand Vallerand’s model and SDTs interacting 

components and be familiar with the different communication styles and the consequences these 

styles can have on motivational regulation and basic need satisfaction. This webinar described 

both autonomous and controlling communication styles and provided examples of thoughts, 

Figure 6: Screenshots from the third webinar 

Figure 7: Screenshots from the fourth webinar 
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actions and behaviours that demonstrate these styles. Each of the adaptive and maladaptive 

strategies were introduced and the reasons behind why instructors become more controlling and 

how they can be more autonomy supportive, were also discussed. How and why instructors can 

benefit from being more autonomy supportive themselves, was also a key theme. The optional 

task for this webinar was to watch a video explaining how to lead through autonomy in a business 

environment.  

The fifth webinar was released on the 02/08/2018 and lasted 23 minutes long. The learning 

objectives for this webinar were to understand what autonomy supportive interventions consist 

of and to prepare their exercise class environment for the implementation of strategies. The self-

reflection section and goal setting sections in the handbook were introduced and examples of to 

use both were provided. as well as, suggestions for using the notes sections surrounding 

implemented strategies. This acted to expose instructors on what to expect regarding putting 

these strategies in to practice. It was mentioned each of the following strategies will touch on 

what it is, when it would be used, why is it important and how is it done. Why these strategies will 

work and how they can positively develop the instructor's professional development and 

communication style was also be discussed in relation to each strategy. The optional task for this 

Figure 8: Screenshots from the fifth webinar 
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webinar was to read an article surrounding the PAPA coaching project implemented in 

Birmingham. 

The sixth webinar was released on the 02/08/2018 and was 13 minutes long. The learning 

objectives for this webinar were to understand what taking your clients perspective is, how to do 

it, when to do it and why it is important; to understand why and how instructors, adopt and 

priorities their own perspectives (controlled behaviour). Examples, were provided for instructors 

to fully contextualise what they may need to do, including: Instructors must set aside their own 

perspective; monitor their client's needs, goals and perspectives; use previous experiences to 

understand "Will my clients find this session to be need-satisfying, curiosity provoking, interesting 

or personally important" and "what can I do to make sessions more need-satisfying, curiosity 

provoking, interesting or personally important". Rich descriptions surrounding how to do this, in 

the ‘real-world’ and what it may look like in practice were given. Why instructors might adopt 

controlling techniques were provided. Why these strategies would work and how they can 

positively develop the instructor's professional development and communication style was also 

discussed. The optional tasks for this webinar was to watch a video that explains the power of 

empathy and to attempt the strategy suggested in an exercise class or session. Instructors were 

asked to engage with the goal setting tick list and to then self-reflect on how implementation 

went. 

Figure 9: Screenshots from the sixth webinar 
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The seventh webinar was released on the 02/08/2018 and was 23 minutes long. The learning 

objectives for this webinar were to understand what providing meaningful rationales and 

nurturing inner motivational resources are, how to do them, when to do them and why they are 

important; to understand why instructors thwart motivational resources and use empty 

communication (controlled behaviour). Examples were provided, including: finding the hidden 

value and personal utility behind the activity for their clients; acknowledge what is truly useful, 

important and worthwhile to clients about the activity; facilitate acceptance, willingness and 

internalisation before making a request (rationale first, request second); avoid instructing 

attention and engagement without a rationale; don’t rely on outer sources of motivation (e.g., 

directives, deadlines, incentives, consequences, threats of punishment). Why instructors might 

adopt controlling techniques were provided, for example, the max operant principal. A focus on 

explaining different components of each of these strategies was used (e.g., curiosity, interest and 

enjoyment). It was suggested both these strategies should be implemented when an exercise 

session begins. Why these strategies will work and how they could positively develop the 

instructor's professional development and communication style was also discussed. The optional 

task for this webinar was to watch a video that demonstrated these strategies in order to help 

instructors to implement them in an exercise class or session. Instructors were asked to engage 

with the goal setting tick list and to then self-reflect on how implementation went. 

Figure 10: Screenshots from the seventh webinar 
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The eighth webinar was 25 minutes long and was released on the 10/08/2018. The learning 

objectives for this webinar were to understand what acknowledging negative feelings and provide 

unconditional positive regard are how to do them, when to do them and why they are important; 

to understand how instructors may appear cold and assert power (controlled behaviour). 

Examples were provided, including: taking time to listen and be responsive to your clients’ needs, 

using inclusive language; finding opportunities to interact with all your clients; giving specific and 

constructive feedback; avoid appearing unresponsive or discouraging your client’s preferences, 

opinions and feedback; using a ‘no pain no gain’ language e.g., “push hard! C’mon, dig deep”. 

Why instructors may adopt controlling techniques were explored, including, teacher student 

passivity, causality orientations and motivational dispositions. It was suggested both these 

strategies should be implemented during an exercise session. Why these strategies will work and 

how they can positively develop the instructor's professional development and communication 

style were also discussed in relation to each strategy. The optional task for this webinar was to 

watch a video that demonstrated these strategies in practice, in order to encourage instructors to 

attempt the strategy suggested in an exercise class or session. Finally, instructors were asked to 

engage with the goal setting tick list and to then self-reflect on how implementation went. 

Figure 11: Screenshots from the eighth webinar 
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The ninth webinar was 25 minutes long and was released on the 10/08/2018. The learning 

objectives for this webinar were to understand what using non-controlling language and 

displaying patience are, how to do them, when to do them and why they are important; to 

understand how instructors display impatience and use pressuring language (controlling 

behaviour). Examples were provided, including: use flexible and non-evaluative language that is 

helpful to the client, allowing them to address the ‘issue’ themselves and preserve ownership for 

their behaviour; giving meaningful and appropriate explanations; giving specific and constructive 

feedback; avoiding, should’s, must’s and got to’s or talk in ways that are not motivationally 

relevant or are motivationally empty (e.g., keep going). As well as postponing advice and listening. 

Why instructors might adopt these techniques were provided, for example the pressures and 

responsibilities that come with authoritarian positions, or, that controlling strategies are usually 

culturally valued. It was suggested both these strategies should be implemented during an 

exercise session. The how to’s and the examples surrounding these strategies were also given to 

help conceptualize what these strategies look like in the ‘real world’. Why these strategies will 

work and how they can positively develop the instructor's professional development and 

communication style was also discussed. The optional task for this webinar was to watch a video 

that demonstrates the value of displaying patience, in order to assist implementing the strategy in 

Figure 12: Screenshots from the ninth webinar 
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classes. Instructors were asked to engage with the goal setting tick list and to then self-reflect on 

how implementation went.  

The tenth webinar was 20 minutes long and was released on the 20/08/2018. The learning 

objectives for this webinar were to understand what offering choices is, how to do it, when to do 

it and why it’s important; to understand how instructors don’t offer choices or structure their 

class (controlling behaviour). Examples were provided, including: to create opportunities for 

clients to have an input and make decisions about the workout; offer choices and variety which 

are realistic and relevant to your client’s needs; avoid not mixing with your clients; avoid 

comparing clients against each other or fostering an overly competitive environment. The how 

to’s and the examples surrounding these strategies were also given to help conceptualize what 

these strategies look like in the ‘real world’. Why instructors might adopt these techniques were 

provided, for example, structure can be equated to control, and autonomy/choice can be equated 

to a chaotic learning environment. It was expressed that these strategies should be implemented 

during exercise sessions. Why these strategies will work and how they can positively develop the 

instructor's professional development and communication style was also be discussed in relation 

to this strategy. The optional task for this webinar was to watch a video that demonstrates the 

value of offering choices, in order to assist implementing this strategy in classes. Instructors were 

asked to engage with the goal setting tick list and to then self-reflect on how implementation 

went. 

Figure 13: Screenshots from the tenth webinar 
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Specifically, the intervention aimed to: 

a. Train the instructors on how to promote their use of motivationally adaptive communication 

strategies by emphasising the ‘how to’s’ of autonomy support 

b. Train instructors on how to minimise their use of motivationally maladaptive strategies.  

c. Provide intervention materials that combine theory and skill-based information. 

d. Utilise learning strategies and BCTs to provide interpersonal involvement, structure and 

autonomy support to instructors participating in the intervention.  

2.4. Intervention Evaluation 

 2.4.1.   Study Design 

Although not always explicitly stated, full use of an evaluation model, such as the RE-AIM 

model necessitates use of both qualitative and quantitative methods to understand reasons for 

results on each dimension of RE-AIM (Glasgow et al., 2019). Researchers reporting that doing a 

full RE-AIM application may become a burden or not always possible, if this is the case, pragmatic 

application of RE-AIM may be warranted, addressing those components most valued and 

appropriate for their particular questions, settings, stakeholders and stage of research (Cameron 

et al., 2014; Glasgow et al., 2019; Glasgow & Estabrooks, 2018; Holtrop et al., 2018). Researchers 

adopt a pragmatic research paradigm towards ideologies if they are useful and can advance 

scientific knowledge or provide practical benefits and solutions to problems (Garrow & Hasenfeld, 

2015). A pragmatic philosophy understands truth as that which is practically applicable in the 

world by linking theory to practice, to form what is known as intelligent practice (Glasgow & 

Estabrooks, 2018). Pragmatism prioritises ideas and objects for their practical value in the world 

by considering words and thoughts as tools and instruments for prediction, problem solving and 

action, rejecting the idea that the function of thought is to describe, represent, or mirror reality 

(James, 1909).  

Pragmatic measures not only assess the outcomes, but also emphasise key issues for 

successful implementation and evaluation (Stange, Breslau, Dietrich & Glasgow, 2012), which is of 

current prevalence in autonomy supportive intervention and implementation research (e.g., 

Quested et al., 2017). They focus on what conditions allow a trial or programme to work 
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practically, opposed to idealistically, prioritising both centrally, theory and practice to focus 

heavily on application, context and taking-action (Glasgow & Estabrooks, 2018).  

A pragmatic paradigm should be given more attention in regard to developing interventions 

due to their nature of producing rapid and relevant answers and their ability to integrate 

research, practice and policy (Glasgow & Estabrooks, 2018). Therefore, the present study 

implemented a pragmatic-based research approach in order to qualitatively evaluate aspects of 

an intervention to build towards developing a future pilot trial (Eldridge et al., 2016). Due to the 

nature of the project being that of a Master’s degree research thesis, imposed time scales and 

geographical concerns and the aims of the present investigation also support the use of a 

pragmatic application of intervention evaluation (Cameron et al., 2014; Glasgow, 2013).  

A review by Glasgow and colleagues (2019), recognise the poor inclusion of qualitative 

methods when using the RE-AIM framework to evaluate the potential for public health impact, 

suggesting future studies should adopt qualitative methods, as they are of value in RE-AIM (and 

other planning and evaluation approaches). The data shows that more studies are needed that 

use qualitative methods in the evaluation of an intervention (Glasgow, 2013; Glasgow et al., 2019; 

Holtrop et al., 2018). Using qualitative methods should enhance understanding and lessons 

learned in the exercise class context, especially regarding the nuances involved with designing and 

implementing indirect interventions, as this can ultimately lead to better dissemination of 

evidence-based approaches into practice.  

“A priori,” decision was made to select the dimensions on which to focus the evaluation. 

Example questions that are pragmatic adaptations to consider and answer regarding intervention 

evaluations are: who can the intervention benefit and who actually participated in the 

intervention? How will it be adapted and why did the results come about? How long were the 

results maintained (individual-level; Glasgow et al., 2019)? Other factors that affect how 

information is processed will also be explored, such as an individual’s resources (e.g., time), 

tendency and capability to process information have not yet been considered. Nor have factors 

that may influence motivation (e.g., expectations and goals of the program), or the role of 

peripheral cues (e.g., aesthetic appeal), that may help to enhance engagement in the initial stages 

of the intervention (Short et al., 2015; Short et al., 2018).  

Qualitative research has proven useful in physical activity and health research to understand 

government and social programmes in more detail (Alasuutari, 2010). Qualitative methods have 
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been very recently and appropriately included and emphasised in the debate surrounding how to 

appropriately evaluate an interventions effectiveness (Holtrop et al., 2018; Glasgow et al., 2019). 

Previous studies have evaluated interventions effectiveness, although they rarely aim to 

understand how and why results occurred and end up focusing on the significance of the results 

itself. This has led to recommendations (see Glasgow, 2013; Glasgow & Estabrooks, 2018; 

Glasgow et al., 2019; Holtrop et al., 2018) of exactly how to conduct intervention evaluations 

using qualitative methods. 

Qualitative methods specifically offer a number of benefits to planning and evaluation 

frameworks, providing multiple diverse assessment methods in a way quantitative method do 

not, such as, understanding the negative experiences of participants, understanding what 

adaptations need to be made and understanding key characteristics and elements of the 

interventions success (Holtrop et al., 2018). However, a variation in the amount of qualitative 

work conducted at the pilot and feasibility stage and the lack of consensus regarding reporting 

this work has led to Eldridge and colleagues (2016), to suggest stand-alone qualitative studies, 

reporting separately from the pilot trial following appropriate reporting and evaluation guidelines 

(O’Brien, Harris, Beckman, Reed & Cook, 2014; Tong, Sainsbury & Craig, 2007). 

 2.4.2.   Research Epistemology & Ontology 

Epistemology guides what can be said about the data and informs how meaning is theorised 

(Braun & Clarke, 2006), whilst ontology refers to the philosophical study of existence or the state 

of being and concerns perceptions of reality (Crotty, 1998). A researcher's particular 

epistemological and ontological beliefs will align with certain methodologies but not others. A 

“methodology,” refers to the collection of specific methods that researchers use to try to 

understand their world better, which are based on their assumptions about reality (Mertens, 

2014). When considered together they result in a research paradigm, which is a set of beliefs and 

agreements between scientists about how problems should be understood and addressed (Kuhn, 

1962).  

Not all scholars agree on the usefulness of paradigms. A criticism of understanding 

qualitative inquiry through paradigms has been proposed by Pernecky (2016), who has argued 

that problems arise when paradigms are "interpreted in a rigid fashion and compartmentalised 

into static schemata," (p. 18). This notion of it being potentially beneficial to think of paradigms in 

non-rigid terms can be seen as a feature of the present investigation. For example, in 
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constructivist research the conventional distinction between epistemologies and ontologies 

disappear, the investigator and the investigated are interactively linked and findings are created 

as the investigation proceeds (Lincoln, 2007). Thinking in rigid terms can limit the findings for 

investigators, therefore, adopting suitable research paradigms and philosophical understandings 

are essential for reliable and valid study designs (Lincoln, 2007). 

Reliability and validity in terms of the study design concern their methodological coherence, 

meaning there is congruence between the epistemological and ontological viewpoints, the 

theoretical position/perspectives and the methods chosen (Mayan, 2009; Morse, 1999). 

Methodological coherence becomes increasingly important when developing qualitative studies 

ensuring they are rigorous and methodologically coherent. Guba and Lincoln (1998) argued, “you 

cannot just pick and choose from any possible qualitative strategy available, throw it into the 

soup, and expect it to work out. This makes qualitative work sloppy and unscientific,” (p. 17). 

Therefore, researchers must be aware of the philosophical assumptions underpinning their 

research and select the most appropriate methods to achieve their intended research aims 

(Mayan, 2009).  

For the present investigation the research process began with the primary researcher 

considering their personal history, beliefs, views of themselves, others and ethical and political 

issues (the axiology, see Creswell, 2003). As a consequence of this, the primary researcher bought 

certain theories, paradigms and perspectives to help guide the project design, in turn adopting 

the beliefs and views in line with that of a humanistic approach to psychology (Jourard, 1974; 

Huitt, 2001). Key proponents of humanism were Carl Rogers (1959), and Abraham Maslow (1943), 

who developed humanism with the primary purpose of assisting the development of self-

actualised, autonomous people (Rogers, & Freiberg, 1994).  

Humanism believes learning is viewed as a personal act to fulfil one’s potential, accentuating 

freedom, dignity, and human potential. A central assumption of humanism, according to Huitt 

(2001), is that people act with intention and values and it is necessary to study the person as a 

whole, especially as an individual grows and develops over time. Humanism lends itself to the 

target population of exercise class instructors and the interventions aims, such as, behaviour 

change, motivational engagement, self-improvement and supporting others well-being. As such 

there has been a prevalence of critical terms and categories of the humanistic psychology and 

psychotherapy, including, but not limited to: self-actualisation; free-will; subjectivity; human 

experience; self-determination; client-centred; context centred intervention; personal growth; 
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empowerment; human potential (Humanistische Akademie, 1998). Therefore, the overall goal is 

to develop people in a cooperative, supportive environment (DeCarvalho, 1991).  

In addition, a social constructionist epistemology (e.g., Miller, 2007) reflects the researcher's 

philosophical stance. A social constructionist believes: everybody constructs a view of the world 

based on their perceptions of it; perception and observation are fallible, our constructions are 

imperfect; nobody can see the world perfectly as it really is; we all bring our own bias (or 

"theories," about why things are as they are), which affects our observations (theory-laden); 

complete objectivity is impossible to achieve. These beliefs seem appropriate to adopt when 

attempting to understand the subjective experiences of participants engaged within a behaviour 

change intervention, especially when considering their opinions and evaluations of the 

interventions effective and ineffective components (Miller, 2007). The relativist, transactional and 

subjectivist beliefs of the primary researcher reflect those of a social constructionist (Miller, 

2007). A relativist stance means “there is no objective truth to be known,” (Hugly & Sayward, 

1987, p.278) and allows a diverse interpretation of the world. This would lend itself to the 

multiple realities that individuals can hold, especially when concerned with a subjective 

evaluation of the present intervention. Transactional means that truth arises from interactions 

between elements of a situation and is the product of interactions (Berlin, 1987).  

This means the primary researchers’ role in asking appropriate questions, probing and 

facilitating elaboration becomes crucial to the quality and relevance of the data collected. 

Subjectivist research observes the world as unknowable and the researcher’s role is to construct 

an interpretation of the world as they see it (Ratner, 2008). Using self-determination theory and 

an intervention design demonstrates how biases are inevitable and sometimes useful. Thus, these 

biases and interpretations become the lens through which individuals interpret information 

including researchers and the researched.  

To summarise, a researcher will usually adopt a particular stance towards the nature of 

knowledge that will underlie the research process (i.e., humanistic), which will decide the 

theoretical perspective selected (i.e., social constructivism). This perspective will influence 

research questions and a choice of methodology (i.e., qualitative evaluation), and therefore 

influence the research paradigm (i.e., pragmatic), and the choice of methods employed (i.e., 

interviews, Creswell., 2003; Crotty., 1998). Henderson (2011) suggested researchers should 

continue to wrestle with how to best do research that enables the development of understanding 

and can contribute to quality of life in multiple and inclusive ways.  
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2.5. Measures 

 2.5.1.    Self-Reflection Diaries 

Throughout the intervention the self-reflection section within the handbook acted as the 

basis to plan the semi-structured interviews (Smith, Sparkes & Caddick, 2014). In line with similar 

previous studies, instructors were asked to record their thoughts and feelings regarding the 

intervention and in relation to putting the motivational strategies into practice within their classes 

(Hancox et al., 2018a, 2018b). It was recommended that instructors record their reflections after 

each class or at the end of each week, to capture instructors’ experiences as close as possible to 

the time at which they occurred (Willig, 2013). Taking influence from instructors’ reflections, the 

primary researcher constructed a profile of each instructor based on their self-reflection (see 

Appendix 5) exploring themes and avenues that were specific to that instructor (Willig, 2013). This 

also ensures that the final themes reported in the interview were valid, both within and between 

instructors (Quested et al., 2017).  

Completion of the diary wasn’t mandatory and the choice of when to complete this was 

given to the instructors in order to increase autonomy and reduce burden. The extent to which 

instructors engaged with this technique will also be of interest to the primary researcher. Guiding 

questions based on Gibb’s Self-Reflection Cycle (1988) were provided to prompt and guide 

thoughts and entries (e.g., what challenges did you face using the strategies?). However, these 

were just guiding questions, and instructors were encouraged to use “creative license” in their 

entries. Instructors were told to record reflections in as much or little detail as they preferred. 

Eight of the self-reflection diaries were completed and returned to the primary researcher. The 

length of the self-reflection entries varied from 228 to 3205 words. Instructors sent their self-

reflection in a variety of ways including, delivered in person; sent via the post; sent as images via 

emails; privately sent over social media.  

 2.5.1.   Interviews 

The interviews were completed 12 weeks after the intervention was discontinued, seven 

instructors completed a telephone interview (due to geographical concerns; Oltmann, 2016), 

whilst one instructor completed a structured written interview due to unforeseen life 

circumstances. Telephone interviews were conducted by the primary researcher after the 

intervention and lasted approximately 30 minutes. Interview recordings were captured on a LS-P4 

Olympus voice recorder, three months following the completion of the training programme to 
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give instructors the time to reflect upon the training and the application of what they learnt 

(Hancox et al., 2018b).  

Due to the present study’s pragmatic application of RE-AIM (Glasgow & Estabrooks, 2018) 

questions and areas of interest were adapted, pre-exercise collection to best suit the current 

interventions’ design. Instructors evaluated the intervention in ways that readily fit with the 

dimensions of the RE-AIM framework and SDT. Interview questions were also based on the self-

reflection section, providing a more in depth understanding of what instructors felt closer to the 

time (e.g., you mentioned in your self-reflection offering choices helped one of your clients 

achieve their goals, could you tell me more about this?) and additional notes within the 

handbook. From a theoretical standpoint, avenues for exploration included instructors 

experiences implementing the strategies in their exercise classes (e.g., were there any strategies 

you found less effective than others?), the challenges they faced during the programme (e.g., 

what barriers did you find when learning and implementing the strategies?), and what didn’t work 

(e.g., was there anything that you would change about the programme?). Elements of the 

intervention that were designed to be need-supportive were discussed at different opportunities 

throughout the interviews. In addition, questions relating to the evaluation of the intervention 

include: questions surrounding the reach (e.g., what could be done to increase the uptake and 

better advertise the study?), effectiveness (e.g., what did you find meaningful about the 

intervention ?), adoption (e.g., what were your perceptions of the intervention before you agreed 

to participate?), implementation (e.g., what would you change regarding the strategies and the 

learning materials?), and maintenance (e.g., what strategies do you still use as a result of the 

programme?; Holtrop et al., 2018). 

2.6. Data Analysis 

Thematic content analysis, a method for reporting, analysing and identifying patterns and 

themes within data, offers a useful and flexible research tool, which can offer a complex, rich and 

detailed account of the data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). This method has been criticised due to their 

being no clear argument surrounding how to specifically conduct a thematic content analysis 

(Attride-Stirling, 2001). Although, Braun & Clarke (2006) refute these criticisms, claiming a lot of 

analysis is thematic but is reported as something else. To “clear the air,” on this debate, Braun 

and Clarke (2006), developed a six-phase approach to thematic content analysis, however one 

previous phase (the self-reflection interpretation), of analysis was included in the current study in 

order to provide rich data at the interview stage.  
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The data analysis procedure went as follows: data was extracted from the self-reflection data 

set, using a thematic content analysis to inform and guide interview questions; interviews were 

conducted using the analysed self-reflection data (Boyatzis, 1998; Braun & Clarke, 2006; Roulston, 

2001). After interviews were recorded, data was transcribed, taking influence from Wiggin’s 

(2001), approach to transcription and detailed conversational data (see Appendix 11). 

Transcriptions were read and re-read and initial ideas were noted. These initial ideas assisted in 

generating initial codes. Codes were then categorised and clustered in search of themes, whereby 

themes were reviewed, defined and named (Braun & Clarke, 2006). 

Based on SDT (Deci & Ryan, 2000) and “A Qualitative use of the RE-AIM Planning and 

Evaluation Framework” (Holtrop et al., 2018), deductive thematic content analysis (also known as 

a ‘theoretical’ or ‘top down’ approach; see Braun & Clarke, 2006) was used to interpret the self-

reflection data at the semantic level (Boyatizis, 1998). Deductive (theoretical) analysis is 

influenced by theories and frameworks and aims to fit the data into a certain “mould,” (Boyatizis, 

1998). A semantic theme is derived from identifying surface meaning of data and not looking 

beyond what a participant has said (Boyatizis, 1998).  

As the coding of the evaluation was “theory-driven”, the data was approached with specific 

questions that we wished to code around (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The data related to the 

evaluation of the intervention consisted of thematically coding the subjective experiences of the 

participants to explain how and why results on various individual RE-AIM dimensions (reach, 

effectiveness, adoption, implementation and maintenance) and SDT principals occurred 

(structure, interpersonal involvement and autonomy support). These methods, frameworks and 

theories influenced the interview questions, providing avenues of exploration in the interviews 

that otherwise may not have been discussed (see Appendix 5 for guiding questions).  

Following transcription, the primary researcher familiarised themselves with the data, re-

reading each interview and noting down initial ideas. Both deductive and inductive thematic 

content analysis, also known as abductive reasoning (Ryba et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2014) was 

used to analyse interview data at the semantic level (Boyatizis, 1998) the interview transcripts, 

this was driven by a theoretical and analytical interest in the data to provide a more detailed 

understanding of the data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Deductive analysis was used to identify data 

relating to SDT (e.g., BPN’s internalisation; Deci & Ryan, 2000), the barriers and facilitators 

instructor’s experienced in trying to implement the motivational strategies and to qualitatively 

explore the different dimensions of the RE-AIM framework.  
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An important point to note regarding RE-AIM is researchers assessing reach in the past have 

neglected to acknowledge the total number of participants to be contacted and instead calculate 

reach based on those who responded (Lewis et al., 2017; Kessler et al., 2013). This makes it 

difficult to compare reach across studies and would explain the commonly efficacious outcomes 

surrounding behaviour change interventions reach. For the present investigation, different 

recruitment methods were compared to understand their effectiveness at retaining participants 

and reaching a representative proportion of the population. The maintenance of the intervention 

was understood at the individual level as due to the nature of this research (a feasibility 

intervention) maintenance cannot be discussed at the institutional level. The influence of a 

pragmatic application towards the RE-AIM dimensions meant effectiveness or efficacy was 

measured by participants’ subjective experiences of the intervention’s key components. These 

were discussed in relation to their ability to thwart or facilitate perceptions of structure, 

interpersonal involvement and autonomy support throughout the learning process. Studies that 

utilise the RE-AIM Framework have previously recommended objective methods to determine a 

change of behaviour (Glasgow, 1999), however, a pragmatic application of RE-AIM allows 

qualitative methods to offer data that can assist intervention evaluation more thoroughly 

(Glasgow et al., 2013). 

Interesting features of the data set were coded into meaningful groups in a systematic 

fashion. The coding of the evaluation was “theory-driven”. approaching specific questions that 

were relevant to the study and interventions aims to code around (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Theme 

development consisted of analysing codes to consider how the various codes may combine to 

form an overarching theme. A thematic mind map was constructed to understand the relationship 

between codes, themes and sub-themes. Full and equal attention was given to each data item 

and theme across the data set.  

Reviewing themes involved refining sub-themes down to the most prevalent data at the level 

of the coded data extracts and the whole data set. This was done to ensure that extracts from 

each theme and sub theme formed a coherent pattern (Braun & Clarke, 2006). In addition, 

defining and naming themes assisted in identifying what each theme was about and determining 

what aspect of the data each theme captures. By the end of this phase, themes were defined. 

Descriptions were given and patterns were observed and interpreted to understand their 

significance, broader meaning and implications (Patton, 1990). A constant moving back and forth 

across the entire data set, coded extracts of the data and the analysis of the data allowed 

confirmation of themes and patterns (Braun & Clarke, 2006). 
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2.7. Trustworthiness, Credibility & Reliability 

Trustworthiness, credibility and reliability were ensured by following Guba’s constructs 

(Guba, 1981), which guided the present researcher throughout the design and analysis of the 

study. Credibility seeks to understand the internal validity, or whether what is actually measured 

was actually intended. To ensure the study had internal validity certain measures were taken, 

Including: Adopting well established qualitative research methods and frameworks; Developing an 

early familiarity with the literature and the researched (I.e., visiting institutions & completing 

systematic literature reviews; random sampling from those participants who agreed to 

participate; Employing site triangulation methods to the participants to ensure several 

organisations are represented, reducing the effect of local factors to one institution; tactics to 

help ensure honesty in informants (I.e., given the right to withdraw at any time & were made 

aware it is an evaluation of the intervention); frequent debriefing with project supervisors; peer 

scrutiny in project design; member checking regarding interpretations and transcriptions; 

investigator: keeping a reflexive and prospective diary (evaluating methods as they develop). 

Reliability concerns if the work were repeated, in the same context, with the same methods 

and with the same participants, similar results would be obtained. To ensure the study had a level 

of reliability regarding the design of the intervention and interpretations of the data, the study 

adopted: Implementation methods to describe what was planned and executed; reflexive 

appraisal of the project by evaluating the methods undertaken. In addition to reliability, 

transferability seeks to understand the external validity or the extent to which the findings of one 

study can be applied to other situations, demonstrating that the results of the study can be 

applied to a wider population, such methods to ensure transferability include: participant 

representativeness details; utilising specific BCT; following consort guidelines. Trustworthiness 

concerns the steps taken to help ensure that the work’s findings are the result of the experiences 

and ideas of the informants, rather than the characteristics and preferences of the researcher. 

Triangulation with the primary supervisor ensured investigator bias was reduced; exploration of 

other psychological models and theories to address the phenomenon was done; an audit trail was 

kept tracking the step-by-step decisions made; detailed methodological descriptions; 

supplemental materials and appendices.   
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2.8. Data Management  

Data collected remained confidential and was stored online with Aberystwyth University, 

complying with the EU’s GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) for data storage (The Data 

Protection Act, 2018). Participant confidentiality was ensured via unique ID numbers and data 

management strategies prior to the beginning of the intervention. Participant data will be stored 

on secure, password-protected university server rather than personal storage devices. The only 

document on which participant information, such as the unique ID will be the participant 

information page from the handbook, and the signed Informed Consent Form. These documents 

will be kept in a locked storage cabinet in the office of the lead investigator. Once the study 

window closed, these physical documents were shredded. The data controller for this project will 

be Aberystwyth University (AU).  

The AU Data Protection Manager provides oversight of AU activities involving the processing 

of personal data. Participants were offered the contact details of the AU Data Protection Manager 

at infocompliance@aber.ac.uk. Participants’ personal data was not transferred outside the EEA; 

this covers the use of Bristol Online Surveys, data input onto which is stored on internal servers 

managed by AU Information Services. A clear audit trail documented analytical decisions and was 

regularly updated throughout the project, to provide rationales for decisions and ensure quality at 

every stage (see Supplementary Material 6.3).  

The primary researcher was made aware of issues such as sampling bias (Porta, 2008; Smith 

& McGannon, 2017) and the method of member checking (Smith & McGannon, 2017). Moreover, 

unique file names allowed for efficient identification of certain documents and files through 

classification, data and file type. Changes and edits to files were kept track of by dating each item 

at the start of every file name. That ensured most recent versions of texts are available and if 

previous copies are needed for whatever reason, they are all dated from each day. Folders had 

similar structures leading with the date of complex work whilst maintaining final copies of useful 

documents in one folder to ensure organization of key documents. 

2.9. Ethical Considerations 

Ethical approval was granted by a University Research Ethics Committee and an appropriate 

risk assessment was completed. Participation was voluntary and participants could withdraw at 

any time. All participants will be protected from harm by maintaining their rights, preserving their 

dignity, safeguarding anonymity and maintaining confidentiality. Although there is no know 
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psychological, physical or social risks associated with participation, appropriate support will be 

offered to participants should they feel any unusual discomforts have arisen. All research was 

conducted by competent supervisors who are mindful of any health, safety and insurance issues 

that may arise, especially toward the participant. Emails, information sheets (Appendix 6 & 8) and 

consent forms (Appendix 7) were bi-lingual, in line with British Psychological Society Code of 

Ethics and Conduct (2018). Participants were debriefed from the study and the intervention was 

discontinued after the 9-week trial.  
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3. Results 

To reiterate, the aims of the present study are: 

1. To design and implement a 9-week theory based online intervention for exercise class 

instructors  

2. To appropriately report the intervention using implementation and fidelity guidelines to 

assist in the evaluation of the intervention and future developments. 

3. To qualitatively evaluate the interventions components and characteristics based on the 

subjective experience and perceptions of participation, to understand what barriers and 

facilitators instructors experienced during the intervention. 

4. To propose recommendations and adaptations to the current design and delivery of indirect 

SDT-based intervention programmes and to contribute towards the development of a future 

RCT trial 

Corresponding research questions include: 

⚫ Can an indirect intervention aiming to target changes in an exercise instructors’ 

communication style be appropriately designed and adapted for online use? 

⚫ Can a theory-driven, indirect, online intervention be appropriately reported using the current 

standards of implementation guidelines and procedures and will this be in sufficient detail to 

aid replication? 

⚫ What aspects of the intervention were perceived as useful and what aspects were not based 

on a pragmatic adoption of evaluation frameworks and the subjective experiences of the 

exercise class leaders? 

⚫ What adaptations, modifications and tailoring can be recommended for this indirect SDT-

based intervention and how can this contribute towards the development of a future RCT 

trial?  

3.1. General Findings 

Based on the self-reflection and interview data, most instructors fully engaged with the 

course content on a regular (week-by-week) basis. Only one instructor reported not fully engaging 

with the intervention materials (e.g., completing the webinar series, handbook, and attempting to 
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implement all of the strategies). Key themes included both barriers and facilitators to intervention 

engagement, relating to instructors’ feelings of autonomy support, interpersonal involvement and 

structure. 

In regard to the interventions ability to recruit and retain a representative population, the 

primary researcher contacted 70 exercise instructors via their institutions email address, of which 

six people consented to participate in the intervention (8.57% reach via email). One instructor 

dropped out prior to the intervention beginning, as they were not teaching exercise classes. Of 

the five participants left, two participants withdrew from the intervention at the mid-point of the 

intervention (40%, dropout rate via email), one due to the interventions workload and one due to 

unforeseen life circumstances. Advertising the study on social media platform, Facebook, 

recruited eight people. Of the eight participants, three withdrew from the intervention pre-data 

collection (37.5%, dropout rate): one due to the interventions workload; one due to unforeseen 

life circumstances; one without giving reason. Poster stimulated zero interest in the study. 

Participants recruited through social media had a lower retention rate than those recruited 

through their direct email addresses. 

In total, 78 “provisionally interested,” instructors were contacted, whereby 14 agreed to 

participate (21.8% reach), with a total of six instructors withdrawing from the intervention (57.1% 

retention rate; see Appendix 10 for participant flow through the study). Eight instructors returned 

handbooks with self-reflection data and completed an interview. Seven of these instructors 

provided self-reflection for all of the webinars, however one participant reported to have not 

engaged with all of the intervention. A retention rate of 57.1% would be considered poor when 

compared to similar interventions retention rates (I.e. Hancox et al 2018b). However, their 

intervention differed in that it utilised face-to-face sessions and workshops as well as the online 

platform, suggesting they may have offered more engaging components than a completely online 

design.  

Regarding implementation and fidelity, a total of 19/21 (93%) items of the fidelity checklist 

were identified in the study, indicating a high level of treatment fidelity. Similarly, to Nes and 

colleagues (2018) the present research utilised a pragmatic adoption to Borelli’s Checklist due to 

the design of the study (qualitative evaluation). This monitored tailoring and adaptations more 

thoroughly throughout the process. This data revealed the present investigation lacked sufficient 

attention when training the intervention providers (primary researcher), moreover, these aspects 

of fidelity were reported in neither enough depth nor detail. This is due to the expansive literature 
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surrounding SDT and behaviour change interventions and at the time of the intervention 

development, a lack of direction in terms of training intervention providers.   

The following data is discussed in relation to the barriers and facilitators instructors 

encountered throughout the learning process and how these relate to the need-supportive 

components proposed as essential by SDT intervention designers (interpersonal involvement, 

autonomy support and structure).  

3.2.  Facilitators 

3.2.1. Autonomy Support 

3.2.1.1.  Self-Paced Design 

An aspect of the study instructors noted to be beneficial, was the self-paced nature of the 

intervention. In line with previous recommendations from SDT-based intervention studies in the 

exercise domain (e.g.,  Edmunds et al., 2008; Hancox et al., 2018b; Ntoumanis et al., 2017), 

intervention characteristics and strategies were designed to be self paced, optional and have 

flexible deadlines. All tasks, webinars, and learning strategies were implemented to support the 

instructors BPNs for autonomy (by providing autonomy support), during the intervention. One 

instructor mentioned, it allowed them to internalise the challenge of making the intervention 

work for them: 

“I was in charge of it myself basically (.) so it was there to go at any time… I’ll tell you what I 

enjoyed (.) the challenge of trying to er::r (.) doing it (.) because every training course in the past 

someone tells you what time to be there (.) so I was like right OK (.) I’ve gotta fit this in to my own 

lifestyle and not be blasé about it“ 

(180H: 16-17, 244-246).  

This quote demonstrates the attempt to support autonomy positively influenced instructors’ 

experiences and engagement towards the online-based intervention design, allowing instructors 

to engage with the materials as they wished, demonstrating an appreciation of the self-paced 

nature. Instructor opinions demonstrates promise for the online self paced design of 

interventions to support autonomy and assist the internalisation process. 

 To further support the self-paced, accessible content is a successful way for instructors to 

engage with intervention materials. When asked what they enjoyed regarding the courses design, 
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another instructor noted: “we could just do it when we could,” (191P:44). Such comments can be 

understood to highlight instructors concerns around time management and commitment for 

interventions, demonstrating the importance of self-paced, independence and autonomous 

designs. Practically, interventions should not burden instructors and should easily fit in around 

their current commitments. In support of basing interventions on autonomy supportive principals, 

when probed, the participant reiterated: 

“I think the leeway of going (.) yeh [SIC] I can do it in my own time (.) because of er::m (.) my 

time scale is so busy… I could plan it in (.) and I was in charge of it myself basically (.) so it was 

there to go at any time”  

(180H: 13-14, 16-17) 

Using need-supportive principles, specifically aiming to support the need for autonomy, gave 

instructors more of an opportunity to self-regulate their behaviour and internalise the 

information as important without making demands, creating mandatory deadlines and using 

incentives (e.g., Cheon & Reeve, 2013; Cheon et al., 2014; Reeve, 2016). Allowing instructors to 

take personal ownership over their own behaviour via the online format may contribute towards 

a feeling of personal volition and as theory would suggest, assist them to internalising the 

behaviour as more relevant and personally important. 

Exploring deadlines and incentives to buffer extrinsic forms of motivation could increase 

commitment, engagement and persistence, especially regarding those who are less internally 

motivated to engage with a learning activity (e.g., Hancox et al., 2018a; Ntoumanis et al., 2018; 

Silva et al., 2014). The present data suggests, regarding exercise instructors, a more self-paced, 

flexible design would offer that specific population opportunities to engage with materials 

alongside their current commitments, facilitating motivation to engage. This degree of ownership 

and personal volition could be due to their already existing incentives to advance their personal 

development and consequently engage with these materials, as seen in one instructor’s self-

reflection.  

‘This strategy (provide meaningful rationales) was useful in exercise classes as it allowed my 

clients to understand why we were doing certain poses, why they were important and how I was 

doing this wrong before. I found this really useful to specifically explain certain class expectations 

to newer clients. This was helpful because it gave me a chance to connect to people earlier, so I 
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worked on this strategy the most. A few of the newer members were a lot more inclusive in that 

session’  

(221B, 05/09/18) 

 This expresses the potential level of commitment and engagement that can be facilitated in 

instructors. Motivating forces such as an ability to promote better and faster connections with 

newer clients by providing meaningful rationales offered this participant a degree of 

internalisation, stating they worked on this strategy the most. This data is also relevant for 

interventions in their early stage of research and those designed to be time and cost-efficient, as 

extrinsic motivators and overburden will cause a regression of internalisation and could lead to 

negative affect such as burnout and exhaustion  (Cheon & Reeve, 2013; Cheon et al., 2014; Reeve, 

2016). The data demonstrates exercise instructors engaging in behaviour modification 

interventions regarding autonomy support and motivationally adaptive communication strategies 

should have enough motivation to engage with the materials (pending they internalise the 

intervention as personally relevant and motivationally important) without being burdened by 

restrictive or controlling qualities. 

Regarding extrinsic forms of motivation, one instructor discussed the idea of certification and 

potentially qualifications for such online courses. “Does this come with a certificate… It should be 

partnered with the EIF or REPS” (180H:257-258). In a written interview, another instructor also 

mentioned partnerships with governing bodies and Sport Wales. This could be an interesting step 

forward for such interventions and programmes. Seeking inclusion onto standardised exercise 

leader training programmes and having partnerships with governing bodies that recognise the 

importance of such understanding could be an avenue for exploration after the intervention has 

been refined and tested. Extrinsic motivations such as these should be carefully considered as to 

not counteract any positive effects from an autonomous design. They can help contribute towards 

the overall behavioural regulation that individuals feels, more rapidly internalising it as personally 

relevant and important (Deci & Ryan, 2018), potentially assisting instructors towards internalising 

the interventions message, knowledge and skills as important to their professional development.  

3.2.2. Structure 

3.2.2.1. Representative Tailoring  

As the intervention was advertised towards general exercise instructors, this created a large 

population to sample across (62,000 fitness instructors in the UK, Lange, 2019). Overall, the 
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exercise class instructors who participated represented a variety of instructing classes (i.e., yoga, 

boxfit, etc) and a range of experience in teaching (i.e., 2-28yrs). In terms of the studies reach and 

adoption, the literature has demonstrated how methodological considerations such as the current 

recruitment and eligibility guidelines traditionally used within the exercise domain are not of 

value to the design of interventions (exercise class taught, i.e., Hancox et al., 2015). The more 

tailored and specific an intervention, generally, the more effective. Although understanding how 

to optimally tailor these interventions is a priority to researchers. 

When asked their thoughts surrounding the tailoring of the intervention towards their 

specific job title (i.e., yoga class instructors or boxfit class instructor) one instructor expressed: ‘No 

(.) it doesn’t need different areas’ (221B:93). Eluding towards the idea that specific tailoring, 

providing contextual information related to that specific activity in the class is not warranted. This 

finding was also supported by another instructor who explained why sport or activity specific 

coaching programmes wouldn’t be of value to them: 

I think a general one is just fine (.) then you apply the sports to yourself… I don’t think it 

needs specific (.) personally I don’t think it needs a specific (0.2) I think the basics are there (.) the 

foundations are there then you just apply it to your skill (.) I think a general one is just fine (.) then 

you apply the sports to yourself (.) like I train people in everything not just martial arts’  

(180H: 215-216, 220-223).  

The data above represented a theme across all the instructors’ data, suggesting they wouldn’t 

benefit from having the course tailored to their job title. No instructors felt they needed the 

intervention to be tailored to their exercise class type or job title more specifically, moreover, the 

generalisability of the intervention assisted instructors internalising the information (‘I like 

something that’s open and you can put into any realm,’ 180H:31). Understanding these strategies 

in an exercise leader environment seemed an adequate level of tailoring to enable the 

opportunity for a variety of different exercise instructors to participate. 

3.2.2.2. Learning Strategies and BCTs 

The use of the handbook assisted the online method, providing structure for instructors to 

freely navigate between the corresponding materials (Markland & Tobin, 2010; Michie et al., 

2013; Ntoumanis et al., 2017). Positive experiences surrounding the self-reflection section 
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emerged from the data. One instructor explained how he found that the BCTs supported his use 

of the learning strategies and assisted him to better conceptualise theory: 

You’d send us extra links for us to follo::w (.) and that helped with understanding (.) in that 

way… the links (.) on the (.) on the lectures definitely helped out… when you put the links up it 

showed sort of a real life use of the theories and they definitely helped out I think (.) helped with 

the understanding  

(191P: 17-19, 118-119, 121-123) 

The above date highlights the effectiveness of the BCTs model/demonstrate the behaviour and 

the salience of consequences (Appendix 2), however, understanding the optimal combination of 

BCTs and when and how to optimally implement these to maintain an effective contribution 

towards instructors learning experience is not understood. One instructor did however comment 

positively on this feature of the study: 

I like the way that er::m (.) the workbooks and online course (.) kind of (.) kept me engaged (.) 

and I could pass that on to my students… because I do it day in day out (.) sometimes it’s good to 

go reflect back and go actually yeh (I have been doing these things)  

(304D: 15-17, 170-171) 

The BCTs mentioned above (i.e., self-monitoring of behaviour, action planning & habit formation 

& reversal; Appedix 2) were beneficial for instructors to conceptualise theories and strategies. 

Previous SDT intervention designs have recommended the use of self-reflection strategies and 

diary entries to compliment learning and teaching strategies (see, Thøgersen-Ntoumani et al., 

2018), however, highlighting how to combine and apply what BCTs is useful for indirect 

communication based interventions for exercise and health leaders. Speaking to the instructor’s 

comments cited above and current recommendations in the literature, self-reflection can support 

instructors learning of strategies within interventions, specifically research on the benefits of self-

reflection have stated its importance in turning experience and practice into learning (Willig, 

2013; Boud, Keogh & Walker, 1985). When asked how the learning strategies and the BCTs used 

within them intertwined, one instructor noted: 

They were beneficial yeh [SIC] (.) I erm (.) yeh [SIC] and (.) quite luckily for me they were 

<quite easy to> fix that into ya [SIC] (.) it stimulates your mind and you go OK (.) how do you use 
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this (.) and I dunno’ [SIC] how somebody else would find this… I er::r [SIC] found it very easy to 

(cope) with  

(301M: 51-55) 

Much of the complimentary information in the workbook and webinars included information to 

assist internalisation, such as, how the teacher and student can both experience benefits from an 

autonomy supportive communication style, could influence instructors to internalise the learning 

process, why a teacher may adopt a controlling communication style and when each type of 

strategy should be used in relation to the exercise class. Such information was included as 

optional engagement if instructors felt they wanted a more comprehensive understanding. The 

use of a handbook and the webinar series provided adequate means of disseminating BCTs to 

assist in internalisation and behaviour modification. Again, understanding which of these 

elements and information were most essential for instructors (the BCT used and how to best use 

them) present challenges and opportunities to researchers. 

3.2.2.3. The How To’s of Autonomy Support 

The current study modified and adopted strategies from previous interventions to 

understand whether strategies could be translated to the group exercise class context. In general, 

the instructors appreciated the motivational strategies and suggested that they challenged many 

of their conceptions of motivationally adaptive teaching practices. All but one instructor 

expressed they regularly used the adaptive motivational strategies within their exercise classes. 

When asked if the communication strategies adopted were relevant and effective in the exercise 

class context, one instructor expressed: “Yeh [SIC] one hundred percent (.) they were spot on 

mate (.) spot on,” (180H: 92). Instructors positively receiving the strategies demonstrate 

transferring strategies from other domains (i.e., education), is possible and can be done. 

Strategies are generally transferrable across domains, with only minor adaptations to the wording 

and examples used. One instructor expressed their thoughts regarding using non-controlling 

language and avoiding empty communication: 

I felt (.) when I was explaining things (.) I could go (.) >oh that’s good because you were more 

co-ordinated< (.) o::r (0.4) maybe you looked stronger (.) o::r >the technique was much better 

there<  

(301M: 39-42) 
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Being able to more precisely explain rationales in their class suggested this instructor 

adopted and implemented the strategies as the intervention intended. Confirming the importance 

of skill-based components within interventions. Instructors acknowledged they understood why 

they were being asked to implement certain strategies, and that this was beneficial to their 

learning (Ntoumanis et al., 2018; Reeve, 2009; 2016).  

The strategies were quite easy to follow (0.8) you could see the reason behi::nd (0.2) why we 

were doing what we were doing  

(256W: 35-36) 

Understanding the specificities of strategies concerns their rich narrative descriptions and the 

‘how to’s’, that aim to simply break down how to perform each strategy in a given context and 

provide examples. One instructor acknowledged the rationales of each strategy and their tailored 

nature. Such contextual information and tailoring of the intervention were designed to maximise 

need-support (and consequently teaching efficacy).  

When asked about applying each strategy in practice (for example, taking your clients 

perspective: Assor et al., 2002), instructors revealed a variety of experiences, although a positive 

theme emerged from the data pertaining to the strategies ability to motivate and engage newer 

exercise class members. One instructor explained in their self-reflection how providing 

explanatory rationales in their exercise class helped a newer student set and reach their goals. 

When asked to elaborate on this, they said: 

She was quite resistant against other instructors but less with me and I think it’s because 

rather than going well that’s just the way it is (.) I was like (.) well (.) what would you do and do 

you understand why we require you to do press-ups… I got her to open up her eyes to the bigger 

picture (.) that I can do the press ups and (.) I can now get my stripe  

(180H: 129-132, 135-136) 

Positive stories such as these elude towards the interventions potential to be effective and 

strategies can be adopted and internalised as important to the psychological and physical 

development of exercise instructors’ clients. The strategies being especially useful with new 

clients, opposed to clients that instructors already had a rapport with, was confirmed between 
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instructors. When asked if the strategies may have changed their relationship with any of their 

clients, a university instructor responded: 

Mayb::e (.) we have got a new sort of year coming in every year (.) so we have to erm (.) so it 

definitely improved with that certain group  

(191P: 122-123) 

Another instructor elaborated on the notion of newer students receiving greater benefits from 

the communication strategies the intervention was asking instructors to implement. They told a 

story demonstrating the consequences of implementing these strategies to newer students and 

how this changed their student’s experiences:  

I did have a student who (.) they were quite a new student and erm they were struggling a 

little bit with erm certain poses… We kind of (.) worked together to create a goal for her… I think 

she felt a lot more involved with the classes (.) she struggled less (.) she actually ended up (.) her 

attendance increased to (.) so that was really great (.) er::m (.) so yeh [SIC] (.) she works hard and 

(.) and it payed off for her (.) she ended up reaching her goal and because of that her confidence 

in the class grew  

(304D:154-155, 158-159, 161-164) 

The idea of strategies having a greater effect on newer class members is not a new one within the 

intervention literature (see Ntoumanis et al., 2017), suggesting this data could contribute towards 

future interventions at the recruitment phase. This could have inclinations towards advertising 

the interventions innate ability to teach instructors how to build rapport with newer clients and 

improve their relationship with current ones. Theoretically, the literature understands strategies 

such as nurture inner motivational resources (Reeve et al., 2004), perspective taking (Assor et al., 

2002), and provide meaningful rationales (Deci et al., 1994) can all be used to increase and build 

rapport when meeting new people, especially if they are subordinate to an authority figure 

(Reeve, 2006). Therefore, based on the present data and the current literature, including 

strategies based on how effective they are once implemented for instructors seems a logical step 

forward. Understanding what strategies are more effective for instructors than others would 

increase the effectiveness and time-efficiency of such interventions.   
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A facilitator to assist internalisation of the strategies as personally and professionally 

important to instructors was the inclusion of theory [e.g., it just opens your eye::s and makes you 

think more (0.2) a bit rea::lly (256W: 117-119)]. One instructor commented on the theoretical 

approach the intervention adopted:: 

I think< (.) it’s great (0.3) it makes me think a lot about the things that I’ve done theoretically 

(.) and you go (.) >oh that makes sense oh that’s true (.) oh that makes sense<  

(301M: 44-46) 

This aspect of the intervention design followed principles of need-supportive strategies and BCTs 

in that both theoretical components and strategies combined are expected to optimally assist 

individuals towards successfully implementing adaptive communication strategies. 

Recommendations from the literature promote the use of theory to help intervention instructors 

to internalise strategies as useful and important. The above quote supports the inclusion of 

contextualising strategies as important to instructors by providing information that isn’t directly 

related to strategy implementation. Theory can assist instructors to internalise the strategies as 

relevant and personally important, understanding what elements of theory and contextual 

information is needed is still not understood or known within the literature.  

The facilitators presented above support the interventions ability to engage instructors needs 

throughout the learning process. Such data can guide and assist researchers to design more 

rigorous interventions. Supporting the development of more robust intervention designs will 

benefit the instructors and their clients to a greater degree. Proposals to the present research and 

intervention research in general will be discussed in more detail throughout the discussion 

section. 

3.3. Barriers 

3.3.1. Structure 

3.3.1.1.  Inadequate Tailoring 

Concerns about the course materials was a prominent theme that arose from the data. One 

Instructor specifically noted how they struggled to understand content and engage with the 

course. Even though the option to contact the primary researcher was made available throughout 

the whole intervention process, no instructors decided to do so. To further support instructor 

understanding and competence, the webinar series included a voice-over by the primary 
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researcher. The learning experience of this particular instructor did not benefit from these 

strategies. They explained: 

The reason I didn’t watch the videos that much (.) was because they were twenty minutes a 

go… the academic material was a bit to academic for me (.) I struggled to apply it to my real world 

(.)… [the webinars] felt more like a lecture than a help… it can be quite daunting reading about (.) 

yanno [SIC] (.) different sort of psychological aspects of (.) l::lke oh (.) I dunno [SIC] what any of 

this means like (.) I can’t be bothered (.) this is too hard or (0.3) oh this is a bit boring like… if it 

had been about physiology (.) then you’d have found I’d have been a lot more interested (.) cus’ 

[SIC] I love physiology  

(261M: 114, 121-122, 126, 241-244, 323-325) 

This could be because this instructor felt incompetent or has low self-efficacy for the learning task 

(Bandura, 2010. When probed further, the confirmed they carried low value regarding the task 

being undertaken (Brophy, 2008). In regard to recruitment, exploring the idea of offering the 

course to instructors who already have an interest in psychology. This will ensure those who are 

participating have similar psychological mechanisms regarding their engagement. Although online 

learners are often independent, self-directed and intrinsically motivated, this is only the case if 

they are intrinsically motivated (Garrison, 1997). These suspicions are supported by another 

instructor, who reported to engage with the content more, whilst also expressing their interest in 

psychology. When asked why they agreed to participate, this instructor expressed: I (0.2) >just 

found it was a very interesting subject< (221B: 79). To confirm their views the primary researcher 

asked if being interested in motivational psychology motivated their interest to participate and 

engage with the materials, they responded: ‘Ironically (.) >yes< (h)’ (221B: 82). Ensuring 

engagement and independent self-directed learning would only be the case if the intervention 

could support the instructors BPNs to the extent that it positively regulates their motivation. This 

is not to say eligibility should consist of only people who are interested in motivation, or have the 

capacity to undertake the intervention. However, the intervention should more likely be designed 

to cater to the multiple needs and preferences of instructors. 

The above data extract could provide an explanation as to participant ‘261Ms’ negative 

response to the learning experience. Presenting the information in a manner that doesn’t aim to 

contextualise strategies with the wealth of theoretically and psychologically-presented 

information it did, could in fact have benefits to certain learners. Theoretically, those who are 
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disinterested in the activity or who believe the task holds low personal utility will be less 

intrinsically motivated and demonstrate less personal volition regarding the activity. From an SDT 

perspective, people that associate regulation towards the external end on the internalisation 

continuum may not demonstrate behaviours that are traditional of someone receiving need 

support via autonomy support (Deci & Ryan, 2008; Vallerand, 1997).  

Tailoring materials is not only essential to cater to the learning preferences of instructors, but 

also to address the amount of content in the intervention. One instructor noted how the content 

was too time consuming, causing the intervention to clash with their work and personal lives. 

Unrelated to their level of enthusiasm to engage with the learning materials. When probed on 

this, they said: 

I think (0.2) because they think it’s probably time co::nsuming they probably feel (0.2) that 

(0.3) it could affect their work environment (0.2) personal lives (.) time restrictions they have (1.0) 

er::m (0.8) just a lot of people get scared by the thought of getting involved in something  

(256W: 95-97) 

This emphasises and illustrates the important of time efficient and appropriately time managed 

interventions being a critical factor for participant engagement. Regardless of interest or 

competence to learn, if materials are presenting in an overwhelming manner, without being 

concise enough, this will promote disaffection, even in the most intrinsically motivated 

instructors. This was a reoccurring theme throughout the data set, as another instructor 

confirmed:  

I thought for somebody who’s practising (.) the sessions could be a bit length::y (.) I dunno 

[SIC] (.) but I guess I dunno [SIC] (.) I think that needed to (.) t::o make sure that everything is yeh 

[SIC] (.) understood by the people doing it I dunno [SIC] (.) Bu::t yeh [SIC] I thought it was a little 

bit long for my taste 

(301M: 53-56)  

Materials being too long or inefficiently time-managed is a major design consideration that needs 

being addressed. Highlighting the previous findings that suggest understanding what aspects of 

theory instructors require are important to understand for more rigorous future intervention 

designs.  
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Another instructor noted how the amount of content caused the intervention to be too time 

consuming, causing the intervention to clash with their work and personal lives. This was 

unrelated to their level of competence to navigate the environment: 

I think (0.2) because they think it’s probably time co::nsuming they probably feel (0.2) that 

(0.3) it could affect their work environment (0.2) personal lives (.) time restrictions they have (1.0) 

er::m (0.8) just a lot of people get scared by the thought of getting involved in something  

(256W: 95-97) 

Instructors revealed a potential solution to the problem surrounding the current standard of 

recruitment. Specifically, expressing thoughts regarding how they balanced what theory they 

thought was worthwhile and effective and what was not. One instructor summarised the balance 

of information regarding theory and practice, explicitly stating they required a more precise 

tailoring of the intervention. They explained: 

of course you have to relate it back to some theoretical things (.) from (.) basically (.) an 

instructors perspective (.) h::ow (.) e::rm (.) <how much of that information do we need↓> (.) 

compared to the practical (.) I think maybe it could benefit from that (.) like ok (.) if this situation 

arises (.) then this is how you deal with it (.) >again (.) I understand you need the theory but 

again< (.) but getting caught up in the theoretical side (0.4) I think It needs to be more concise (.)  

(301M: 62-69) 

The above quote expressed how the theoretical information throughout the start of the 

intervention could have been approached to offer a brief understanding to accept strategies as 

beneficial and useful. This quote acknowledges that the theory is important towards 

internalisation, also recognising that only a certain theoretical understanding is needed in order 

to understand how to appropriately implement each strategy.  

One way to decrease the amount of work would be removing unnecessary theoretical 

components that don’t contribute towards the instructors’ conceptualisation and ability to 

implement strategies. Researchers should adopt the instructor’s perspectives on essential 

elements that contribute towards the intervention’s effectiveness appears to be a warranted 

avenue for future research. Making the courses shorter could be done by providing less theory 

and emphasising more of the practical applications of ASIPs, but truly understanding what should 
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be prioritised would involve the input of multiple representatives at every stage of intervention 

design (academics & exercise instructors).  

Instructors understood that theory was synonymous with their learning and 

conceptualisation and to effectively support behaviour change, a certain contribution of 

internalising information is warranted. Yet at present, these enhancements do not feed through 

to training programmes optimally and at present, are an issue for intervention research across 

multiple domains (see Armour & Makopoulou, 2012; Slingerland et al., 2017). The amount of 

information and the techniques used in the intervention were based on what was effective and 

useful to the instructors. Though, the data would suggest information within the intervention 

should be more appropriately tailored in a short digestible format to assist instructors in 

implementing and internalising the practical strategies faster and more effectively. Essential 

elements of an interventions materials and content should be explored further to internalise and 

facilitate the desired changes in instructor’s communication style.  

Instructors expressions of not needing to include a wealth of contextual information, [e.g., ‘I 

think for someone like me who’s been teaching for quite some while (0.4) I think that it could be 

too much (.) to a certain degree’, (221B: 22-24)] suggest that there is still a need for researchers 

to focus on what elements of interventions have the greatest impact in supporting BPNs and what 

elements don’t contribute towards supporting instructors’ BPNs and learning. Understanding 

what intervention components are necessary for who, may offer more support towards 

intervention instructors’ needs and optimise the efficiency of future interventions. Essential 

elements of an interventions materials and content should be explored further in order to 

internalise and facilitate the desired changes in instructor’s communication style. 

Time efficient interventions, it seems, should be a priority in future studies. Interestingly, in a 

review Su and Reeve (2011) understood the longest and shortest intervention designs were less 

effective than a mid-length intervention design. Demonstrating that more isn’t necessarily better 

regarding behaviour change interventions, whilst trying to make an intervention as short as 

possible may be neglecting to include essential components within the intervention. Offering 

practical designs that are accessible and can fit around peoples’ personal and work lives, are of 

high importance to decrease burden and disaffection. It can be difficult to cater to the needs of 

everyone involved in an intervention. As the current research suggests, catering to the needs of 

different competencies and experience levels can provide problematic when undertaking a 

learning activity (Daley, 1999), emphasising the need for more clarity and supporting materials for 
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researchers when designing interventions. This prompted the researcher to probe deeper to ask 

how these issues could be combated. One instructor, with less teaching experience expressed 

their difficulties engaging with materials. They provided an interesting solution to this problem: 

Maybe for stages (.) you could have advanced (.) intermediate (.) and beginner (.) yanno [SIC] 

(.) the material you provided has got some terminology in there that is quite advanced (.) unless 

you know what er::m [SIC] (.) >autonomy and this and this< and these models (.) some people 

have never came across models before (.) a psychological model before  

(261M: 29-32) 

Theoretically, this suggestion is supported by the notion that novice and experienced exercise 

instructors will  be taught differently (Nielsen & Miragillia, 2017). When this idea was explored 

with other instructors as a potential solution to tailoring (e.g., novice and advanced motivational 

communication courses), one instructor agreed: ‘Yes (.) definitely (.) most definitely (.) yes’ 

(221B:90). An interesting consideration would be the experienced instructors would theoretically 

require less emphasis towards contextualising the strategies as important.  However, in addition 

to a participant interest in psychology, experience may provide an interesting avenue to explore 

future potential intervention designs and eligibility criteria. This was elaborated on by another 

instructor explaining how and why designing studies in a way that would cater to instructors’ 

experience levels, opposed to class environment could assist researchers in understanding how to 

more optimally tailor interventions to instructors: 

But for yanno [SIC] a seasoned professional (.) who just wants a quick sharp understanding 

on how to (.) change behaviour then yo::u (.) I dunno [SIC] (.) I need something shorter… the more 

individualised things are (.) the better things work  

(301M:108-110, 122-125) 

Previous research recommended recruiting a population of exercise instructors based on the class 

they teach (e.g., cycle-class instructors, see Hancox et al., 2015), yet this does not complement 

the tailoring of interventions and, as demonstrated in the above comment, may not be the 

optimal way to tailor such an intervention. This avenue of research could be explored in further 

detail as findings based around reach and representativeness are limited in the exercise 

intervention domain and this could provide an interesting opportunity to include more detail and 

opportunities for tailoring regarding the representativeness of the population.  
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3.3.1.2. More Time Needed Practising Strategies 

The self-reflection data an instructor provided highlighted how implementing the strategy 

‘taking the students’ perspective’ created issues during the exercise session. It was understood 

they struggled to manage balancing how many and whose perspectives she should adopt to 

positively influence the session, whilst also attempting to ensure there was enough time to 

implement these suggestions. When probed, the instructor expressed the issues they 

encountered trying to implement offering choices and perspective taking: 

<Er::m ye::h [SIC]> I think sometimes when you give too much choice for <the::m> (0.3) it can 

overcomplicate it where more than one person would want to have their say (.) erm (0.2) on the 

(.) and that can lead to overcomplicating really ya’know [SIC] (0.2) maybe a communication issue 

where er::r >one person wants to do one thing one person wants to do another thing< and they 

sort of overlap (.) its important to just pick say (.) instead of asking everyone (.) ask a select few 

maybe (.) in my field (.) ask sort of the senior players (.) maybe the captain or the committee 

members of the team (.) rather than you ask everyone (.) if you ask everyone they sort of (.) you 

might get ten or twelve different things they want to work on  

(191P: 98-105) 

Issues regarding how to manage certain details of each strategy were present in the data, 

highlighting a key issue when attempting to translate and tailor strategies to other domains. In 

support of this limitation of the present intervention, one instructor claimed the communication 

strategies were all helpful, although they did go on to state: “some of them were easier to follow 

than others,” (191P: 57-58). This highlights how more research should be done to understand 

optimal combinations of different motivational strategies to provide sufficient detail in how to 

implement them in the exercise instructor context. This will ensure valid and reliable intervention 

development.  

When asked about the amount of strategies the intervention was asking instructors to 

implement in their exercise sessions, the same instructor expressed: 

Ye (.) I would (.) eight strategies is quite a lot to implement (.) and it’s something different 

every week (.) yanno [SIC] it needs time (0.3) so I think you’d probably need to pick like two or 

three of the best ones (.) and keep it down to that (.) if you go out and implement them… the lack 
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of practice in the strategies that you’re doing (.) so you’re doing something new off the cuff again 

with a class or a group 

(191P: 142-144, 149-151) 

A potential design consideration of intervention can be seen with how this instructor struggled to 

implement eight strategies over the nine week period, especially when accounting for the wealth 

of contextual information designed to assist instructors to internalise the strategies as relevant 

and important (webinars 1-5). Although not every instructor would agree that nine was too many 

strategies, it appeared that was only for the more experienced instructors, suggesting the present 

intervention may have failed to cater towards the different learning abilities and the ability to 

implement strategies. Understanding what strategies could be most effective for exercise 

instructors and how to best practise these may assist in a more concise design. To support this 

notion, one instructor talked about other instructors and personal trainers they were currently 

training and teaching to practice in the field, he acknowledged: 

They don’t really learn until they get out there and do it (.) at least this reminds me of that (.) 

you gotta [SIC] get out there and practice  

(180H: 200-201) 

Strategies and webinars were offered as suggestions to support the instructor’s communication 

style, however, some instructors found the amount of information too overwhelming to learn and 

implement each strategy effectively, as such limiting their confidence in navigating the essential 

materials effectively. A solely online approach seems inadequate to support instructors as they 

implement nine strategies. This is an issue, as instructor engagement on a cognitive, attentional 

level is a necessary precondition if the designed intervention is to have any chance of realising its 

theoretically-derived ambitions for behaviour change. In support of this suggestion, Sadideeb and 

Kneebone (2012) understand surgeons only developed expertise after repeated practice and 

regular reinforcement. Interestingly, this suggests the structure of the intervention could be 

adjusted in regard to the time spent learning strategies and minimise the emphasis towards 

theory.  

The data supports the effectiveness of practical strategies and their value towards the 

instructors. Practical skill-based strategies should not be reduced or refined in order to 

successfully and effectively internalise an autonomy supportive style. Suggestions from the data 
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recommend more practice and time spent implementing strategies was needed (potentially, 

instead of emphasising theory). Understanding what strategies are the most applicable and how 

to best implement these strategies, with what complimentary information, for what type of 

instructor is crucial in optimally designing interventions and increasing the effectiveness of SDT-

based research in the exercise domain in general.  

Instructors expressed their interests in having a webinar that summarises key aspects from 

the intervention 3 months following the intervention discontinuation. A “re-buffer,” session (as it 

is referred to in the literature), would benefit the instructor’s learning and ability to continue to 

successfully implement strategies. In support of a “re-buffer,” session, when asked how 

understanding the strategies could be improved for practitioners, one instructor expressed:  

O::h (.) I wouldn’t say no to it mate (.) If you went up there and said this is the webinar that 

goes over everything  

(180H: 270-271) 

Instructors unanimously supported the use of having an additional webinar session after the 

intervention period to increase the long-term maintenance and understanding after the 

discontinuation of the intervention. The participant data above recognises that the maintenance 

of the intervention would benefit from additional support post-intervention. To continue to 

refresh instructors understanding and allow more practise implementing strategies seems to be 

an important consideration for online intervention designs.  

Regarding the interventions lasting effectiveness, instructors were asked questions regarding 

their communication style and their inter-personal relationships with clients. Four instructors 

reported that they did not recognise a noticeable change from the intervention in either their 

relationships or their communication style, as one instructor expressed: 

E::rm I wouldn’t say m::uch changed really with it (.) e:rr (.) not previously but I’d probably 

have to go over them again (.) and implement it a bit more but er (.) e::rm there is a little bit of 

change (.) yanno’ [SIC] with me giving them choice of what to do in a session but erm it hasn’t had 

a massive change on me or what I usually do  

(191P: 70-73) 
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The above extract explains how the intervention didn’t massively contribute towards the 

instructor’s long-term habits, acknowledging, for themselves, it lacked a meaningful impact and 

didn’t have a ‘massive change’ on what this instructor said or did in exercise classes. 

Methodologically, this demonstrates the online method could lack some of the ‘essential 

ingredients’ necessary for the intervention to be prosperous for its audience.  

Although meaningful changes in instructor’s communication style and interpersonal 

relationships were not subjectively experienced, when asked if they would continue to use the 

motivationally adaptive communication strategies within their exercise classes, some instructors 

reported they would. Half of the instructors stated they would maintain to use at least one 

strategy they learned from the intervention, whilst the other half reported that they would 

maintain use of more than one strategy. To demonstrate, one instructor explained:  

I’m still using some of the things (.) I’ll give an example (.) one of the main things was (.) e::rm 

(.) trying to avoid empty (.) language if I’m correct (.) an::d yann::o [SIC] trying to provide an 

explanation as to why… avoiding empty language is one of the main things I’m using 

(301M: 12-15, 19) 

If instructors can continue to use strategies effectively 12 weeks following an intervention, this 

provides promise for the design of such interventions in terms of their long-term maintenance at 

the individual level. Objectively, the present instructors maintained strategies from the 

intervention quite poorly. Failing to regularly form habits and behaviours in the long-term. Such 

findings highlight the need for more time practising strategies, and the inclusion of a “re-buffer” 

session at the end of the programme. 

3.3.1.3. Overly Complex Intervention Design 

In regards to the intervention design instructors encountered participating in the 

intervention, most instructors expressed their troubles engaging with the online method, 

however, those instructors went on to express their aversion to using technology in general [e.g., I 

think the thing with online training (.) it’s a struggle I have with online training anyway (0.3) it’s a 

bit detached (221B: 4-5)]. This is an issue, as instructors who struggled to interact with the 

intervention via the online format, experienced less BPN satisfaction during the process and 

consequently less internalisation of the information and less engagement towards the 

intervention (Curran & Standage, 2017; Deci & Ryan, 2000). Understanding the paradox between 
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competence support via structure and autonomy support, has important implications at the 

recruitment phase for future intervention studies. In light of this data, researchers could include 

eligibility criteria to recruit instructors who feel more comfortable and competent when 

interacting with an online approach. This could be done by ensuring instructors feel comfortable 

with technologies and platforms such as, smartphones. Windows 10, Facebook and YouTube, etc 

(see Lewis et al., 2017). These findings are in line with theory, as instructors who tended to have 

more experience instructing exercise classes expressed less difficulty engaging and 

conceptualising information, especially when compared to exercisers with less experience.  

In line with previous research suggestions, (see Hancox et al., 2018b) a Facebook group was 

used to compliment learning materials as a learning strategy. The Facebook group assisted in 

contacting instructors, sharing webinars, prompting engagement with materials and prompting 

instructors to return their handbooks. Some instructors found navigating the intervention through 

a Facebook group problematic. When asked to elaborate on what barriers they encountered, one 

instructor explained:  

I found it hard to navigate ↓…↓ on the Facebook page (.) to keep it all in order but I got 

used to it by the end… it puts at the top of the page what it thinks is most relevant not the specific 

order  

(180H: 37-38, 46-47) 

This explanation and other similar suggest that engagement with the Facebook page was lower 

than initially intended. Instructors reported the Facebook group to be overly complicated to 

navigate and find materials. One instructor offered a solution to improve the dissemination and 

accessibility of materials. When asked how the complicated interface of the Facebook could be 

altered or modified, they explained: 

It would be just a direct (.) a direct message saying this is your course (.) click here (.) there’s 

(.) there’s video number one… and these are the links to watch after (.) bang (0.2) I would have 

found it easier (.) but that’s me being selfish  

(180H: 62-63, 65-70) 
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A system where the materials are in a more straight forward step-by-step procedure (linear 

progression), could increase instructors’ perceptions of structure throughout the learning process, 

facilitating perceptions of competence and thus facilitating need-satisfaction.  

Previous interventions that have used a website have demonstrated positive results; 

technology-based media is more effective than other forms (see Lewis et al., 2017; Su & Reeve, 

2011). However, understanding the implications of an online intervention when compared to a 

typical face-to-face design becomes especially pronounced when considering the instructors 

perceived competence regarding using such technological interfaces and software. When the 

interviewer probed further by asking if an interactive website would be suitable, it was noted:  

“Ye’ [SIC] ye’ [SIC] (.) that’s it and then the Facebook page would be just for checking if 

everybody is OK,”  

(180H: 70) 

The use of a social media page to disseminate materials proved to be inadequate to meet the 

competence needs of instructors when accessing and using learning materials, failing to cater to 

their needs. Also, the above extract demonstrates how instructors are eager to provide 

suggestions and preferences when researchers are designing interventions.  

3.3.2. Interpersonal Involvement  

3.3.2.1.  Inadequate Social Support 

Although the online method was originally designed to support instructor’s autonomy, it was 

in fact highlighted as a barrier in terms of facilitating interpersonal involvement. Yet they 

accepted the method of learning.  Most instructors reported they underutilised the Facebook 

group, which was designed to support relatedness, suggesting the intervention lacked the 

appropriate level of social support for online learning. When asked how they found using the 

Facebook group, one instructor shared:  

Yeh [SIC] (.) I think (.) I think it was useful to find bits and information (.) but we didn’t really 

<share> a lot I thought (.) like for myself I guess that was down to the time (management)  

(301M: 153-154) 
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This perception of a lack of social support could be detrimental to instructors’ learning process. 

Despite the theoretically-supported power of the Facebook group to support relatedness (Lewis 

et al., 2017), data pertaining to this study’s ability to support instructors need for relatedness 

through the Facebook page suggests minimal engagement, thus, any relatedness benefits of the 

intervention must not have derived from this design element. This implies that structure and 

autonomy support had a far larger contribution towards supporting instructors need satisfaction 

throughout the intervention, if they did indeed feel need-supported.  

The intervention lacked adequate support for relatedness and when discussed with 

instructors they proposed including a face-to-face session. One instructor specifically noted how a 

face-to-face session could act as an ice breaker to allow people to engage more in the social 

media aspect of the study, further facilitating need-supportive learning strategies within the 

intervention. They expressed their thoughts surrounding why the Facebook page was rarely 

engaged with and when asked if they would attend a seminar, they said: 

Yes (.) definitely (.) I think if people can erm talk to and relate to the people their talking with 

online (.) then (0.5) then it’s (.) such resources would be used more I think definitely (.) especially 

if you’re using something like Facebook (.) it’s used for friends (.) so I feel if you have met the 

people (.) even I think maybe one or two seminars (.) people are more likely to open up (.) and use 

those resources 

(304D: 67-70) 

This instructor acknowledges their preferences in relation to learning online versus face-to-face.  

The present intervention would have benefited from using a combination of both approaches 

(online & face-to-face) and using multiple learning strategies and BCTs within this design. Previous 

interventions in the exercise domain have advocated the use of social networking sites to help 

instructors feel need-supported throughout the intervention, however, those interventions have 

included face-to-face sessions (Hancox et al., 2018b). Using an online network with people that 

haven’t met before concerns the work of Sadideeb and Kneebone (2012), who observed the 

importance of using expert assistance (I.e., the primary researcher). This would theoretically imply 

that the primary researcher should take a more proactive role throughout the intervention to 

support instructors learning in future adaptations of the intervention.  

Most instructors felt they would benefit from face-to-face sessions, suggesting how the 

online format could have removed an element of relatedness from the intervention: ‘I prefer the 
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classroom situations so there’s someone else to bounce off (.) when you’re learning’ (221B: 10). 

The instructor data highlights weaknesses of the study and how they could be adjusted in future 

trials in order to increase effectiveness of the learning strategies. Hancox and colleagues (2018a, 

2018b) understood from their intervention evaluation, receiving feedback from the researchers 

and other instructors and seeing how other instructors were incorporating the strategies into 

their teaching practice was a positive finding and facilitated instructor’s conceptualisation and 

ability to implement strategies in practice (Ericsson & Smith, 1991).  

Theoretically, this instructors quote would suggest the lack of interpersonal involvement 

acted as a barrier for instructors’ ability to maintain commitment to the intervention. While 

webinars used pre-recorded voice-overs to discuss information, it was not sufficient enough of a 

contribution to offer instructors affection, warmth and care to support their learning throughout 

the intervention. On the note of the instructor’s support, only 2 instructors contacted the primary 

researcher during the intervention period to discuss the course content. Opportunities such as 

these would combat poor engagement and negative affect derived from inadequate levels of 

perceived relatedness satisfaction. One instructor went on to elaborate: 

I could actually ask questions there and then (.) that is my own personal preference… I would 

always go to the seminar (0.3) like (0.2) where there’s actually people talking and you feel more a 

part of it cus’ [SIC] sometimes you can learn mo::re with (0.2) and getting experience from (0.2) 

other people but that’s just an old fashioned way of learning  

(256W:27-28, 73-78) 

As the current intervention failed to implement a face-to-face meeting or seminar for instructors, 

it created an isolated learning experience, which led some instructors to acknowledge that it 

hindered their learning. The literature proposes individual learning is equally as effective as group 

learning (Garrison, 1997), yet the instructor data would suggest otherwise. Methodologically, this 

could be due to a lack of appropriate designing in the intervention, or theoretically speaking it 

could be because online methods are indeed less effective for some learners, or both. Research 

understands problems, such as a lack of understanding, clarification and increased engagement, 

could all be combatted more easily in a classroom environment (Mandernach, Forrest, Babutzke, 

& Manker, 2012). 

As this study was solely online, many instructors were not based near the research site – an 

often-quoted rationale for online or distance learning interventions. This caused concerns for 
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instructors in terms of being able to attend a face-to-face session as a combative solution to the 

inadequate level of interpersonal involvement instructors felt. One of the instructors who was not 

located near the research site expressed: 

It’s making sure that people can make those situations (.) so for example if you have children 

or a full-time job (.) a lot of people do this on the side (.) So (.) yeh [SIC] (.) it’s making sure you can 

manage the time (.) if they’re long and drawn out (.) full day seminars (.) you might not necessarily 

get the same (2.0) audience  

(304D: 85-88) 

Sessions should be time manageable and realistic in terms of fitting the face-to-face seminars 

around instructors’ current work and personal commitments. Instructors also expressed how 

aligning time with others to attend face-to-face sessions could be a barrier to their participation in 

the intervention as instructors were geographically located around Mid-Wales and the West-

Midlands.  

Personally I probably would have struggled to commit to (0.2) because face-to-face mea::ns 

you would need to align time with somebody else and I would have found that harder (.) to align 

time and I probably would have struggled being on the course  

(180H: 80-83) 

It is therefore of importance to develop face-to-face sessions and ensuring these are available to 

instructors at times that best suit them (i.e., evenings and weekends). This could theoretically 

benefit the design of the intervention and facilitate instructor participation. Providing alternative 

options for those who cannot attend would be a practical design adopting the best of both 

approaches. Providing instructors with the options they may require will optimise the 

interventions need-supportive qualities and flexible nature. The data suggests that finding the 

right balance between designing interventions that include online components and face-to-face 

components to combine benefits of both methods. This would more optimally cater to 

instructors’ preferences and psychological needs.  

The inclusion of face-to-face sessions in future versions of this intervention could support 

instructors BPNs and assist with internalisation of the intervention materials and its associated 

behaviours (Ntoumanis et al., 2017; Hancox et al., 2018b). Careful consideration should be given 
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towards which learning strategies/BCTs contribute what magnitude of an effect toward each 

need-supportive element of the intervention. This will assist researchers to optimally design 

programmes that cater to instructors needs more effectively (Glasgow et al., 2019; Hancox et al., 

2018a; 2018b; Michie et al., 2013; Silva et al., 2014). The methods, strategies and principles used 

within a need-supportive style/approach should be applied at every level throughout the 

intervention design (i.e., conceptualisation, eligibility and recruitment, intervention materials, 

learning strategies, communication strategies and the intervention procedure) to not only assist 

the exercise instructors to support their client’s BPNs but also to support the BPNs of the 

instructor whilst participating in the intervention (Cheon & Reeve, 2013; Hancox et al., 2018a). 
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4. Discussion 

 

The data analysed will be discussed throughout the remainder of the paper providing 

empirical, theoretical, practical, methodological, and future research interpretations/ 

contributions. The current results should be interpreted cautiously with regards to their 

methodological suggestions and differences to previous intervention research. Contradicting 

results and interpretations will be explored and recommendations will be provided for deeper 

investigations that would support future developments of this research. 

 

4.1.   Proposed Modifications and Adaptations to the Present Intervention 

4.1.1.   Interpersonal Involvement 

The need-supportive design and delivery of the intervention was found to be a beneficial way 

for researchers to optimise engagement within interventions. In the present intervention the data 

revealed the instructors’ need for relatedness was insufficiently supported throughout the 

intervention process, failing to reliably address theory-based determinants of engagement with 

the intervention itself. Implementing a voice over to a webinar series and offering participants the 

opportunity to contact researchers with questions was not enough to facilitate relatedness needs, 

nor was the inclusion of a discussion forum. Moreover, these considerations were reported to not 

have facilitated engagement with the Facebook group.  

Data revealed that including face-to-face sessions at the start of the intervention could act as 

a buffer to increase engagement with learning materials, namely the Facebook group, allowing for 

more interpersonal involvement by increasing support for autonomy. The online format has 

demonstrated to neglect essential elements of a need-supportive environment, most likely being 

the primary reason for a high level of participant disaffection and drop out, especially when 

compared with similar studies (I.e., Hancox et al., 2018b). This is not to say online interventions 

are ineffective or obsolete in this domain as many participants had positive experiences with the 

online method, rather, more research is needed to confirm adequate implementation and fidelity 

of a fully online SDT training package for exercise instructors to adopt a more motivationally 

adaptive communication style. 

The study still advocates the use of the Facebook page in order to support instructors need 

for relatedness as it offers interventions an essential need-supportive element via interpersonal 

involvement, however, the data implied a face-to-face buffering is needed in order to attain the 
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optimal benefits from a social media group. Optimising the strengths of both face-to-face and 

online methods, increasing need-supportive qualities and minimising the weaknesses of the 

intervention. Both methods appear to have weaknesses that can be accounted for by their 

counterparts’ strengths. Relying on a combination of both designs is in line with findings from 

review articles seems to be the most effective approach surrounding SDT behaviour change 

interventions and should ideally, where possible, be adhered to, (Borek et al., 2018; Silva et al., 

2014; Su & Reeve, 2011). A future pilot trial of this intervention will therefore utilise a face-to-face 

meeting and will not continue to explore a fully online method. 

To ensure attendance at such face-to-face meetings, eligibility criteria would include that 

participants would be able to attend a face-to-face seminar on a predetermined date. Skype 

would be an inadequate substitute for a group meeting and is not supported in the literature to 

facilitate interpersonal involvement. Implementing face-to-face meetings could acts as an 

opportunity to satisfy relatedness needs, whilst also acting to increase participants perceptions of 

structure. Instructors would have the opportunity to ask questions and compare thoughts, 

feelings and beliefs with other instructors and the research team. Thereafter, the data suggests 

strategies designed to facilitate relatedness (I.e., social media groups and discussion forums) will 

be more appropriately engaged with. This is in line with the literature to influence a virtual 

community of practise, as participants can’t simply be expected to be social without the 

consideration of such components (Bermejo-Caja et al., 2019). 

 4.1.2.  Structure & Autonomy Support 

Structure and autonomy support are discussed together, as conditions that allowed 

instructors to feel competent and structure their learning environment also concerns their 

percieved autonomy. The need for competence was supported in the present intervention by 

offering structure through the use of the handbook (e.g., terminology section, self-reflection, goal 

setting), and webinars (e.g., rich narrative descriptions, “how to’s,” and suggested deadlines and 

tasks), as well as the general linear progression of the intervention materials (it was 

recommended to instructors they interact with webinar 1, then 2, then 3 and so on). These 

features and strategies contributed towards the level of teaching skill (teaching efficacy) the 

instructor felt after the intervention. 

 The data also revealed the corresponding learning strategies (Facebook group, webinars and 

handbook) provided barriers for instructors interacting with learning materials, an important 
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theoretical and empirical contribution to the design of interventions. Each of the learning 

strategies were designed to harmoniously synchronise to compliment one another to provide 

structure for instructors. However, instructors didn’t find this beneficial and recommended a 

more linear approach to the structure of intervention design. Regarding the proximal nature of 

online learning, this could be beneficial to instructors and could account for a lack in technological 

competence. Still providing autonomy support within a more controlled linear approach is 

possible and would increase instructor’s perceptions of structure by demonstrating an ability to 

competently navigate their learning environment. Therefore, practical recommendations 

regarding the future adaptations to the intervention include, materials should be as simple to 

navigate as possible, disseminating through one website or application, simplifying the way in 

which instructors navigate content within the intervention. 

In line with previous intervention studies aiming to alter exercise instructors’ communication 

styles the findings revealed instructors adopted and appreciated the motivationally adaptive 

strategies (see Hancox et al., 2018a; 2018b), reporting them to be of use in their classes and to 

their clients. Strategies were tailored, modified and adapted from other domains appropriately 

(i.e., education), to contribute towards the overall beneficial and worthwhile experiences 

instructors’ felt and reported. However, the most appropriate methods of applying these 

strategies to this domain is unknown. The present research acknowledged the pragmatism of 

emphasising skill learning by teaching instructors the practical ‘how to’s’ of autonomy support 

(Reeve, 2009, 2016), identifying this as a key facilitator to learning. However, the data revealed 

this useful information may have been overwhelmed by contextual information.  

Previous research has argued a sufficient understanding of theory is important to effectively 

translate methods into practice (Hancox et al., 2018a; Kok, 2018; Kok et al., 2012; Schaalma & 

Kok, 2009), yet the necessary, optimal amount of theory required to effectively implement 

communication strategies is still unknown in the literature. Instructors revealed the intervention 

gave too much emphasis towards theoretical principles of SDT, meaning the it was not as concise 

as it could have been. The intervention focused on providing potentially useful contextual 

information regarding not only a theoretical background to conceptualise strategies, but also 

information to assist the instructors in internalising a need-supportive style (e.g., why instructors 

adopt a controlling style). Recognising what elements of complimentary information is needed 

most beneficial and which are unnecessary would support more efficient intervention designs. As 

such, it would be beneficial to the current intervention to understand instructors’ preferences and 

priorities in order to optimally cater to their needs and allow for a concise, time-effective 
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strategies. This could be addressed by including instructors in the design process of the 

intervention to appropriately tailor components to their needs.  

To facilitate these developments to the present intervention, interviews and focus groups 

could explore the optimal balance of theory and practice. Recruiting representative populations 

(I.e., of similar experience levels) to understand the essential contextual information that 

contributes towards instructor’s ability to optimally implement strategies seems to be the most 

appropriate step forward. Understanding how to modify and include specific tailoring information 

surrounding strategies would need to acknowledge what information what type of person would 

need to implement what strategy (Nielsen & Miraglia, 2016; Reeve, 2016). It is an important 

consideration that although the literature and present data suggests a more appropriate way to 

recruit instructors is through experience, this data would have to be explored and confirmed with 

future research. A potential method to do this would be to explore a series of intervention 

components and contextual theoretical information with groups of instructors to understand if 

differing experience levels would require different information. Information such as the optimal 

amount of learning strategies and time spent practising could also be explored in such studies. 

Qualitative research using interviews and focus groups should offer insight into designing aspects 

of interventions based on the minimum essential components possible necessary to effectively 

impact behaviour change. This avenue of future research will be tested prior to the development 

of a pilot trial to assist the present investigation in understanding the optimal balance between 

theory and practice for different instructors. 

Practical and methodological considerations regarding the future developments of this 

intervention will include the factors identified as crucial, that contribute towards the success of 

online learning and courses. These adaptations would be transferred and adopted from similar 

indirect interventions and will also be based on Short and colleagues’ (2019) papers that proposes 

methods to design interventions with online components to be optimally need-supportive. These 

components can ensure an intervention is appropriately understood and operationalised in a 

need-supportive manner to the end users, a careful consideration for indirect intervention 

research especially (Boud, Keogh & Walker, 1985; Ericsson, 1991). This is a limitation of the design 

of the present intervention, therefore, considerations from the online and distance learning 

literature would further support and rationalise decisions, characteristics and components of 

interventions that offer fewer face-to-face sessions.  
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 4.1.3.  Reach, Adoption and Maintenance 

It was acknowledged instructors didn’t continue to use all of the strategies in the long-term, 

however, most instructors reported the use of one strategy in their class three months after the 

intervention. Interestingly, when asked how maintenance could be addressed, the data suggested 

a re-buffer session would be beneficial to instructors 3 months post intervention to re-familiarise 

instructors with strategies and techniques, summarising key take home messages from the 

programme (see Lawton et al., 2008; Patrick & Canevello, 2011). More research is needed to 

explore maintenance at the individual level and will support these suggestions. Additionally, 

previously established interventions could look to offer data surrounding maintenance in a 

retrospective fashion. 

The range of institutions could have been a more representative proportion of the 

population, with half of the initially interested instructors being employed by the Universities 

Sports Centre. In the current study, the wider population that didn’t consent to participate 

weren’t contacted to understand their choices, therefore the depth of data is limited to those 

who agreed to complete an interview, post-intervention. Additional methodological consideration 

includes the greater benefits for newer class members in the instructors’ exercise classes. As 

previous studies have similar findings (Hancox et al., 2018b; Ntoumanis et al., 2017), it seems 

appropriate that future adaptations towards this intervention will advertise the interventions 

innate ability to teach exercise instructors how to motivate, engage and connect with newer 

exercise class members more optimally. 

Regarding the interventions ability to advertise and recruit participants, data revealed 

instructors mostly agreed that they would prefer to be recruited through a lens of experience 

instead of specific class type, an important empirical contribution to the design of interventions. 

as this could provide a more appropriate avenue for researchers to optimise tailoring of their 

components. Previous empirical research has also demonstrated instructors don’t benefit from 

class specific tailoring of the intervention (i.e., cycle class instructors, Hancox et al., 2018a). Noted 

as a challenge in terms of reaching populations (Ntoumanis et al., 2013), causing geographical 

difficulties in interventions utilising face-to-face meetings. Not having to tailor interventions to 

specific class types or job titles, as demonstrated in this intervention would mean data would be 

more accessible and generalisable over larger target populations. This would concern what 

elements of tailoring are essential for whom, as researchers can then better focus their attention 

towards optimal intervention design.  
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Participant interest in psychology arose from the data as a potential mediator for 

engagement. This is an interesting contribution as participants who hold low value in psychology 

may not benefit from the current standard of intervention design. Instructors also revealed 

motivation to further professional development and/or their experience teaching could mediate 

an ability to engage with the intervention. Furthermore, this data also reveals potentially using 

participant interest in psychology to facilitate participation when advertising the study or, based 

on experience, could provide a more appropriate way to tailor materials in future interventions. 

Future research related to the present intervention (i.e., exploring the adequacy of tailoring to 

instructors) will explore these various recruitment lens’, acknowledging, the level of experience 

and/or competencies instructing and an interest in psychology to recruit a representative 

population that materials can be catered towards. This will provide more validity and reliability in 

the design process of future interventions and consequently more effective interventions overall. 

4.2.  Considerations and Limitations of the Present Research 

The data regarding implementation and fidelity suggests the intervention emphasised 

theoretical underpinning, delivered the necessary knowledge and skill requirements required for 

effective treatment receipt, however this information was not internalised throughout all 

participants. The adequacy of intervention reporting is essential if researchers aim to 

appropriately translate and upscale interventions. This is because they highlight key 

characteristics, strengths and weaknesses of interventions, allowing researchers to understand 

exactly what changes need to be made and where to generate what results. This was a strength in 

the present investigation and proved successful in monitoring the “active ingredients,” to 

successful intervention design.  

An interesting point to note would be standardised training for intervention providers. 

However, to theoretically increase the fidelity of an intervention, such a resource would 

undoubtedly require multiple meta-analysis throughout different domains for different target 

audiences, exploring various intervention designs, BCTs and implementation guidelines to cater 

towards the variety of intervention research surrounding the SDT literature. Although findings 

from a meta-analysis in the on motivational interviewing found that excessive coding and 

“manualization” (or standardisation) of interventions actually detracted from positive outcomes 

(Lundhal, Brownell, Tollefson & Burke, 2010). A future intervention could shed light on to the 

potential standardised training packages that could assist providers in gathering and designing 

information for their interventions. Standardised training package or programmes to ensure 
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consistency across training intervention providers would assist a range of intervention designers 

and such materials should be explored in the development of future intervention research. 

The BCTs used within the intervention demonstrated to positively impact instructors learning 

experience, thus, the current findings demonstrate that it is feasible to incorporate contemporary 

BCTs into an online training programme that aims to teach instructors to develop a need-

supportive communication style. However, the BCTs used were not applied optimally, as such the 

application of supporting research was needed to optimally apply these BCTs.  

Using BCTs such as a self-reflection diary method provided a novel approach to collecting 

data on instructors’ experiences of implementing the need-supportive strategies and captures 

instructors’ experiences closer to the time at which they occurred. The self-reflection diary 

could’ve been catered towards the evaluative aspect of the study more and less so a reflective 

diary of how they found implementing the strategies. This would’ve provided more in-depth 

analysis of themes and data relating to the evaluation of the interventions effective and 

ineffective components. Self-reflection diary data was therefore limited to base interviews off and 

provided inadequate support of claims made in interviews. Future evaluation-based intervention 

studies should directly include participants perceptions of the whole intervention process and its 

components via a self-reflection diary method, rather than accounting for how implementing 

certain strategies went. This concerns the diary method taking a less focal role as a BCT (self-

reflection) and more a supporting role in data exploration throughout the interviews by allowing 

participants to evaluate the intervention closer to the time it happened. 

Methodologically, the present research understands there is a need for a closer examination 

of technology-based interventions and their effects towards the efficacy of behaviour 

change/BPN satisfaction, to advance understanding surrounding future intervention designs. 

Understanding the SDT-based components that contribute towards the success of interventions is 

an important consideration that only very recently has been addressed in the literature. Prior to 

the submission of this report, a pre-print of a potentially seminal article concerning the 

implementation of SDT-based interventions and their components was released (see Teixeira et 

al., 2019). It was the first formal attempt to systematically develop a classification system of 21 

motivation and BCTs that comprise self-determination theory interventions, with, similarly to this 

research, uses the satisfaction of the BPNs (providing structure, autonomy support and 

interpersonal involvement) as an organizing principle (Teixeira et al., 2019).  
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This differs from the work of Michie et al. (2011, 2013), by offering a theory specific 

application of relevant BCTs that can be transferable across domains (i.e., education, exercise, 

etc). Using this comprehensive BCT framework will allow for consistency in descriptions of SDT-

based interventions in health contexts and assist in synthesizing evidence surrounding 

interventions based on SDT. Regarding indirect interventions (TTT), Teixiera and colleagues’ 

(2019) work is expected to guide efforts to identify, describe, and classify the techniques that 

comprise self-determination theory-based interventions in multiple domains, highlighting the 

active components that account for an efficacious intervention, whilst also standardizing 

terminology, facilitating the accuracy of reporting (Teixeira et al., 2019). The classification system, 

similar to the present research, aims to develop interventions testing the efficacy of particular 

techniques or groups of techniques in changing motivation and behaviour, contributing towards 

the development of a more efficient future intervention. As such, future versions of this 

intervention will include BCTs from Teixeira and colleagues (2019) recent classification system to 

minimize variability, increase precision in future descriptions of intervention content and enable 

comparisons in content across interventions more easily.  

 The use of RE-AIM Adopting a pragmatic application to RE-AIM dimensions provided a 

framework by which the researcher could understand the evaluation of the intervention in regard 

to instructors’ experiences. Allowing for refinement before upscaling and public dissemination 

(which has been addressed in the present research). Researchers can prioritise aspects of the 

evaluation that are most priority to the target beneficiary without being overburdened by the 

constraints of performing a full evaluation. Such a task should be undertaken by a research team 

of experts in SDT, intervention implementation science and planning and evaluation methods.  

This was exposed as a weakness in the present research, as data highlighted various design 

flaws throughout the intervention process which could’ve been avoided if the primary researcher 

managed their expectations. Researchers in similar positions should seek to design studies that 

aim to understand intervention components and variables more precisely. Avoiding full 

intervention evaluations and feasibility trials, where possible and not feasible, would be a more 

effective use of researcher’s time and contribute to the literature in a far more effective way. 

Such future studies would develop knowledge surrounding interventions more precisely and 

effectively catering towards the literature for future researchers, with appropriate resources, time 

and networks to test in a full RCT trial. 
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To support the designing of robust interventions, there was an inclusion of a recent extension 

of RE-AIM concepts and dimensions to CONSORT termed, ‘An Expanded CONSORT Figure to 

Enhance Transparent Reporting, and Potentially, Replication’ (Glasgow, Huebschmann & 

Brownson, 2018). They expanded the CONSORT reporting criteria required for randomised studies 

(Moher, 1998) to include factors related to setting and staff level participation and 

representativeness, which begins before individual participants are recruited, and to extend the 

temporal focus beyond the end of a study. The expanded CONSORT figure and a related 

downloadable template summarise issues of exclusion and inclusion criteria for settings (e.g., 

communities or healthcare networks) and delivery staff (e.g., evaluating the percent and 

characteristics of settings and staff that participate or do not (adoption); reasons for participation 

or non-participation, and intervention sustainability after project support ends (Proctor et al., 

2011). Glasgow and colleagues’ (2018b) extension will assist this research to consider its 

alignment across setting and context regarding the intervention and implementation strategies. 

Whilst also considering the inclusion of more qualitative assessments to determine how and why 

various RE-AIM outcomes are produced (Glasgow et al., 2019; Glasgow et al., 2018b; Holtrop et 

al., 2018). 

A limitation of the present research would be the exploratory qualitative nature of the 

evaluation to the intervention. Although qualitative data provided a unique insight into the 

intervention process exercise instructors experience, the interpretations of this data are to be 

taken cautiously. The single arm design, not using a control group or quantitative measures to 

clarify mechanisms limit the reliability and trustworthiness of these findings. An increased use of 

triangulation methods such as observation techniques, questionnaires and surveys would’ve 

offered a deeper insight into the mechanism at play. Mediation analysis techniques could’ve 

offered insight into whether instructing competence, experience teaching or interest in 

psychology was a mediator to intervention engagement and would offer an interesting avenue of 

future exploration. Furthermore, the present researcher tried to remain critically aware of their 

own biases, however, this became unavoidable when cemented within self-determination theory 

and basic psychological needs. Researchers in similar positions could make use of materials such 

as the Qualitative Research Design Standards (JARS-Qual; 2018) to minimise the likelihood of any 

potential biases. Documented supplementation would increase the rigor of this study and enable 

more inexperienced researchers to accept more responsibility.  

Although, the design and testing of interventions can be overly burdensome, overwhelming 

and potentially impractical, the present methods adopted have provided unique insight into the 
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experiences of instructors undertaking an online TTT intervention. The pragmatic lens adopted, 

allowed the primary researcher to familiarise themselves with what aspects of RE-AIM were of 

most priority to the research. Adopting qualitative methods allowed a depth of data and insight 

that is vastly lacking within the intervention literature. This data provided a variety of suggestions 

to both the intervention components and similar study design modifications, which would not 

have been explored had only quantitative methods been explored. More studies should adopt 

comprehensive uses of qualitative methods within intervention evaluations. This provided the 

present research a practical way to understand the intervention components and their effects 

towards instructors ability to internalise strategies. This project also offered an early stage 

researcher experience in using a plethora of different theories and techniques surrounding 

adequate implementation and intervention design. Such opportunities should however be 

adopted with caution as, their may be other methods available to test aspects of interventions 

without wholly developing an intervention.  

4.3. Future Research Recommendations 

Combining face-to-face methods and online method seems to be the most optimal approach 

to interventions designs, If and where possible to use both methods. If an intervention is to be 

designed online, ideally, researchers should take a more focal point in the intervention, as the 

presence of an expert can facilitate group dynamics, providing a social consideration for an 

optimal learning environment. Offering face-to-face meetings to facilitate instructors in forming a 

virtual community of practice, specifically, at the start of an intervention can facilitate instructor 

relatedness and support systems throughout the learning process. For example, face-to-face 

meetings could support vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion and mastery faster than distance 

learning. As such, it seems a completely online design could be lacking some of the essential 

components for effective interventions in the exercise leader environment. If using a combination 

of face-to-face methods is not possible, researchers should explore, straight forward linear 

approached to disseminating intervention materials.  

If researchers wish to explore a fully-online intervention approach, this is not to say they’re 

ineffective, however, the active ingredients and need-supportive components will be different to 

a completely face-to-face intervention and even one using both approaches. To account for the 

lack of relatedness provided by learning strategies and BCTs, the present online investigation 

suggests an intervention that offered a linear approach, that was straight forward and easy to 

follow, even for someone with limited technology-based skills could account for a lack of 
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relatedness by offering increased perceptions of structure to facilitate feelings of competence 

increasing their overall level of need-satisfaction. The overall opinion of participants 

demonstrates promise for the online self paced design of online interventions to support 

autonomy. Instructors were allowed to internalise the implications of what is being asked of them 

at their own pace, facilitating an autonomous change in their communication towards their clients 

(Ntoumanis et al., 2017; Edmunds et al., 2008; Hancox et al., 2018b). Therefore, it seems 

appropriate future research should explore online autonomy supportive interventions that 

provide adequate structure in the way of a linear ‘straight forward’ approach. Comparing this to a 

face-to-face version of the intervention (control group) may provide additional insight into the 

different mechanics and benefits of each approach.  

In regards to crucial findings, intervention researchers should explore the potential 

recruitment suggestions and considerations made within the present research. Understanding 

whether, experience instructing, motivation to instruct or their interest in psychology, could be 

mediating their level of engagement and interest with the course content is an interesting and 

warranted avenue in need of more exploration. Such insight could assist in recruiting a more 

representative population, assist with more precise tailoring and more appropriate modifications 

to future adaptations of interventions. Whilst also considering how to recruit populations who 

would be less inclined to participate and how they might be able to optimally benefit from such 

programs. The present data also suggests that recruiting instructors through their specific class 

type, although, would provide a high level of reliability, restricts the researchers to a very small 

target population, making it more difficult to access and retain participants. Therefore it seems 

beneficial to the present line of research to recommend researchers are careful in regards to the 

target population they choose, balancing the specificity of their recruitment and eligibility criteria 

as to not unnecessarily restrict participant access to such research (i.e. exercise class leaders).   

Face-to-face interventions have found that high levels of self-determined motivation may act 

as a buffer against more detrimental effects of external motivation, such as low self-efficacy 

(Lepper et al., 2005). For example. As such, the present data is in line with recommendations from 

the literature that note researchers should understand the factors that have been identified as 

crucial to the success of online learning courses as well as the theoretical implications of SDT 

(McIsaac & Gunawardena, 1996; Phipps & Merisotis, 1999; Sherry, 1995; Short et al., 2015; 2019). 

To account for intervention details, tailoring, modifications adaptions and general 

components/ characteristics researchers should use TIDieR (Hoffmann et al., 2014) and Borelli’s 
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framework (Borelli et al., 2005) to increase transparency and allow readers to gain a 

comprehensive understanding of the intervention design. Borelli and TIDieR provided excellent 

guidelines in which to report intervention characteristics, allowing for retrospective analysis and 

transferability regarding results and implementation to future interventions. As seen in previous 

studies (i.e., Hancox et al., 2015), the literature recommended the use of a separate intervention 

description document (see Appendix 1). Methodologically, this allowed for appropriate 

implementation reporting procedures, accounting for active components, whilst also keeping the 

main research report succinct. To enhance their efficacy, future interventions should continue to 

use an intervention description documents, whilst also considering how best to apply certain 

implementation, fidelity and evaluation methods towards different designs.  

 Regarding RE-AIM and its usage, recommendations provided in the current study include, 

supporting researchers to measure reach by considering the total number of participants 

contacted (e.g., by email), not just those who responded (e.g., to the email), and include data on 

instructors who were enrolled into the intervention and withdrew, even if this was early in the 

intervention’s dissemination. This will assist in the standardisation of reporting across research 

studies. Although, Muilenburg and Berge (2005) identified poor motivation in online courses to be 

especially prevalent, contributing towards high levels of withdrawals, researchers previously 

measuring reach and retention in this way may provide an explanation for the low retention rates 

in the present investigation (as the majority of previous research have measured reach 

incorrectly). In line with previous research, the current study recommends researchers attempting 

to evaluate their interventions reach and representativeness should report on any criteria they 

can, including making an attempt to contact participants who withdrew from the intervention and 

those who didn’t agree to participate, to understand their reasons why. Also, site triangulation 

was and should be achieved in future studies to ensure several organisations are represented. 

This will act to reduce the effect on the study of particular local factors peculiar to one institution.  

Future research should aim to explore maintenance at both the individual level in more 

detail, at least 6 months following discontinuation of the intervention (Glasgow et al., 1999). 

Previously established interventions within the literature (i.e., The PAPA Project [autonomous 

communication in youth coaching], Duda et al., 2013; RIAT [peer-support networks to increase 

walking in elderly adults], Thøgersen-Ntoumani et al., 2019) should seek to examine the extent to 

which their intervention has become institutionalised as a part of organisational practice and 

policy as this data can benefit other autonomy supportive interventions and programmes. 
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Understanding maintenance at these various levels, is a feature of adopting a pragmatic use of 

RE-AIM dimensions and is a warranted avenue of exploration for intervention researchers. 

 Future indirect interventions in the exercise domain should adopt a mixed methods 

approach to both key intervention outcomes and the evaluation of the intervention along RE-AIM 

dimensions, as qualitative methods are lacking in the planning and evaluation literature (Holtrop 

et al., 2018; Glasgow & Estabrooks, 2018; Glasgow et al., 2019) and one method alone will not 

provide a full picture of what is really happening (Creswell, 2003). Mixed methods approaches will 

help synthesise research surrounding indirect exercise interventions, providing more 

comprehensive assessments by meta-analysists and literature reviewers. In addition, feasibility 

studies and pilot studies testing interventions and studies aiming to develop and implement 

interventions should aim to adopt pragmatic approaches towards evaluating their intervention 

and developing aspects of interventions for feasibility testing. This is to decrease burden and 

increase the practicality of research. As demonstrated in the present research, a pragmatic 

approach assisted the development and evaluation of the intervention’s key components and 

characteristics of concern, without over burdening the primary researcher. Moreover, pragmatic 

adoptions can be useful to exploratory research, that early stage researchers could undertake at 

reasonable costs, in a timely manor, without being over burdened.  

Specifically, undertaking focus groups and interviews in order to understand their target 

population’s satisfaction with the materials and how they could be more appropriately tailored 

should be a priority to intervention designers. Focus groups and interviews can assist the current 

intervention by understanding and adopting not only instructors’ preferences towards learning 

materials in indirect interventions, but these findings can be generalised across domains in both 

direct and indirect interventions. Essential components and preferred designs could be explored 

whilst also considering interventions components such as, how many strategies are optimal for 

who?; what strategies are most applicable and effective for who?; what contextual information 

could assist internalisation of strategies?; what information does not assist internalisation?; what 

is the minimum amount of contextual theory to effectively internalise a change in communication 

style as important?; what activities, techniques and tasks would be most effective in changing 

behaviour? This is because the intervention participants themselves are ultimately the ones who 

will know what sections of information are of most practical use, therefore, they are the ones 

who should assist in designing and tailoring intervention materials. 
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4.4.  Conclusion 

To conclude, the data analysed from the present study advances current knowledge by 

highlighting potential design and recruitment issues within indirect intervention research in the 

exercise domain. The study advocates designing interventions with a need-supportive quality in 

mind, utilising the plethora of behaviour change and SDT-based implementation research 

available. Following appropriate fidelity guidelines available in the literature should also be a 

consideration for researchers. Future research may want to carefully consider their design 

elements, learning strategies, BCTs, autonomy supportive strategies and their balance between 

theory and practical information based on their target population, objectives and intervention 

design. 

In terms of acceptability, the training programme was positively received by the instructors, 

who viewed motivational strategies as being relevant and important to their professional 

development. However, instructors reported theoretical content contributed less so towards their 

professional development. No instructors reported noticing a significant change in their 

communication style, yet all the instructors reported they still used at least one strategy 3 months 

following the intervention. Issues were raised regarding the materials and their design, such as 

the amount of theory versus practical information and instructors need for a re-buffer session.  

Such findings are in need of confirmation due to the interpretive pragmatic nature of this 

research. Using qualitative methods such as focus groups with end users, in conjunction with a 

more frequent and insightful use of quantitative methods would maximise the strength and 

reliability of the present investigations findings. Including this as an essential design stage of the 

research would further increase the credibility and reliability of the intervention.  

Future intervention research should advocate what intervention components or ‘active 

ingredients’ most effectively and optimally contribute towards maintained behaviour change for 

the population under consideration (see Teixeira et al., 2019). Using linear approaches to cater to 

instructors’ perceptions of structure and including face-to-face sessions to buffer interpersonal 

involvement and facilitate the use of a social media group seem to be important considerations 

for indirect intervention designers. This information can allow for developments and adaptations 

for a future pilot trial, whereby interventions can be evaluated based on the RE-AIM framework 

and its dimensions to determine the interventions scalability and translatability for exercise class 

instructors. Moreover, future intervention studies should combine quantitative and qualitative 

methods for RE-AIM dimensions to allow these methods to interactively and iteratively inform 
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each other. The data revealed to design an indirect, online intervention appropriately, this task 

should be undertaken with a team of academics, using end users and specialists in motivational 

communication and implementation science at every stage of the research. Pragmatic adoptions 

and uses of such framework are advocated by the present research, although these methods 

should only be adopted by academics that can sufficiently prioritise what elements of the 

evaluation are important prior to the intervention trial. This can be seem with the present 

research, providing insight and recommendations into how to more optimally provide structure, 

interpersonal involvement and autonomy support at various levels throughout the intervention. 

Whilst also providing avenues of future research that will further look to confirm and/or explore 

these components and their consequences on perceived need support. 

The present research has demonstrated, it is possible to design and implement an online 

intervention for exercise class instructors to adopt and implement a more motivationally adaptive 

communication style, whilst using appropriate implementation and fidelity measures to ensure 

validity at every stage of the intervention. Moreover, the present research has highlighted aspects 

of the present intervention design that are in need of more attention, provided recommendations 

for intervention designs in the exercise leader domain and aims to continue to build towards the 

refinement of a practical easy to deliver, timely intervention. These intervention components and 

characteristics highlighted in the present researches data, will be explored via a series a focus 

groups and questionnaire methods. These would test and confirm effects of intervention 

components and provide opportunities to further explore issues raised in the present 

investigation, for example, whether instructors’ experience level, instructors’ perceived 

professional motivation or instructors’ perceived interest in psychology could mediate 

engagement and interest within such an intervention. This research is still in it’s infancy and much 

of the details of the present intervention design are in need of futher exploration and testing, 

however, eventually, when refined and feasibility has been tested, a pilot trial (following the 

present feasibility study) will follow appropriate implementation procedures from the CONSORT 

extension to pilot trials (Eldridge et al., 2016) to examine key uncertainties identified during 

future research and developments of the intervention.  
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6. Appendices 

6.1.  Appendix 1: Intervention Design & Description 

  The intervention was designed and developed based on key features of self-

determination theory (SDT) and autonomy support. The literature has demonstrated this to be a 

viable conceptual framework to study motivation for health-related behaviours (Deci & Ryan 

2000; Fortier, Dude, Eva Guerin & Teixeira, 2012; Ntoumani et al., 2018; Reeve, 2009, 2016; Reeve 

& Su 2011). The intervention specifically aimed to focus on an exercise instructor’s use of 

motivational communication strategies, in order to promote autonomy supportive (adaptive) 

strategies and minimise autonomy thwarting (maladaptive) strategies towards their clients. This 

method of intervening is known as an indirect intervention (or a train the trainer approach) and 

focusses on intervening on the authoritarian figure to catalyse changes towards their 

subordinates (see Hancox et al., 2015). The initial developments of the intervention, as well as 

many of the strategies used, were based on previous research and interventions conducted in the 

exercise and education domains (Hancox et al., 2015, 2018a, 2018b; Reeve & Jang, 2006; Reeve, 

2006, 2009, 2016). 

 Few studies have utilised qualitative designs to intervention and implementation 

research, offering little qualitative support for self-determination theory-based interventions 

(Alcaraz, Pons, Angulo-Brunet & Cruz, 2017; Algozzine et al., 2001; Hancox et al., 2018b). 

Moreover, there is a limited number of online and technology-based interventions available in the 

exercise domain (e.g., Weman-Joseffson, Johnson & Lindwall, 2017; Patrick & Canevello, 2011; 

Fournier, d’Arripe-Longueville & Radel 2017; Short et al., 2017), especially when concerning 

indirect interventions. Therefore, due to suggestions from the literature, societal developments 

surrounding technology and it’s flexible and practical qualities, an online method of delivery 

seemed a practical, feasible and warranted avenue to explore (Fortier, Duda & Guerin et al., 2012; 

Hancox et al., 2015; Patrick & Canevello, 2011; Ntoumanis et al., 2017; Williams Lynch & Glasgow, 

2007).  

 A focal point of the study was to understand whether appropriately using fidelity 

guidelines and implementation frameworks can provide a practical and appropriate level of detail 

when reporting intervention characteristics (see Quested et al., 2017, for a review). Frameworks 

and measures that were used to improve the fidelity and implementation of the intervention 

included: TIDieR (Hoffman et al., 2014), to ensure appropriate description and reporting of the 

intervention implementation; Behaviour change techniques from the CALORE taxonomy (Michie 
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et al., 2013), to ensure the mechanisms for change were described and accounted for; Borrelli's 

framework (Borrelli et al., 2005), which concerns treatment integrity (the degree to which a 

treatment is implemented as intended); finally, to evaluate the effective and ineffective 

components of the intervention, the RE-AIM framework was used (Glasgow et al., 1999;) based 

on qualitative evaluations (see Glasgow et al., 2019; Holtrop et al., 2018). Copies of the completed 

frameworks and guides can be found in the Appendices (Appendix 2, 3, 4 & 5). 

6.1.1. Intervention Design Overview 

 The intervention utilised the literature surrounding engagement and SDT by applying 

three strategies designed to offer need support to instructors, an online Facebook group, a 

webinar series and a handbook with self-reflection and goal setting. The Facebook group (see 

Figure 11.1, 11.2, 11.3) was designed to prompt discussion surrounding implementing strategies 

and act as a Q&A forum, whilst also allowing participants to quickly and easily contact the primary 

researcher regarding any questions they may have. Webinars were released online via Facebook 

and YouTube, in a staggered fashion, whilst the handbooks were posted to participants in a 

Figure 11.2 Screenshot of the Facebook page 
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hardcopy form to their address. The handbook included a copy of the participant information 

letter (Appendix 6) and an   
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introduction letter to the project. The primary researcher engaged with the participants via the 

use of the Facebook groups and mobile phones. Researcher details were available to participants. 

They were asked if they wanted to privately discuss aspects of the study or ask any other 

questions.  

 Participants were invited to engage with an online webinar series, consisting of 10 

webinars, lasting roughly between 10-25 minutes. Webinars were uploaded to the Facebook 

group and to YouTube. Following the end of each webinar, participants were asked to engage 

with tasks that would enhance and complement learned content. Each webinar followed a similar 

structure and format. Four webinars (2-5) aimed to explain various theoretical principles of self-
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determination theory and motivationally adaptive communication. The final five webinars (6-10) 

aimed to train the exercise instructors in the "how to's" of motivationally adaptive 

communication and autonomy support. They provided rich descriptions and examples of specific 

strategies that both increase motivationally adaptive communication techniques and reduce the 

use of motivationally maladaptive communication techniques.  

 6.1.2. Intervention Development 

      6.1.2.1.  Tailoring, Modifications, Adaptations & Delivery 

  Much of the materials were developed and adapted from previous studies within the 

exercise domain (Hancox et al., 2015; Hancox et al., 2018a, 2018b). A large portion of materials 

were developed towards the exercise context from the education domain (Reeve, 2009, 2016; 

Cheon, Moon & Reeve, 2012, Cheon et al., 2014; Reeve et al., 2014). The phrasing of webinars 

and the handbook content was tailored towards the exercise leader and personal trainer 

demographic. Rich narrative descriptions of each motivationally adaptive and maladaptive 

strategy assisted instructors in understanding: what the strategy is; why the strategy might be 

considered motivationally adaptive/maladaptive; implications of using the specific strategy; how 

these strategies could be operationalised within the exercise class context; why exercise 

instructors may adopt a motivationally maladaptive alternative; how using autonomy supportive 

strategy may have benefits to the exercise instructor themselves; when to best implement these 

strategies.  

 All webinars were delivered and recorded by the primary researcher, a postgraduate 

student, familiar with SDT, autonomous communication and adaptive/maladaptive 

communication techniques. Webinars were completed at home, in participants own time and at 

their own pace to fit around their lifestyles and current commitments. Participants could engage 

with webinars in the order they preferred, however, a suggested order was offered. Deadlines 

and tasks were also offered as suggestions to assist learning in a way that would support the 

instructors needs in line with the theory surrounding self-determination and autonomous 

communication. This gave the instructors the autonomy to engage with materials as they wished. 

Instructors were asked to complete the tasks by a set date; however, this was changed mid-point 

in the project to the 30/10/2018, altering the project from a 6-week intervention to a 9-week 

intervention. 

 6.1.3. Intervention Content 
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  6.1.3.1. Learning strategies & BCT 

  A handbook (see Appendix 1.2) was designed and developed to synchronise with the 

interventions webinars chronologically. The handbook offered learning objectives to develop a 

learning environment which created structure by providing expectations. Whilst also asking 

instructors to use self-reflection (Gibbs, 1988) and goal setting techniques (Doran, 1981) at the 

end of the webinars covering strategies. A terminology section was also included in the handbook 

to support competence. This provided a continuous reference point to ensure clarity and help fill 

in any gaps of knowledge when attempting to implement strategies.  

 Self-reflection and goal setting helped instructors to monitor and direct their learning, 

structuring how they will apply certain strategies in their class, whilst also, allowing them to 

understand how implementing strategies went in terms of encountering any barriers and 

facilitators and understand what they would do different next time. This allows participants to 

internalise the importance of the required behaviours. The self-reflection section not only 

supported instructors learning throughout the intervention but also allowed the primary 

researcher to semi-structure interviews based around each participant’s personal experiences of 

being a part of the study.  

6.1.4. Webinars 

Lecture 1 – Study Logistics.  

 The first webinar was released on 31/07/2018 and was 20-minutes long. The webinar 

explained the logistics of the study, each major time point, returning the handbooks and how to 

practically interact with the handbook and webinars together. Learning objectives were 

introduced to the exercise instructors and so was aspect of optional engagement with the 

intervention content. The process of joining the Facebook group and accessing videos via 

YouTube and Facebook were also explained. Sections of the handbook were covered, such as 

using guided goal setting and how to optimally self-reflect after attempting strategies. At the end 

of the webinar participants were asked to fill out their unique participant ID code, giving them 

anonymity throughout the study.  Contact information for the research team was provided in case 

there were any issues or questions from the instructors.  

Lecture 2 – Quality of motivation.  
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 The second webinar was released on the 31/07/2018 and was 22 minutes long. The 

learning objectives of this webinar were to know what the major components and assumptions of 

SDT are and to understand the concept of motivation quality. This webinar defined terms around 

motivation quality, including, barriers and facilitators affecting intrinsic engagement. A brief 

introduction to SDT was provided, using research demonstrating the ‘real-world’ application of 

the theory for instructors. The webinar finished by explaining the difference between the innate 

three BPNs and provided examples of how they can be manipulated in the real world. The 

optional tasks for this webinar were to engage with at least one of three videos that demonstrate 

how basic need satisfaction can lead to internalisation and increased psychological well-being. 

Lecture 3 – Basic psychological needs.  

 The third webinar was released on the 31/07/2018 and lasted 11 minutes long. The 

learning objectives for this webinar were to differentiate between intrinsic and extrinsic 

motivation and to understand what each of the three BPNs and how the process of internalization 

relates to the BPNs. This webinar, therefore, provided more in-depth information around the 

three BPNs (autonomy, competence and relatedness), with a focus on understanding how they 

are important, regarding, motivation and well-being, providing domain specific examples 

throughout. This included, how they may be manipulated in the real world. Also covered was the 

differing degrees of motivational regulation (I.e., amotivation, external, introjected, etc). A focus 

on how someone can travel through the continuum from one to another, via the process of 

internalisation or regression was discussed. The optional task for this webinar was to watch a 

video that summarised the key principles of SDT. 

Lecture 4 – Communication.  

 The fourth webinar was released on the 31/07/2018 and lasted 21 minutes long. The 

learning objectives of this webinar were to understand Vallerand’s model and SDTs interacting 

components and be familiar with the different communication styles and the consequences these 

styles can have on motivational regulation and basic need satisfaction. This webinar described 

both autonomous and controlling communication styles and provided examples of thoughts, 

actions and behaviours that demonstrate these styles. Each of the adaptive and maladaptive 

strategies were introduced and the reasons behind why instructors become more controlling and 

how they can be more autonomy supportive, were also discussed. How and why instructors can 

benefit from being more autonomy supportive themselves, was also a key theme. The optional 
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task for this webinar was to watch a video explaining how leading through autonomy can have 

positive consequences in a business environment.  

Lecture 5- Adaptive and maladaptive strategies  

 This webinar was released on the 02/08/2018 and lasted 23 minutes long. The learning 

objectives of this webinar were to understand what autonomy supportive interventions consist of 

and to prepare their exercise class environment for the implementation of strategies.  The self-

reflection section and goal setting sections in the hand book were introduced and examples of to 

use both were provided. as well as, suggestions for using the notes sections surrounding 

implemented strategies. This acted to expose participants on what to expect regarding putting 

these strategies in to practice. It was mentioned each of the following strategies will touch on 

what it is, when it would be used, why is it important and how is it done. Why these strategies will 

work and how they can positively develop the instructor's professional development and 

communication style was also be discussed in relation to each strategy. The optional task for this 

webinar was to read an article surrounding the PAPA coaching project implemented in 

Birmingham. 

Lecture 6- Perspective taking.  

 The sixth webinar was released on the 02/08/2018 and was 13 minutes long. The learning 

objectives of this webinar were to understand what taking your clients perspective is, how to do 

it, when to do it and why it is important; to understand why and how instructors, adopt and 

priorities their own perspectives (controlled behaviour). Rich descriptions surrounding how to do 

this, in the ‘real-world’ and what it may look like in practice were given. Instructors were informed 

they should take their clients perspective before the exercise session begins. Examples, were 

provided for participants to fully contextualise what they may need to do. Why these strategies 

would work and how they can positively develop the instructor's professional development and 

communication style was also discussed. The optional tasks for this webinar was to watch a video 

that explains the power of empathy and to attempt the strategy suggested in an exercise class or 

session. Participants were also asked to engage with the goal setting tick list and to then self-

reflect on how implementation went.  

Lecture 7- Providing a meaningful rationale and nurture inner motivational resources.  
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 This webinar was released on the 02/08/2018 and was 23 minutes long. The learning 

objectives of this webinar were to understand what providing meaningful rationales and nurturing 

inner motivational resources are, how to do them, when to do them and why they are important; 

to understand why instructors thwart motivational resources and use empty communication 

(controlled behaviour), for example, the max operant principal. A focus on explaining different 

components of each of these strategies was used (e.g., curiosity, interest and enjoyment). It was 

suggested both these strategies should be implemented when an exercise session begins. Why 

these strategies will work and how they could positively develop the instructor's professional 

development and communication style was also discussed. The optional task for this webinar was 

to watch a video that demonstrated these strategies in order to help instructors to implement 

them in an exercise class or session. Participants were asked to engage with the goal setting tick 

list and to then self-reflect on how implementation went. 

Lecture 8- Acknowledge negative feelings and provide unconditional positive regard.  

 This webinar was 25 minutes long and was released on the 10/08/2018. The learning 

objectives for this webinar were to understand what acknowledging negative feelings and provide 

unconditional positive regard are how to do them, when to do them and why they are important. 

A focus on explaining different components of each of these strategies were used, for example, 

responding appropriately and offering meaningful praise; to understand how instructors may 

appear cold and assert power (controlled behaviour). Why instructors may adopt these 

controlling techniques were explored, including, teacher student passivity, causality orientations 

and motivational dispositions. It was suggested both these strategies should be implemented 

during an exercise session. Why these strategies will work and how they can positively develop 

the instructor's professional development and communication style were also discussed in 

relation to each strategy. The optional task for this webinar was to watch a video that 

demonstrated these strategies in practice, in order to encourage instructors to attempt the 

strategy suggested in an exercise class or session. Finally, participants were asked to engage with 

the goal setting tick list and to then self-reflect on how implementation went. 

Lecture 9- Using non-controlling language and display patience.  

 The ninth webinar was 25 minutes long and was released on the 10/08/2018. The 

learning objectives for this webinar were to understand what using non-controlling language and 

displaying patience are, how to do them, when to do them and why they are important; to 
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understand how instructors display impatience and use pressuring language (controlling 

behaviour). A focus on explaining different components of each of these strategies was used. For 

example, avoiding, should’s, must’s and got to’s. As well as postponing advice and listening. 

Reasons behind why instructors might adopt these techniques were provided, for example the 

pressures and responsibilities that come with authoritarian positions, or, that controlling 

strategies are usually culturally valued.  It was suggested both these strategies should be 

implemented during an exercise session. The how to’s and the examples surrounding these 

strategies were also given to help conceptualize what these strategies look like in the ‘real world’. 

Why these strategies will work and how they can positively develop the instructor's professional 

development and communication style was also discussed. The optional task for this webinar was 

to watch a video that demonstrates the value of displaying patience, in order to assist 

implementing the strategy in classes. Participants were asked to engage with the goal setting tick 

list and to then self-reflect on how implementation went.  

Lecture 10- Offer Choice.  

 The tenth webinar was 20 minutes long and was released on the 20/08/2018. The 

learning objectives of this webinar were to understand what offering choices is, how to do it, 

when to do it and why it’s important; to understand how instructors do not offer choices or 

structure their class (controlling behaviour). The how to’s and the examples surrounding these 

strategies were also given to help conceptualize what these strategies look like in the ‘real world’. 

Reasons behind why instructors might adopt these techniques were provided, for example, 

structure can be equated to control, and autonomy/choice can be equated to a chaotic learning 

environment. It was expressed that these strategies should be implemented during exercise 

sessions. Why these strategies will work and how they can positively develop the instructor's 

professional development and communication style was also be discussed in relation to this 

strategy. The optional task for this webinar was to watch a video that demonstrates the value of 

offering choices, in order to assist implementing this strategy in classes. Participants were asked 

to engage with the goal setting tick list and to then self-reflect on how implementation went. 

A summary of webinars containing communication strategies 

Webinar 

Number 

Adaptive strategy Maladaptive 

strategy 

When to 

use strategy? 
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Webinar 6. 4. Perspective taking  4. Prioritising your 

own perspective. 

 

Pre-

exercise session 

Webinar 7 1. Providing a meaningful 

rationale 

5. Nurturing inner 

motivational resources 

1. Empty 

communications  

5. Thwart inner 

motivational resources 

Beginning 

of session 

Webinar 8 2. Acknowledging negative 

feelings  

8. Providing unconditional 

positive regard 

2. Appearing cold 

8. Asserting power to 

overcome clients’ 

complaints and 

expressions of negative 

affect 

During 

exercise 

sessions 

Webinar 9 3. Use Non-Controlling 

Language 

6. Display Patience 

3. Using controlling 

language  

6. Displaying 

impatience 

During 

exercise 

sessions 

Webinar 10 7. Offering Choices 7. Structuring a class During 

exercise 

sessions 

Figure 14: Adaptive and maladaptive strategies discussed in each webinar (adapted from, Hancox et 

al., 2015; Reeve, 2009, 2016). 

6.1.5. The ‘how to’s’ of Motivationally Adaptive Communication  

 The information below comprised the webinar content, such as what they were, why 

instructors should do it and how they should do it. Many strategies have similar characteristics so 

the descriptions and techniques within each strategy may seem that they are asking clients to do 

similar things. However, these strategies if used together, in unison, embody the person centred, 
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autonomous communication style. Instructors were made aware of this and were encouraged to 

continue to add strategies to their repertoire gradually, in order to, increase the solidarity of their 

overall autonomous communication style. Strategies consisted of adapting strategies and 

thwarting strategies. 

Adaptive 

strategy 

Why do it? 

What is it? 

Strategy characteristics 

How is it done? 

Provide 

meaningful 

rationales (Deci 

et al 1994)  

Explains why putting 

effort towards an activity 

might be useful. Why it's 

worthwhile for your clients to 

invest their time effort and 

attention towards? 

Particularly useful in doing an 

uninteresting or unappealing 

activity (I.e., high intensity 

workouts). Satisfying 

explanatory rationales help 

clients internalise the value of 

the request, this value 

provides the "wanting to" of 

the activity. 

Providing a good reason to 

undertake an activity and making all 

clients aware of this. Finding the hidden 

value and personal utility behind the 

activity for your clients. 

Think reflectively- Why am I asking 

people to do this? What is truly useful, 

important and worthwhile to clients 

about the activity? Communicate to 

clients about what they do not know, 

which is why it is worthwhile and 

valuable to do. Also, motivationally 

speaking it is better to facilitate 

acceptance, willingness and 

internalisation before making a 

request. Rationale first, request 

second. E.g., "HIIT is painful... but it's 

worthwhile because... How do you feel 

about doing HIIT...?  

Acknowled

ge negative 

feelings (Deci et 

al 1994) 

To acknowledge and 

accept the client's 

expressions of negative affect 

is useful if they are doing an 

uninteresting or unappealing 

Do not react in a defensive way. 

Understand and welcome expressions 

as potentially valid reactions to rules 

and expectations. "I see your 

unenthused, is that correct?" "HIIT is 
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activity. Acknowledging 

negative affect demonstrates 

sensitivity to client's 

concerns, negative emotion 

and poor motivation. It 

addresses conflict of 

preferences, complaints and 

negative feelings as valid and 

legitimate. 

difficult... Shall we try something 

different? Find the source of negative 

affect and extinguish it. Provide options 

strategies and suggestions to decrease 

stress and learn or interact with tasks in 

a different way. It is vital to support 

autonomy as it provides the chance to 

dissipate negative effect and helps 

instructors become more "in synch" 

with their clients. 

Use non-

controlling 

language (Deci 

et al 1994)  

Relying on informational 

non-pressuring language that 

is verbal and non-verbal. The 

language must be 

informational (specialist) and 

non-pressuring to convey 

choice and flexibility. 

Avoiding, "Should's, must's, 

have to's, and got to's". It is 

especially useful when 

instructors communicate 

requirements, offer feedback 

and address problems. Helps 

clients maintain personal 

responsibility for their 

engagement problems and 

not rely on outside sources. 

Informational and non-pressuring 

language is diagnostic Examples were 

provided, including: use flexible and 

non-evaluative language that is helpful 

to the client. This allows the client to 

address the 'problem' or ‘issue’ 

themselves and preserve ownership for 

their behaviour; advising your 

participants, giving meaningful and 

appropriate explanations, giving 

specific and constructive feedback, 

using inclusive language.The client will 

have a good understanding of why the 

problem is occurring and therefore can 

help diagnose it and solve it., whilst the 

instructor will act to see what they can 

do to help from a more specialist view 

point (practically) I.e., technique 

alterations. Advising your participants, 

giving meaningful and appropriate 

explanations, giving specific and 

constructive feedback, using inclusive 

language. 
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Perspectiv

e taking (Assor 

et al 2002)  

Take the client’s 

perspective is a cognitive 

empathetic response in which 

instructors understand what 

clients think and feel and 

want them to think and feel 

better. It enables the 

instructor to become more 

willing and able to guide 

motivational resources. It 

also, demonstrates an 

openness and willingness to 

welcome, ask for, encourage, 

and incorporate student’s 

input into the session plan 

Instructors must set aside their 

own perspective. Monitor client's 

needs, goals and perspectives. Use 

previous experiences to understand 

"Will my clients find this session to be 

need-satisfying, curiosity provoking, 

interesting or personally important" 

and "what can I do to make sessions 

more need-satisfying, curiosity 

provoking, interesting or personally 

important". To begin the session 

instructors might start with a 

perspective taking conversation, "here 

is my plan for the day. does that sound 

good? Any suggestions? What can we 

improve? 

Nurture 

inner 

motivational 

resources 

(Reeve et al 

2004) 

 

Vitalise inner 

motivational resources 

involves using instruction as 

an opportunity to awaken 

and satisfy the need of 

autonomy, as well as 

curiosity, interests and 

intrinsic goals (see Table 7.1). 

This is optimal during a 

learning activity or when 

switching from learning 

activities and is most needed 

when instructors seek 

engagement and attention. 

Supporting and energising 

and directional motivation. 

To support autonomy, offer self-

directed learning activities. Autonomy 

is vitalised when clients freely engage 

with, learn about and agree with a 

certain course of action. The best way 

to do this is to ask clients what they 

would like to do within the context off 

an activity. Support curiosity by 

providing unexpected gaps to client's 

knowledge, for example, asking a 

curiosity inducing question, introduce 

suspense about what comes next and 

encourage exploration of new 

activities. Increase interest by offering 

new information, stories or 

experiences, a problem or puzzle to 

solve and a how-to demonstration. To 
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support intrinsic goals, try to change 

the perspective taken towards the 

activity to one of, personal growth, skill 

development, technique building, 

develop relationships, and contribution 

towards their community.  

 

Displaying 

patience for 

self-paced 

learning to 

occur (Reeve 

2009)  

 

Displaying patience 

involves waiting calmly and 

patiently for client’s input, 

initiative and willingness. Give 

clients the time and space 

they might need to overcome 

the inertia of an activity. Also, 

explore and manipulate 

learning materials and ask 

questions, retrieve 

information and set goals. 

Use when learning, 

developing and refining a 

client's skill. It is important 

because learning takes time. 

 

Giving clients the time and space 

to learn at their own pace by listening, 

being responsive and postponing their 

help and assistance until it is wanted 

and needed.. Patience values 

autonomy and understands that 

cognitive engagement and learning are 

processes that take time. Do not 

interfere or intrude unless completely 

necessary. Display calmness when 

clients struggle to understand or adjust 

behaviours Do not express impatience 

by, pressuring, rushing and pushing 

clients. For example, giving them the 

correct answer, bypassing the learning 

activity. 

 

Offer 

choices 

(Williams et al 

1999)  

Offering choices involves 

allowing clients to contribute 

to sessions and discussing 

openly potential variants of 

activities that may be of 

interest to your clients. 

Choice, autonomy and 

freedom are important 

Structure your class to create 

opportunities for clients to have an 

input and make decisions about the 

workout, offer choices and variety 

which are realistic and relevant to your 

client’s needs, finding opportunities to 

interact with all your clients. Provide 

information about options, 
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aspects of people's lives 

which are strongly connected 

to their overall sense of well-

being. There are strong links 

between choice and factors 

such as material well-being 

and adverse life events. 

 

encouragements of choice making and 

encouragements of the initiation of 

one’s own action. 

 

Providing 

unconditional 

positive regard 

(Assor et al 

2004) 

Unconditional positive 

regard is the label given to 

the fundamental attitude of 

the person-centred 

counsellor towards their 

client. The counsellor who 

holds this attitude deeply 

values the humanity of their 

client and is not deflected in 

that valuing by any client 

behaviours. The attitude 

manifests itself in the 

counsellor’s consistent 

acceptance of and enduring 

warmth towards their client. 

Taking time to listen and be 

responsive to your clients’ needs, using 

inclusive language (e.g., we could try) 

finding opportunities to interact with 

all your clients, giving meaningful and 

appropriate explanations, giving 

specific and constructive feedback, 

offering meaningful praise which is 

unconditional. Do not criticise, belittle 

or undermine clients. Explore 

potentially negative ideas, whilst 

guiding clients to find their own 

answers. Also involving positively 

praising effort and engagement. 

 

Figure 15: Strategies used within the intervention (see Hancox et al., 2015; Reeve, 2009, 2016). 

 The motivationally maladaptive strategies that were used in each webinar are described 

below. These are the strategies that instructors should decrease the use of. The information 

below comprised the webinar content, such as what they were and why they should avoid it. 

# Maladaptive strategy  Why to avoid it?  

What is it?  
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1 Empty Communication  

(Reeve, 2006) 

Imposing goals and rules with no 

explanations, which are confusing, 

inappropriate, or pressuring. Offering no 

specific feedback or praise or talking in ways 

that are not motivationally relevant or are 

motivationally empty (e.g., keep going). Will 

thwart motivational resources and lead to 

disengagement. 

2 Appearing Cold  

(Reeve, 2006) 

Appearing cold and indifferent to your 

clients positive and negative feelings or 

demonstrating indifference. Appearing 

unresponsive to or discouraging your 

participant’s preferences, opinions and 

feedback. Using a ‘no pain no gain’ language 

e.g., “push hard! C’mon, dig deep” 

3 Pressuring language  

(Reeve, 2006) 

Using commands and directives (e.g., must, 

should, need you to, or inducing guilt and 

shame. Criticising, belittling, devaluing, or 

dismissing clients, especially dangerous without 

rationalising. But shouldn’t be done. Using non-

informational language and neglecting to 

provide explanatory rationales (e.g., make little 

effort to explain why they are asking clients to 

engage in requested endeavours). 

4 Prioritising your own perspective 

(Reeve et al, 2004) 

Being unattentively, selfish and stubborn 

with decisions surrounding classes. 

Demonstrating resistance and avoidance of 

collaboration with clients and other instructors. 

Providing no decisions or input for class 

members to engage with. Heavily structuring 

the environment. 
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5 Thwart motivational resources 

(Reeve, 2006) 

Using instruction as an opportunity to lay 

dormant and thwart the need of autonomy, as 

well as curiosity, interests and intrinsic goals. 

Instruct attention and engagement without a 

rationale. When acting in controlling ways, 

instructors tend to rely on outer sources of 

motivation (e.g., directives, deadlines, 

incentives, consequences, threats of 

punishment). 

6 Displaying Impatience  

(Assor et al, 2005) 

A controlling motivational style impatiently 

rush in, take over and show and tell the other 

person what to do and how to solve the 

problem (e.g., I’ll show you how to do it). 

Display impatience for clients to produce the 

right answer (e.g., intrude on clients’ natural 

rhythm to produce a right answer on the 

instructor’s timetable)  

7 Structuring your class 

(Assor et al, 2002) 

Offering little variety and/or choices that 

are not meaningful. Not mixing with your 

clients, comparing participants against each 

other or fostering an overly competitive 

environment. 

8 Asserting power to overcome 

clients’ complaints and expressions of 

negative affect 

(Reeve, 2006) 

React to clients’ complaints and 

expressions of negative affect with 

authoritarian power assertions (e.g., counter 

clients’ criticisms with no-nonsense assertions, 

such as “Quit your complaining and just get the 

work done”). Intrude on clients’ thinking, 

feeling, and behaving with enough pressure to 

increase the likelihood that the client will adopt 

an instructor-specified way of thinking, feeling, 

or behaving. 
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Figure 16: Strategies used within the intervention (see Bartholomew et al., 2011; Hancox et al., 2015; 

Reeve, 2009, 2016) 

6.1.6. Additional Information 

Seven reasons why teachers adopt a controlling motivational style towards clients 

Included within the webinars were seven reasons why teachers adopt a controlling 

motivational style towards clients. Four reasons (1-4) come from pressures from above, one 

reason (5) come from pressures from below and two reasons come from pressures from within 

(6-7) (Reeve, 2009):  

What is the pressure  

 

Reason to prefer a controlling style 

1. Teachers occupy an inherently powerful 

social role.  

 

Teacher-student interactions take place 

within a context of an interpersonal power 

differential between interactants. 

2. Teachers harbour the dual burdens of 

responsibility and accountability.  

 

Teachers routinely face job conditions 

steeped in accountability and responsibility for 

student behaviours and outcomes. 

3. Teachers are aware that controlling is 

cultural valued.  

 

The U.S. culture generally evaluates 

teachers who use controlling instructional 

strategies as more competent than teachers 

who use autonomy-supportive strategies. 

4. Teachers sometimes equate control with 

structure.  

 

Controlling strategies are often 

inappropriately associated with a structured 

learning environment, whereas autonomy-

supportive strategies are often inappropriately 

associated with a chaotic or laissez-faire one. 
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5. Teachers react to student passivity 

during learning activities.  

 

Episodically unmotivated or episodically 

unengaged students tend to pull a controlling 

style out of teachers.  

6. Teachers tend to endorse the maximal-

operant principle.  

 

Teachers’ beliefs about student motivation 

are often rooted in the “maximal-operate 

principle” of motivation. 

7. Teachers may harbour control-oriented 

personality dispositions.  

 

Some teachers are motivationally or 

dispositionally oriented toward a controlling 

style 

Figure 17: Seven reasons teachers adopt controlling communication strategies (see Reeve, 2009) 

Three critical moments in the flow of autonomy-supportive teaching  

Time    

When? Pre-exercise 

session reflection: 

Exercise session 

begins 

During the exercise 

session 

How? Planning and 

preparing 

Inviting students to 

engage in the learning 

activity 

Addressing and solving 

the problems that arise 

What? • Take the 

students 

perspectiv

e 

• Vitalise inner 

motivational 

resource 

• Provide 

explanatory 

rationales 

• Acknowledge and 

accept negative affect 

• Rely on informational 

and non-pressuring 

language 

• Display patience 

• Providing 

unconditional positive 

regard 
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Figure 18: The critical moments in the flow of autonomy supportive teaching (see Reeve, 2016). 

Six engagement fostering motivational resources that student’s possess 

Autonomy  The need to be the origin of one’s own behaviour. The inner 

endorsement of one's thoughts (goals), feelings and behaviours. 

Competence The need to interact effectively with one's environmental surroundings, 

to seek optimal challenges, take them on and exert persistent effort and 

strategic thinking to make progress in mastering them.  

Relatedness The need to be in involved in a warm relationship characterized by 

mutual concern, liking and acceptance.  

Curiosity  A cognitively generated emotion that occurs whenever students 

become aware of a gap in their knowledge that they wish to close.  

Interest An engagement fostering emotion that occurs whenever students have 

an opportunity to learn something new or develop greater understanding. 

Intrinsic Goals Personal strivings that produce psychological need satisfaction during 

their pursuit. An inward focus to pursue personal growth or closer 

interpersonal relationships. 

Figure 19: Six engagement fostering motivational resources that student’s possess (see Reeve 2016) 

Homework tasks and suggested videos for each webinar,  

Webinar number Homework Task Additional Video 

Examples and tasks 

Webinar 1 Join Facebook group, fill 

out participant ID and watch 

webinar 2 

- 

Webinar 2 Consider the need 

satisfaction of the three 

people in these videos 

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=9Ix1-hYVRlM 

JUJIMUFU-Jon Call 

(acrobat) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ix1-hYVRlM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ix1-hYVRlM
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https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=0JWePnHeniM 

Johanna Quass (gymnast) 

handbook task 1: Provide 

one example of an activity for 

each stage of the self-

determination continuum - 

they do not have to be 

exercise related. (external-

internal regulation) (e.g., 3. I 

clean to feel better in my 

house, 6. I feel myself when I’m 

reading a good book). 

https://www.youtube.co

m/channel/UCBDWo0g9N8pL8

c9QhE8Lxxw 

CT FLETCHER (exercise 

instructor) 

Webinar 3  What is Self-

Determination Theory?" – 

Camp stomping ground. 

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=3sRBBNkSXpY 

handbook task 2 

For each psychological 

need, briefly describe what it 

means and how important it is 

for you when instructing.  

E.g., "Autonomy at work 

allows me to give the flexibility 

and attention to my clients 

they deserve 

 

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=syhb3z4pTFQ  

Best Boxing Trainer Ever: 

Eric Kelly's Training 101 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JWePnHeniM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JWePnHeniM
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBDWo0g9N8pL8c9QhE8Lxxw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBDWo0g9N8pL8c9QhE8Lxxw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBDWo0g9N8pL8c9QhE8Lxxw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sRBBNkSXpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sRBBNkSXpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syhb3z4pTFQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syhb3z4pTFQ
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Webinar 4 https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=nnc1hmZLwOY  

Search in YouTube: 

"Leadership and Motivation: 

Motivating by Autonomy"- 

Kauffman founders' school. 

https://www.birmingham.

ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eli

minating-scary-coach-

behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-

sport.aspx 

Consider how the change 

in youth sport coaching 

climates could relate to your 

exercise environments  

 

 

Mike Tyson talks about 

how Cus D'Amato's 

motivational strategies 

promoted qualities and 

success in boxing 

https://youtu.be/4yAxvx_

bvrw?t=49s 

Webinar 5 Watch and read this video 

and article. Consider how the 

change in youth sport coaching 

climates could relate to your 

exercise environments 

https://www.birmingham.

ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eli

minating-scary-coach-

behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-

sport.aspx  

 

Now it's time to engage 

with all the webinars (6-10).  

Use the SMART goals 

(tick/date) table to plan how 

you will engage and apply the 

materials from the final 

webinars. Use the self-

reflection section to write 

about how trying out the 

strategies went 

Use the space on the 

following pages when you 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nnc1hmZLwOY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nnc1hmZLwOY
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eliminating-scary-coach-behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-sport.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eliminating-scary-coach-behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-sport.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eliminating-scary-coach-behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-sport.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eliminating-scary-coach-behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-sport.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eliminating-scary-coach-behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-sport.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eliminating-scary-coach-behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-sport.aspx
https://youtu.be/4yAxvx_bvrw?t=49s
https://youtu.be/4yAxvx_bvrw?t=49s
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eliminating-scary-coach-behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-sport.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eliminating-scary-coach-behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-sport.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eliminating-scary-coach-behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-sport.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eliminating-scary-coach-behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-sport.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eliminating-scary-coach-behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-sport.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/Eliminating-scary-coach-behaviour-to-keep-kids-in-sport.aspx
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have watched one of the 

webinars from 6-10 about 

adaptive and maladaptive 

techniques and write a few 

words for each that will help 

you plan and understand what 

they are in the space below 

each strategy. 

Webinar 6 Use the 'how it's done' 

suggestions and the smarter 

goals tick list to try out the 

adaptive strategy and to 

decrease the use of the 

maladaptive strategy for this 

week. Use the self-reflection 

section to reflect on how it 

went 

 

Watch this video on 

YouTube: "RSA Shorts: Dr 

Brené Brown, "The Power of 

Empathy" 

 https://youtu.be/jz1g1Sp

D9Zo  

 

Webinar 7 Use the 'how it's done' 

suggestions and the smarter 

goals tick list to try out the 

adaptive strategy and to 

decrease the use of the 

maladaptive strategy for this 

week. Use the self-reflection 

section to reflect on how it 

went 

Watch this video as a 

good example of how 

nurturing motivational 

resources: 

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=I0jgcyfC2r8 "Teach

er Has Personalized 

Handshakes with Every Single 

One of His Students" 

 

https://youtu.be/jz1g1SpD9Zo
https://youtu.be/jz1g1SpD9Zo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0jgcyfC2r8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0jgcyfC2r8
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Webinar 8 Use the 'how it's done' 

suggestions and the smarter 

goals tick list to try out the 

adaptive strategy and to 

decrease the use of the 

maladaptive strategy for this 

week. Use the self-reflection 

section to reflect on how it 

went 

Watch this video as a 

good example of providing 

unconditional positive regard 

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=7DdxzMsHm1M "T

his teacher makes his students' 

lives amazing" 

 

Webinar 9 Use the 'how it's done' 

suggestions and the smarter 

goals tick list to try out the 

adaptive strategy and to 

decrease the use of the 

maladaptive strategy for this 

week. Use the self-reflection 

section to reflect on how it 

went 

- 

Webinar 10 Use the 'how it's done' 

suggestions and the smarter 

goals tick list to try out the 

adaptive strategy and to 

decrease the use of the 

maladaptive strategy for this 

week. Use the self-reflection 

section to reflect on how it 

went 

https://www.connectedco

aches.org/spaces/10/welcome

-and-

general/blogs/general/232/wh

at-makes-up-a-good-coaching-

session 

Richard Cheetham 

explains what these core 

elements are and why a 

structured approach is critical 

to the learning process 

Figure 20: A summary of each additional task associated with each lecture 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DdxzMsHm1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DdxzMsHm1M
http://general/blogs/general/232/what-makes-up-a-good-coaching-session
http://general/blogs/general/232/what-makes-up-a-good-coaching-session
http://general/blogs/general/232/what-makes-up-a-good-coaching-session
http://general/blogs/general/232/what-makes-up-a-good-coaching-session
http://general/blogs/general/232/what-makes-up-a-good-coaching-session
http://general/blogs/general/232/what-makes-up-a-good-coaching-session
http://general/blogs/general/232/what-makes-up-a-good-coaching-session
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6.2. Appendix 2: Behaviour Change Techniques (Michie et al., 2013) 

The Behaviour Change Technique Taxonomy (v1) of Hierarchically Clustered Techniques: 

Reporting of Behaviour Change Interventions Techniques Used Within The Present Behaviour 

Change intervention (Michie et al., 2013) 

Behaviour change 

technique 

 

Where can this BCT 

be found? 

How is this BCT going to be 

incorporated for exercise leaders? 

Provide information 

on the consequences of 

behaviour in general 

 

• Lectures  

• (1-10) 

• Workbook 

The lecture content will cover the 

positive and negative consequences of a 

motivationally adaptive and maladaptive 

communication style, respectively 

Provide information 

on the consequences of 

behaviour tailored to a 

relevant group 

• Lectures  

• (1-10) 

• Workbook 

Within the lectures the consequences 

of a motivationally adaptive and 

maladaptive communication style for 

exercisers will be explained 

Goal Setting 

 

• Lectures  

• (1-10) 

• Workbook 

Setting goals within each 

lecture/webinar. Homework tasks and 

progress review goal setting. The first five 

lectures have tasks and goals related to 

theory. The final five lectures contain 

behavi0our change suggestions to be 

incorporated each week. 

Goal Setting 

(outcome) 

 

• Lectures  

• (1-10) 

• Workbook 

• Self-Reflection 

Set specific goals, learning objectives, 

deadlines, homework tasks and challenges 

within each lecture with the overall aim of 

decreasing their use of maladaptive 

communication techniques and increase 

their use of motivationally adaptive 

techniques. 
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Discrepancy 

between current 

behaviour and goals 

• Lectures  

• (5-10) 

• Facebook group 

• Interview stage 

Participants will be made aware of 

the maladaptive communication strategies 

that affect their client's motivation. Open 

ended discussions with the primary 

researcher allowed the learning/any 

possible changes that would have 

occurred to breathe, and/or be realised. 

Participants will be contacted if the 

required after the final data is analysed.  

Behavioural 

contract 

• Consent form 

• Participant 

correspondence-  

Participants will be asked to sign a 

consent form that requests they are 

allowed access to the online course and 

any materials associated with this. 

Facilitating engagement with the 

intervention materials. 

Commitment  • Facebook group 

• Lectures  

• (1-10) 

• Workbook 

Regular reminders of learning 

objectives and goal setting tasks will 

increase curiosity and interest, prolonging 

commitment. Based on self-determination 

theory. 

Social support • Facebook group 

• Individual 

participant 

correspondence  

A Facebook group will be used to 

ensure interpersonal involvement with 

other participants and instructors. This will 

provide a forum for general discussion and 

Q&A’s.  

Re attribution  • Lectures (6-10) Suggest why teachers adopt a 

motivationally maladaptive or controlling 

style and suggest ways to be more 

autonomous with their communication 

style (How to’s) 
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Self-monitoring of 

behaviour 

• Workbook 

• Self-reflection 

• Interviews 

Self-reflection based on trying to 

implement each strategy and to complete 

certain tasks, will allow monitoring in 

terms of performance. 

Information about 

social and 

environmental 

consequences of 

behaviour 

• Lectures (1-10) 

mainly lectures 

(5-10) 

Provide information about how this 

can affect their client's well-being and 

motivation to attend classes. Providing 

practical initiative to engage (to advance 

their professional development) whilst 

also talking about how being more 

autonomous can benefit the teacher. 

Social comparison • Workbooks 

• Homework tasks 

• Video 

demonstrations 

• Lectures (5-10) 

Video demonstrations draw attention 

to the performance of others. Homework 

tasks and videos that bring to light 

autonomous communication and 

motivationally adaptive communication 

techniques in different scenarios and 

social situations applicable to exercise 

instructors.  

Salience of 

consequences 

• Lectures (1-10) 

• Homework tasks 

 

Provide video demonstrations in the 

lectures that emphasis the consequences 

of performing maladaptive strategies with 

the aim of making them more memorable. 

As well as emphasising the importance 

towards their career and client's 

satisfaction.  

Action planning 

 

• Goal setting  

• Workbook 

• Lecture (1 & 5-

10) 

Instructors will be given action plan 

sheets and encouraged to create a 

detailed plan of how they will put into 

practice each of the motivation strategies 

within their class via the use of a goal 

setting tick list strategy.  
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Barrier 

identification/problem-

solving 

 

• Self-reflection 

• Workbook 

• Participant 

correspondence 

• Facebook group 

Instructors will have the opportunity 

to think about potential barriers to 

implementing the strategies within their 

self-reflection. They will also identify ways 

of overcoming these barriers via group 

discussions within the Facebook group, 

and individually in their self-reflection 

diaries and/or action plans 

Prompts/cues • Individual 

correspondence  

• Facebook 

• Workbook 

The Facebook group will include 

reminders of when to engage with new 

content, whilst also pinning important 

posts at the top of the page to ensure that 

exercise leaders engage with the 

materials.  

Exposure 

 

• Lecture (1-4 & 6-

10) 

• Workbook tasks 

Provide smaller tasks in which the 

instructor becomes comfortable to then 

try new techniques and strategies in 

classes. Use relevant examples to allow 

the concept of each strategy to be fully 

understood and then adopted. Begin with 

the relevant theory to help them 

conceptualise mechanisms in place, to 

then assist putting in to practice strategies.  

Behaviour 

substitution 

 

• Lectures (5-10) 

 

Explain negative, maladaptive 

behaviour strategies that may be used to 

prompt adaptive strategies as opposed to 

the potentially previously used 

maladaptive strategies. 

Habit formation & 

reversal 

• Interview stage 

• Facebook 

prompts 

Prompt rehearsal and repetition of 

adaptive behaviours to replace 

maladaptive ones  
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• Self-reflection to add towards their current 

motivational style. Break bad habits and 

other facilitators to behaviour change.  

Social rewards • Lectures (6-10) 

• Workbook  

 

Demonstrate the benefits to 

themselves and others when using an 

autonomous communication style. Which 

in turn will bring positive experiences with 

their clients and therefore will benefit 

themselves as well. Also, each strategy 

comes with a specific example in how it 

can improve the experience of the exercise 

instructor (not only their client) 

Verbal persuasion 

about capability 

• Lectures (2-4 & 

6-10) 

• Workbook 

Inform the instructors through 

webinars that they can successfully 

implement the strategies once they 

understand how effective it can be and 

how easy they are to do. This will 

consequently assert them in how they can 

succeed and that they will succeed. 

Pros and cons  

 

• Lectures (6-10) Rich descriptions talk through how 

they can benefit from their style changing, 

how their clients benefit and what barriers 

they may face during the implementation 

phase. 

Mental rehearsal of 

successful performance  

• Lectures (6-10) 

• Tasks 

Advice participants through lectures 

to practice imagining implementing the 

strategies using planning and imagery 

techniques that instil confidence and 

assure them of their capabilities. 

Credible source • Lectures (1-10) 

• Workbooks 

Present the relevant theory and 

information, verbal and visual 
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communications, around self-

determination theory that align with this 

theory from the primary researcher and 

other references. Such as, leading 

academics in their field, journal studies 

and other successful intervention trials. 

Prompt self-

monitoring of behaviour 

 

• Self-reflection 

• Interviews 

• Goal setting 

 

Instructors will be encouraged to 

keep a self-reflection diary on their 

instructional style, focusing on their own 

experiences of becoming more need 

supportive towards their clients 

throughout the intervention 

Prompt self-

monitoring of 

behavioural outcome 

 

• Self-reflection 

• Interviews 

Instructors will be asked to note in 

their self-reflections if they notice any 

influence of their communication style on 

their class members (e.g., any change in 

participants effort, attendance, and/or 

feedback rates). This will be done via 

multiple choice evaluation forms at the 

end of the study.  

Provide information 

on where and when to 

perform the behaviour 

 

• Lectures (6-10) 

• Workbook 

• Tasks 

Rich narrative descriptions and 

informational tables will be provided on 

where and when different strategies could 

be operationalised within a class. The 

information will be conveyed via the 

lectures, rich strategy descriptions, and 

examples of good practice provided in the 

action plans. Facebook groups and 

illustrative videos will provide examples of 

what this could look like.  
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Provide instruction 

on how to perform the 

behaviour 

 

• Lectures (6-10) Rich descriptions and examples will 

provide information on how the strategies 

could be performed within a cycling class. 

The information will be conveyed via the 

workshops, rich strategy descriptions, and 

examples of good practice. 

Model/demonstrate 

the behaviour 

 

• Lectures (2-10) The different motivational 

communication styles and strategies will 

be demonstrated via illustrative video clips 

and rich description.  

Prompt practice 

 

• Facebook group 

• Workbook 

• Lectures (6-10) 

Instructors will be prompted to try 

and practise implementing the 

motivational strategies. This will be done 

during the lectures and online via the 

Facebook group.  

Use of follow-up 

prompts 

 

• Facebook group 

• Lectures (1) 

Following the lectures, the Facebook 

group forum will be used to prompt 

instructors to focus on how to practically 

engage with materials, as well as manage 

the logistics of participating in the trial. 

Plan social 

support/social change 

 

• Facebook group 

• Participant 

correspondence 

• Interview stage 

• Self-reflection 

The instructors will be encouraged to 

elicit social support from each other and 

use the Facebook group to share 

experiences. Self-reflection and interview 

stage will allow instructors to demonstrate 

and talk through any noticeable social 

changes with clients or anyone else.  

Figure 18: A list of BCT used within the present intervention. From, The Behaviour Change 

Technique Taxonomy (v1) of Hierarchically Clustered Techniques: Reporting of Behaviour Change 

Interventions Techniques Used Within The Present Behaviour Change intervention (Michie et al., 

2013) 
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6.3. Appendix 3: TIDieR (Hoffmann et al., 2014) 

  

The TIDieR (Template for Intervention Description and Replication) Checklist 

  Information to include when describing an intervention and the location of the information  

Ite

m 

numbe

r 

Item  Where 

located ** 

 

  Primary 

paper 

(page or 

Appendix 

number) 

Other † 

(details) 

 BRIEF NAME   

1. Provide the name or a phrase that describes the 

intervention. 

"A Qualitative use of the RE-AIM framework to determine 

the feasibility of an online intervention” 

 

_TITLE_ 

pg., 1 

_Title 

page_ 

 WHY   

2. Describe any rationale, theory, or goal of the elements 

essential to the intervention. 

 

Intervent

ion 

description_  

_Appen

dix 1 
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pg., 1, 4, 

11-16 

 WHAT   

3. Materials: Describe any physical or informational 

materials used in the intervention, including those provided 

to participants or used in intervention delivery or in training 

of intervention providers. Provide information on where the 

materials can be accessed (e.g., online Appendix, URL). 

Intervent

ion 

description_ 

pg., 1-4, 

6-10 

 

 

_Appen

dix 1 

4. Procedures: Describe each of the procedures, activities, 

and/or processes used in the intervention, including any 

enabling or support activities. 

Methodo

logy  

Intervent

ion 

description_ 

pg., 1-17 

_Appen

dix 1 

 WHO PROVIDED   

5. For each category of intervention provider (e.g., 

psychologist, nursing assistant), describe their expertise, 

background and any specific training given. 

_Interve

ntion 

description_ 

pg., 1-7, 9-10 

_Appen

dix 1 & 4 

 HOW   

6. Describe the modes of delivery (e.g., face-to-face or by 

some other mechanism, such as internet or telephone) of the 

intervention and whether it was provided individually or in a 

group. 

_Interve

ntion 

description, _ 

pg., 1-3 

_Appen

dix 1, 3 & 4 
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BCT 

 WHERE   

7. Describe the type(s) of location(s) where the 

intervention occurred, including any necessary infrastructure 

or relevant features. 

_Interve

ntion 

description, _ 

pg., 1-2 

BCT 

Taxonomy 

_Appen

dix 1, 2 & 4 

 WHEN and HOW MUCH   

8. Describe the number of times the intervention was 

delivered and over what period of time including the number 

of sessions, their schedule, and their duration, intensity or 

dose. 

_Interve

ntion 

description, _ 

pg., 4-16  

_Appen

dix 1 

 TAILORING   

9. If the intervention was planned to be personalised, 

titrated or adapted, then describe what, why, when, and 

how. 

_Interve

ntion 

description, _ 

pg., 4-16 

_Appen

dix 1 

 MODIFICATIONS   

10

. 

If the intervention was modified during the course of the 

study, describe the changes (what, why, when, and how). 

_Interve

ntion 

description, _ 

pg., 4-6, 8-16,  

_Appen

dix 1 

 HOW WELL   

11

. 

Planned: If intervention adherence or fidelity was 

assessed, describe how and by whom, and if any strategies 

were used to maintain or improve fidelity, describe them. 

_Interve

ntion 

description, _ 

pg. 1-2, 

_Appen

dix 1, 2, 3 & 

4 
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TIDieR 

checklist 

Borelli 

BCT 

Taxonomy 

12

.ǂ 

 

Actual: If intervention adherence or fidelity was 

assessed, describe the extent to which the intervention was 

delivered as planned. 

_Interve

ntion 

description, _ 

pg.1-4 

TIDieR 

checklist 

Borelli 

BCT 

Taxonomy 

_Appen

dix 1, 2, 3 & 

4 

  

The TIDieR (Template for Intervention Description and Replication) Checklist*: TIDieR 

(Hoffmann et al., 2014) 
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6.4. Appendix 4: Fidelity Assessment (Borelli et al., 2005, 2011)  

` 6.4.1. Treatment Design 

 1. Provided information about treatment dose in the intervention condition 

Length of contact session(s): 10-25 minutes 

Number of contacts: 12 (1 pre-intervention, 1 post-intervention) 

Content of treatment: Autonomous and controlling communication, self-determination 

theory, motivation, emotion, adaptive and maladaptive communication strategies 

Duration of contact over time: 3 hours, 23 minutes (203 minutes, overall) 

2. Provided information about treatment dose in the comparison condition 

Length of contact session(s): N/A 

Number of contacts: N/A 

Content of treatment: N/A 

Duration of contact over time: N/A 

3. Mention of provider credentials:  

• A Master research student (MPhil) with a appropriate level of understanding surrounding 

the subject matter (SDT) and its associated mechanism in theory and in practice. The first 

year of the MPhil study (September 2017-September 2018) was spent familiarising the 

primary researcher with tenants of the theory, whilst developing and designing the trial 

and intervention simultaneously. Adjustments were made accordingly. Secondary 

researchers consisted of University lecturers and researchers in the field of sports and 

exercise science. The primary supervisor was a sports and exercise psychology lecturer 

and researcher out of Aberystwyth University with 5 years' experience in this role. A 

secondary supervisor, a sport and exercise physiologist out of Aberystwyth University 

with 8 years of experience. And finally, an external supervisor, a sport and exercise 

psychologist out of Bath University with 4 years' experience in that role. The final lecturer 

and researcher specialised in self-determination theory.  
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4. Mention of a theoretical model or clinical guidelines on which the intervention is based 

• Self-determination theory and its mini theories,  

• Autonomous and controlling communication strategies, 

• Qualitative approaches to the RE-AIM framework 

• Michie BCT Taxonomy 

• TIDier 

• CONSORT extension for pilot-feasibility trials 

• Borrelli’s framework 

6.4.2. Training Providers 

 1. Description of how providers were trained 

• The first year of the MPhil study (September 2017-September 2018) was spent 

familiarising the primary researcher with tenants of the theory, whilst developing and 

designing the trial and intervention simultaneously. Gathering an understanding of SDT 

and its mini theories, and the understanding surrounding the application of interventions 

in multiple domains such as, sport and exercise, health and well-being, education, 

medicine and in the workplace. Multiple systematic literature reviews were conducted 

with differing objectives in order to familiarise the primary researcher with effective 

interventions. Furthermore, research surrounding implementation and fidelity measures 

were a priority, in order to understand how to best conduct and intervention that is 

replicable, effective and accounted for. The work of leading resarchers in these fields 

were followed and examined, using a chronological approach to digest the information 

mentioned.  

2. Standardized provider training 

• Starting from 1970, in the development of SDT and its motivation-based theories through 

the work of Dec & Ryan. Developing up to autonomous communication styles with the 

work of Reeve. Meta-analysis and fidelity/implementation measures (Quested 2016) were 

also understood when exploring the application of intervention studies over recent years 
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(e.g., Edmunds et al, 2008; Fortier et al, 2012; Fry, May & Brown, 2014; Hancox et al, 

2015) 

3. Measured provider skill acquisition post-training 

• Pilots of the intervention content were implemented, whereby, academics were asked if 

they wished to participate in a mock intervention. After the pilots of the intervention 

content, academics were asked to critise and offer advice surrounding how best to ensure 

clarity of message and content. What the primary researcher could do in order to improve 

the fidelity of the intervention content (It is doing what it aims to) was also a focus of this. 

All academics agreed the provider was adequately trained and informed to proceed with 

managing and delivering such an intervention study.  

4. Described how provider skills maintained over time 

• Through systematic literature reviews,  

• Mock literature reviews,  

• Mock methodology drafts, 

• Research Proposals 

• Application of implementation methods and fidelity measures through reading reviews 

and designing the trial. 

6.4.3. Delivery of Treatment 

 1. Included method to ensure that the content of the intervention was being delivered as 

specified (e.g., treatment manual, checklist, computer program) 

• A script was developed and followed 

• Strategies derived from literature (e.g., Deci et al 1994; Assor et al 2002; Reeve et al 

2004b; Reeve 2009; Williams et al 1999; Hancox 2015, also, see intervention description 

references) 

• Borelli’s framework 

• TIDieR checklist 
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• CONSORT extension to pilot feasibility trials 

• Michie BCT taxonomy 

• Intervention description (Appendix 1.1) 

2. Included method to ensure that the dose of the intervention was being delivered as 

specified (e.g., records number of contact minutes) 

• Borelli’s framework 

• Intervention description 

3. Included mechanism to assess if the provider adhered to the intervention plan (applies 

to human providers only?) (e.g., audiotape, observation, self-report of provider, exit interview 

with participant) 

• CD recordings of webinars  

• Self-reflection 

• Intervention description 

4. Assessed nonspecific treatment effects 

• Evaluation forms received after intervention exposure 

• Interviews based on RE-AIM principles.  

5. Used treatment manual 

• Script for slides 

• Intervention description  

• PowerPoint slides 

• Handbook 

• Strategies suggested through literature  

6.4.4. Receipt of Treatment 
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 1. Assessed subject comprehension of the intervention during the intervention period 

• Self-reflection 

• Interview stage RE-AIM dimensions.  

2. Included a strategy to improve subject comprehension of the intervention above and 

beyond what is included in the intervention 

• Additional reading lists 

• References to topics covered 

• Debriefing form  

• Interview aiming to appropriately explain the concept of SDT  

3. Assessed subject’s ability to perform the intervention skills during the intervention 

period 

• Self-reflection section of the handbook 

• Primary supervisor assisted in critiquing intervention materials 

• The external supervisor was sent copies of the intervention content to also critique the 

materials 

• Colleagues and fellow researchers were present in a ‘mock’ pilot intervention to evaluate 

the materials.  

4. Included a strategy to improve subject performance of intervention skills during the 

intervention period 

• Additional tasks (homework) 

• Goal setting 

• Self-reflection 

• Handbook descriptions 

• How to’s of each strategy 
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• Examples of what each strategy would look like in practise 

• See intervention document 

6.4.5. Enactment of Treatment Skills 

 1. Assessed subject performance of the intervention skills assessed in settings in which the 

intervention might be applied 

• No observation methods were used.  

• Self-reflection section 

• Post intervention interview stage 

2. Assessed strategy to improve subject performance of the intervention skills in settings in 

which the intervention might be applied 

• Handbook 

• Self-reflection,  

• Goal setting 

• Assessed by secondary supervisor 

• Facebook forum discussion 

• Direct Q&A correspondence with primary researcher 
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6.5.  Appendix 5: RE-AIM Questions and Themes 

Examples of pragmatic questions to understand at the interview stage 

What factors contribute to the participation/non-participation of the participants?; What 

might have been done to get more of the target audience to participate?; Did the intervention 

work to effect the outcomes noted?; What other factors contributed to the results? Are the 

outcomes found accurate?; Are the results meaningful?; What factors contributed to the 

organization and its individuals taking up the intervention?; What barriers interacted with the 

intervention to prevent adoption?; Was there partial or complete adoption?; Why did some staff 

members in these organizations participate and others did not?; How was the intervention 

implemented?; By whom and when?; What influenced implementation or lack of 

implementation?; What combination of implementation effects affected the outcome results?; 

How and why was the program or policy adapted or modified over time?; Is the intervention 

being implemented (and adapted) after the intervention core period?; What is sustained, what 

discontinued, what modified- and why? (Holtrop et al., 2018). 

Example of guiding questions used to semi structure the interview for participant 301M 

based on self-reflection and a pragmatic use of RE-AIM  

• Why did you agree to participate? 

• How did you find out about the programme? 

• How could we increase uptake at the recruitment phase? 

• How was the length of the intervention? 

• How did you find learning the strategies? 

• Did you find it difficult to balance the needs of your clients after learning the 

strategies? 

• How did you feel about the balance between the theoretical information and the 

skill-based information? 

• Did you or your clients notice a change in your communication style? 

• How would you change the online programme to improve it? 

• How do you feel about including a face-to-face session in the programme? 
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• How does this compare to other courses that you’ve been on in the past? 

• Did you encounter any barriers to participating in the intervention 

• What helped you to participate in the intervention? 

• How did you find using the handbook, webinars and the Facebook group? 

• How could we tailor the programme more specifically towards your demographic? 

• Did the programme meet your expectations?  

• Were you satisfied with the overall programme? 

• Do you have any stories of using strategies within your classes? 

• Is there anything else regarding the programme you would like to add? 

Themes that occurred during the interview stage based on the RE-AIM framework and its 

dimensions 

Dimension Higher order themes Lower order themes 

Reach • Factor contributing to 

participation  

• How to increase interest 

and participation  

• Visibility of recruitment tools 

• Method of recruitment, (e.g., 

group email, direct message, 

poster, word of mouth) 

• Barriers and facilitators to 

adoption 

Effectiveness • Meeting expectations 

• Novelty of the program 

• Quality of the program 

• Length of the program 

 

• Barriers and facilitators to 

adherence 

• Was this similar to other 

courses 

• Positive and negative aspects 

to studies efficiency  

• Pre-participation connotation 
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• Perceived change in 

communication style  

• Level of motivation to engage 

in the program 

• Too much or too little content  

• Self-paced schedule 

Implementat

ion 

• Social support 

• Convenience/ location 

• Clarity of content 

• Progress monitoring 

• Challenges 

Facilitators 

• Barriers and facilitators to the 

online delivery method 

• Peer and supervisor interaction 

• Adequate explanation of 

strategies and theories 

• Perceived competence and 

satisfaction 

• Adequate level of feedback 

• Effectiveness of self-reflection 

• Structured nature of class 

• Time management 

• Breaking old habits 

• Establishing a connection 

Maintenance • Participant experiences 

post program 

• Communication style and 

techniques 

• Confidence and competence 

• Use of techniques 

• What was sustained and what 

was discontinued? 

Figure 19: An overview of the RE-AIM themes that occurred from the data 
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6.6.   Appendix 6: Participant Information Sheet 

  

“An Online Intervention To Teach Instructors To Be More Motivationally Adaptive With 

Their Communication Style”  

Participant Information Sheet 

You are being invited to take part in a research project. Before you decide whether or not to 

take part it is important for you to understand why the research is being conducted and what it 

will involve. Please take the time to read the following information carefully and decide if you 

want to take part in this project. Please feel free to ask if there is anything that is not clear or if 

you would like more information.  

Purpose: The project aims to understand more about how we can optimise the 

communication strategies and teaching style of exercise class instructors or personal trainers in 

order to increase the positive experiences of their clients. As mentioned in the email, the way a 

person of authority uses specific communication strategies with their subordinates is an 

important and enduring factor that can either promote the quality of their motivation or thwart 

it. This has been demonstrated in many domains, such as education, sport, healthcare and 

exercise. The training content you receive will aim to specifically promote strategies that target 

‘need-supportive’ communication and minimise ‘need-thwarting’ strategies. It is important to 

note that everyone tends to adopt both supportive and thwarting strategies of communication 

simultaneously, it’s not one style or the other, so please don’t feel self-conscious of your own 

communication style.  

Procedure: Research in this field is at the “intervening stage,” where programmes are being 

developed that aim to adjust behaviours opposed to merely observing them. If you decide to 

participate you will be offered the opportunity to engage with an online, interactive lecture series. 

After exposure to the initial webinars, You will be asked to interact with a handbook that will 

focus on the key principles discussed throughout the lecture, whilst also using reflective 

descriptions to note you own experiences of putting into practice the motivational strategies. As 

well as the handbook, you will be asked to join an invite-only Facebook group. This will act as a 
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focus group to discuss examples of good and bad practice, engage specific strategies and promote 

more general discussions relating to the training experience. The final stage will involve telephone 

interviews to understand your thoughts and feelings, the barriers and facilitators and general 

effectiveness of the intervention to take forward to future trials. Both the booklet and Facebook 

group will be used to base interviews off. For example, “In a post to the Facebook group you 

mentioned…”.  

Throughout the study you will be asked to complete a quick questionnaire on three 

occasions. Before the initial lecture, one week after and five weeks after that. The questionnaires 

will focus on your experiences instructing, your motivation and your psychological well-being. 

Another questionnaire will be administered to your highest attending exercise class members, 

most regularly trained clients or the most enthusiastic to participate, this will be done at the same 

time points as yourself-the instructor. Questionnaires can be taken home and completed that 

evening to assist in the practicality of conducting exercise sessions and collecting data. 

Questionnaires can be send via post in the envelopes provided or handed in to either the Carwyn 

James Building or Aberystwyth University Sports Centre. After data is collected and analysed you 

may be asked to participate in focus telephone interviews. They will aim to draw out your 

experiences of undertaking the psycho-educational intervention, where it could be improved, 

what worked, what didn’t, etc.  

Risks and Benefits: You will have the opportunity to receive free educational training that 

will benefit your work practices, expose insight and increase the job satisfaction you experience. 

This opportunity is tailored to yourselves (exercise instructors and personal trainers) in order to 

increase the motivational resources available within exercise institutions. Participants will also 

have the opportunity to obtain a summary of the studies’ results upon completion of the 

research. Although there are no known physical, psychological, economic, or social risks 

associated with participation in this project, appropriate support (e.g., counselling) will be offered 

should any unusual discomforts arise.  

Do I have to take part in the study? Participation in this project is totally voluntary, you are 

under no obligation to take part in this project. You are free to withdraw your consent and 

discontinue with your participation at any time for any reason and you do not need to justify your 

decision. Refusal to participate or withdrawal from this project at any time will in no way affect 

your professional career. The data that you provide will be very useful for our project. If you 

decide to take part you will be asked to sign a consent form.  
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What happens to the information I provide? Participation in this project guarantees the 

confidentiality of the information you provide. No one apart from the researchers on the project 

team will have access to the information you provide. Your consent form will be kept separate 

from the observations collected during the course of the project. Data will be stored for a 

maximum of five years in accordance with Aberystwyth University’s data storage policy. 

Questionnaire data will be anonymised and pseudonyms will allow data to be practically analysed 

across three time points. Once the data is analysed a report of the findings may be submitted for 

publication. Only broad trends will be reported and it will not be possible to identify any 

individuals. Any extracts from your interviews will be anonymised. A summary of the results will 

be available from the researcher on request once the project is complete.  

Thank you for taking the time to read this Participant Information Sheet and considering 

taking part in the project. This Participant Information Sheet is for you to keep. If you do wish to 

take part in the project, please contact Tom Holland (thh22@aber.ac.uk or 07715022945).  

The study is supervised by Dr. Simon Payne (Aberystwyth University) and Dr. Tom Curran 

(Bath University). Dr. Simon Payne can be contacted via smp14@aber.ac.uk.  

The project has been approved as ethical by an institute ethics panel Aberystwyth University 

ethics committee.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

mailto:thh22@aber.ac.uk
mailto:smp14@aber.ac.uk
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6.7.   Appendix 7: Informed Consent Form 

  

Consent Form 

Thank you for your interest in this project. Just to remind you, the data you provide in the 

course of this project will be treated in the strictest confidence and will be used for research 

purposes only. Furthermore, as a participant in this research you will never be identified in any 

outputs (e.g., reports, research articles) that arise from this project and your data will never be 

identifiable or viewed by any persons attending your institution or any other party outside the 

research team.   

Title of Project:  “An Online Intervention To Teach Instructors To Be More Motivationally 

Adaptive With Their Communication Style” .  

Please tick boxes   

1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet   

for the above project   

   

2. I have had opportunities to ask questions and my questions    

have fully been answered.   

  

3. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free   

to withdraw at any time, without giving any reason.   

4.  I have received enough information about the project.    
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5. I agree to take part in the above project.                 

   

   

“This project has been explained to me to my satisfaction, and I agree to take part. I 

understand that I am free to withdraw at any time.”   

  

Name of Participant  

(in block capitals)    

Date  Signature  

      

    

I have explained the project to the above participant and he/she has agreed to take part.   

  

Name of Researcher  Date  Signature  
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6.8. Appendix 8: Recruitment Letter 

 Hi ….  

My name is Tom Holland, firstly, I hope you don’t mind me contacting you directly. I'm a 

postgraduate researcher out of Aberystwyth university and I'm inviting you to take part in a 

psychology-based pilot study surrounding motivation and emotion in exercise settings, specifically 

the exercise leader-client relationship.  

The research project aims to understand the effects of a short communication-based psycho-

educational intervention (short online webinars & Supplementary Material). The intervention will 

focus on adjusting subtle communication strategies. Many similar studies across other domains 

(healthcare, medicine, sport, education, etc) have demonstrated exposure to such interventions 

can provide positive effects towards your client’s quality of motivation (internalisation) and assist 

with their basic psychological need satisfaction (autonomy, competence and relatedness). In 

other words, the skills and strategies taught should appropriately motivate clients and maximise 

enjoyment, therefore, they will keep coming back!  

The intervention is designed to be short, quick and easy implement. Whilst offering a unique 

training opportunity. If you were interested in taking part of in the project or simply wanted to 

find out more, please read the information sheet (attached) and email or call myself (details 

below) to have a chat regarding eligibility and participation. I will be happy to answer any other 

queries about the study.  

Thankyou for taking the time to read this,  

Thomas Holland.  

(thh22@aber.ac.uk).  

(07715022945).  

Page Break  

Annwyl,  

Fy enw i yw Tom Holland, yn gyntaf, rwy'n gobeithio nad ydych yn meindio cael eich cysylltu 

yn uniongyrchol. Rwyf yn ymchwilydd ôl-raddedig yn brifysgol Aberystwyth (Cymru, DU) ac yn 
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eich gwahodd i gymryd rhan mewn astudiaeth beilot sy'n seiliedig ar seicoleg, yn edrych ar 

gymhelliant ac emosiwn mewn lleoliadau ymarfer corff, yn benodol y berthynas rhwng arweinydd 

ymarfer corff/hyfforddwr personol ag y cleient. Bydd y cyfle hwn yn cynnig cyfres o darlithoedd 

seicoleg ymarfer corff ar-lein rhad ac am ddim, a llyfr gwaith a gynlluniwyd yn benodol i gynyddu 

effeithiolrwydd y gallwch chi gymell eich cleientiaid.  

Bydd y darlithoedd yn seiliedig ar theori hunan-benderfynu ac anghenion seicolegol sylfaenol 

a bydd yn anelu at gynyddu’r strategaethau cyfathrebu angen-gefnogol a lleihau'r strategaethau 

ataliol sy'n cael eu defnyddio mewn lleoliadau ymarfer corff. Yn benodol, cymhwyso sut y gall 

arweinwyr maethu yr angen am annibyniaeth mewn israddedigion (ryddhad am ddim, meddwl 

annibynnol, ac ati). Mae llawer o astudiaethau tebyg ar draws meysydd eraill (gofal iechyd, 

meddygaeth, chwaraeon, addysg ac ati) wedi dangos sut y gall amlygiad i ymyriadau o'r fath 

ddarparu effeithiau cadarnhaol tuag at gymhelliant a chynorthwyo gyda bodlonrwydd eu 

hanghenion seicolegol sylfaenol (ymreolaeth, cymhwysedd a pherthnasedd). Mewn geiriau eraill, 

dylai'r sgiliau a'r strategaethau a ddysgir cymell eich cleientiaid yn briodol a chynyddu eu 

mwynhad a'ch un chi, gan gynyddu'r siawns y byddant yn parhau i ddod yn ôl!  

Mae'r ymyriad wedi'i gynllunio i fod yn waith byr, hyblyg a hawdd. Wrth gynnig cyfle 

hyfforddi proffesiynol unigryw gyda'r rhaglen hon sy'n seiliedig ar dystiolaeth. Os hoffech chi 

gymryd rhan yn y prosiect neu os ydych eisiau gael mwy o wybodaeth, darllenwch y daflen 

wybodaeth (ynghlwm) ac unai e-bostiwch neu ffoniwch fi yn bersonol (manylion isod) i gael sgwrs 

ynghylch cymhwyster a chyfranogiad. Byddaf yn hapus i ateb unrhyw holiadau eraill am yr 

astudiaeth.  

Rwy'n gwerthfawrogi eich bod yn cymryd yr amser i ddarllen hwn,  

  

Diolch yn fawr,  

  

Thomas Holland.  

(thh22@aber.ac.uk).  

(07715022945) 
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6.9.   Appendix 9: Debriefing Sheet 

  

Written De-briefing form  

An Online Intervention To Teach Instructors To Be More Motivationally Adaptive With 

Their Communication Style 

Hello and thank you!  

Thank you firstly, for participating and contributing to this master's thesis research. Secondly, 

let me explain a bit of context around what you agreed to undertake.  

As you may be aware, staying motivated to keep physically active can be tough. It's 

understood people who stay active, generally enjoy their exercise more than people who do not. 

The simplicity of this statement however does not illustrate the inner mechanics of such behavior. 

There are many factors that contribute to the level of engagement we feel with an activity aside 

from immediate enjoyment.  

Research surrounding motivation and exercise have found that significant others (you guys) 

play a large role in motivating individuals and promoting the enjoyment of an activity. As you may 

know, significant others can manipulate the social climate and therefore their client's motivation. 

This can promote or thwart their psychological needs, in turn, encouraging behavioral 

engagement or disaffection. The communication style an individual adopts with another can 

therefore act to promote or thwart behavioral engagement towards an activity and the 

consequent motivational regulations adopted by the other.  

Throughout this project the researchers aimed to develop, implement and test the effects of 

an online psycho-educational package in order to promote the use of motivationally-adaptive 

communication. Our aim was to test whether an online format was an adequate method of 

intervening on behavior. Due to the nature of the study, there have been some changes along the 

way, however the principles of the study remains.  
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We are currently at the data analysis stage where we will begin to find some interesting 

results. These will hopefully assist to validate the link between psychological outcomes 

(motivation quality, basic psychological need satisfaction, etc.) and need supportive 

communications. Whilst also measuring, if an online intervention can be as effective (if not more 

effective!) as face-to-face methods, when attempting to alter the communication style of an 

exercise leader.  

If you were interested in learning more about the benefits of Self-Determination Theory, 

please don’t hesitate to contact the primary researcher, whereby a reading list and additional 

resources can be provided.  

Again, thank you once again for participating in this research.  

All the best in the future,  

  

Thomas Holland BSc (Hons)  

Post-Graduate Researcher at Aberystwyth University  

Motivation & Well-Being in Exercise  

Institute of Biological, Environmental & Rural Sciences (IBERS)  

F21 Carwyn James Building  

Aberystwyth University  

SY23 3FD  

Linkedin, https://www.linkedin.com/feed/?trk=  

Mobile: 07715022945  

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/?trk=
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6.10.  Appendix 10: Transcription Notation used in Interviews 

Key  

[SIC] – Grammar or spelling mistake, if necessary. 

- Illegible or unclear, don’t understand. 

Don’t Underlining indicates stress or emphasis in the speech.  

Che::ese Colons are used to represent extended, drawn-out speech.  

(2.0) Numbers in brackets refer to pauses in tenths of a second. Pauses less than two tenths of a 

second long are indicated by (.).  

(Mine’s) Words in parentheses indicate the transcriber’s best estimate of an unclear section of 

speech.  

(h) Indicates laughter within speech.  

[] Square brackets indicate the beginning and end of overlapping talk.  

= Equal signs indicate continuous talk between speakers.  

° Degree signs enclose talk that is lower in volume than the surrounding talk.  

↑↓ Pointed arrows indicate a marked rising or falling in speech intonation.  

> < Greater-than and less-than signs enclose speech that is noticeably faster than the surrounding 

talk. 

< > When the order is reversed this indicates slower speech.  
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Example from Wiggins (2001) CONSTRUCTION AND ACTION IN FOOD EVALUATION 

Conversational Data:  

(1) SKW/ J1b-M4 (410-422)   

1.Lesley:>d’you like your< ↑sausage bits  

2. (1.0)  

3.Paul:>pardon<  

4.Lesley:d’you like ↓°them°  

5.Paul:→ mmm:↑they’re alright >they’re a bit< ↑spi:cy  

6.Lesley:>h↓mm<  

7. (1.0)  

8.Paul:what are:↓they  

9.Lesley:>°well° just< slice:s with- (0.4) °with:°  

10. (0.6)  

11.Lesley:spices °rather than::n:ormal ones (.) >(thought  

12. they’d)< be:(0.2) >nice for a ↑change° 
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6.11. Reasons for participant withdrawal 

 (1) Work-life balance. Not enough time to be involved 

(2) The wrong demographic– participant felt they couldn't apply these strategies 

(3) Participant stopped responding towards to final interview stage 

(4) Work-life balance. Too much content 

(5) Work-life balance. Not enough time to be involved 
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7.   Supplementary Material (CD) 

7.1. Intervention Handbook 

7.2. Lecture Series & CD 

7.3. Audit Trail 

7.4. Interview Recordings 

7.5. Interview Transcriptions 

  

All Supplementary Materials above are stored on a CD(s) that has been attached to the 

physical copy of the thesis submitted. The electronic version of the thesis contains the 

Supplementary Materials as separately submitted documents alongside the final thesis document. 

 


